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CHAPTER ONE: 
INTRODUCTION (U) 

The USA PATRIOT ïnqiraœmtmi arid Reauthorization Act of 2005 

(Patriot Reauthorization Act or the Act) directed the Department of Justifie 

(Department or DOJ) Office of the inspector General (OÍG) to review, among 

other tilings, "the effectiveness and use, Including any improper or illegal use, 

of national security letters issued by the Department of Justice."1 The Act 

required the OIG to conduct reviews on the Federal Bureau of Investigation's 

(FBI) use of national security letters (NSL) for two sepárate time periods.2 (U) 

The OIG's first report on the FBI's use of NSLs, issued on March 9, 
2007, covered calendar years 2003 through 2005.3 Tills is the OIGs second 
report on the FBFs use of NiSLs. In this report we describe and assess the 
response by the FBI and the Department to the serious misuse oí NSI., 
authorities that our first report described. In addition, as required by the 
Patriot Reauthorization Act, this report describes the FBFs use of NSLs in 
calendar year 2006, (U| 

We are also in the process of completing an investigation of the FBI's 
use of exigent letters, a practice that we described generally in our first NSL 
report This investigation also will assess responsibility for the improper 
use of these exigent letters. We are Bearing the end of that investigation on 
the use of exigent, letters, and we intend to issue a report covering this 
subject in the near future, (U] 

* This report includes information that the Department of Justice eonsidejxa: to be 

classified and therefore could not be publicly released, To create the public vers ¡on of the 

report the OIG redacted (deleted) the portions oí the report that the Department considered 

to be classified, and we indicated where those redactions were made, in addition, the OSO 

has provided copies ef the full classified report to the Department, the Director of National 

InieIHgmee, and Congress, (U) 

' USA PATRIOTïnyjrooemcnt and Reamhortzation Aciqf2ÖQ5, Pub. L. Kn. 109-P?7, 

§ n9|al, 120 Stat 192 {2008}. fUi 

a The Pat not Ream Ehorixatiü« Aet also directed tine; OIG to conduct reviews on thé 

and effect Ívones oí Section 2 ifs «mere for buairiess records-, another investigad ve 

authority that was expanded by die Patriot Act, The results of the OiG's first review on 

Section 215 orders are conner.ed in a report issued on March 9, 2007, The QIG's second 

review of Section 215 orders in 2006 is contained in a .separate report issued in conjunction 

with tbis report. (U) 

O.if. Department of Justice Office of the Inspector General, Review of (he Federal 

Bureau of Investigation 's Use of National Security Letters {March 9, 2007) {NSL1}, available 

at www, doj .gov/ ofg, We refer to the unclassified e r s i nn of that report as trie first NSL 

re]>oit. Although the Act required the OIG to if ici ode only calendar yeeurs '2003 through 

2004 in die irrst report, we elected to also include 200S> in that report, (Uj 

I 



L Provisions of the Patriot Act and Patriot Reauthorization Act (U) 

In the Introduction of our first NSL report:, we described the expansion 
of the PBPs national security letter author!Lies in the USA PATRIOT Act 
(Patriot Act) and do not repeat that description here.4 However, for this 
report on the FBts use of NSL authorities In 2006, we first, identify the 
issues thai: the Patriot: Reauthorization Act directed the OIG to review; (U) 

il) an examination of the use of national security letters by 
the Department of Justice during calendar year 2006; (U) 

(2) a description of any noteworthy iaets or circumstances 
relating to such use. including any improper or illegal use 
of such authority; and (U) 

(3) an examination of the effectiveness of national seen rit y 

letters as an investigative tool, including -• (Uj 

{A} the importance of the information acquired by the 
Department of J ustice to the intelligence activities 
of the Department: of Justice or to any other 
department or agency oi the Federal Government; (U) 

(B) the manner in which such information is collected, 
retained, analysed, and disseminated by the 
Department of Justice, including any direct: access 
to such information (such as access to "raw data") 
provided to any other department, agency, or 
instrumentality of Federal, State, local, or tribal 
governments or any private sector entity; {Ü) 

(C) whether, and bow often, the Department of Just ice 
utilized such information to proehiee an analytical 
intelligence product for distribution within the 
Department of Justice, to the intelligence 
community . . .. or to other Federal, State, local, 
or tribal government departments, agencies or 
instrumentalities; (O) 

CD) whether, and how often, the Department of Justice 

provided such üifonnaüon to law enforcement 

authorities for use in criminal proceedings; . , , ß (Ü) 

4 NSL I, I0el6, The term "USA PATRE OT Act." is an acronym for the law entitled the 

Uniting and Strengihenmg America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to intercept unci 

Ghstrw't Terrorism A<a of 200L Pub. L, No. 107-56 (2003.}. This law is cammonly referred to 

as "the Patriot Act." (Hi 

5 Patriot Reauthorization Act. g VHHbS. (U} 



With respect to national security letters issued following the date of 

enactment of the Patriot Reauthorization Act (March 9. 2008). the Act also 

directed the 01G to examine: (U) 

{E} the number of occasions in -which the Department 
of Justice, or an officer or employee of the 
Department, of Justice, issued a national security 
letter without the certification necessary to require 
the recipient of such letter to comply with the 
nondisclosure and confidentiality requirement:» 
potentially applicable under law. {Uj 

II. Methodology of the OIG Review (U) 

To describe and assess the status of the FBI's implementation of its 
response to the recommendations made in our first .NSL report, additional 
corrective actions taken by the FBI and other Department components, 
and the FBI's use of national security letters in 2006, the OIG conducted 
interviews of over 30 current and former FBI and Department employees, 
including personnel at FBI Headquarters in the Office of the General 
Counsel (FBI OGCL Counterterrorism Division, Counterintelligence 
Division, and Cyber Division; and personnel in 3 field offices; Baltimore, 
Miami and Washington, D,C. We examined over 18,000 FBI documents 
and pieces of digital information provided by FBI Headquarters operational 
and support divisions and the 3 field, divisions. Among the documents we 
analysed were FBI Headquarters guidance memoranda; correspondence; 
national security letters; reports by the FBI's Inspection Division, the FBI 
OGC, and tire Department's Office of Professional Responsibility; 
information posted on the FBI's intranet; e-mails; and training materials 
on the use of NSLs. £U} 

To examine the progress of the FBI 's implementation of the 1I 
recommendations in our árst NSL report, we analyzed the FBI's memoranda 
describing the status of its corrective actions. We also interviewed FBI 
officials from the FBI OGC and Inspection Division, other senior FBI officials 
including the FBI Director and Deputy Director, and held personnel 
responsible- for issuing and reviewing NSLs including the Special Agents in 
Charge (SAC), Chief Division Counsels (CDC), Supervisory Special Age^nts, 
and Special Agents. Additionally, we reviewed all NSL related guidance 
issued by the FBI since our first report was issued, reviewed the types of 
NSL training provided and to whom it was provided, and observed a 
demonstration of the new NSL data system that was designed to manage 
and track NSLs. (U) 
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We also examined oilier corrective actions and new oversight 
measures implemented in 2007 by the FEU, the Department's National 
Security Division {NSD}, ami the Office of the Deputy'Attorney General 
relating to the use of NSLs. These measures included the FBI's 
establishment of an Office of integrity and Compliance (QIC) arid the 
NSD's new compliance reviews, called '•national security reviews," which 
review die FBI's use e>f NSL authorities arid other intelligence techniques in 
national security investigations. We .interviewed NSD and FBI 
personnel responsible for these reviews and examined relevant documents 
describing the establishment of the OIC and the national security reviews. 
In addition, we evaluated the August. 2007 report and proposal to the 
Attorney General by the Department's Chief Privacy and Civil Liberties 
Officer which recommended how the FBI should use arid retain NSL-derived 
information, (O) 

The Of G also visited three field offices to assess the accuracy of ihe 
FBFs review of NSLs issued by these field offices, initiated after the issuance 
of our March £007 report. The FBI's review assessed a random sample of 
10 percent of all national security investigations active at any time from 
2003 through 2006. We re-examined case files that had been reviewed by 
FBI inspectors during the FBI's March 2007 field review to verify die 
accuracy of the data collected by the .FBI's review and compared our 
findings to the FBEs findings. (US 

In addition, in response to the s tain tory directive to identity the 
number of occasions in which the Department, issued national security 
letters without, the applicable certification necessary to require the 
recipients to comply with the non-disclosure and eoiiiklenCiaiitv 
requirements of the Patriot Reauthorization Act, we reviewed a random 
sample of all NSLs issued from March 10. 2006, through December 31, 
2006, to determine whether these NSLs complied with this requirement . 
For purposes of assessing compliance with the new legislation, we also 
analyzed 11 so-called "blanket" national security letters issued after March 
9, 2006, that were not: part ai the random sample but which we identified in 
the course of another part of our review and which will be described in our 
forthcoming NSL report, (U) 

Finally, to document the FBI's usage of NSLs in calendar' year 2006. 
as required by the Patriot Reauthorization Act, we analyzed data in the FBI 
OGC database. We also examined the Department's annual public reports 
to evaluate NSL requests in 2006 and to analyse trends in NSL- usage from 
2003 through 2006. (U) 

( Ï Ï ) 



III. Organization of the Report (U) 

This report is divided into eight chapters. 'This Erst chapter contains 

the background to this report, the organization and methodology of the 

report, and a summary of the report's findings, (U) 

Chapter Two evaluates the FBI's specific responses to the 11 

recommendations we made in our first NSL report. In this chapter, we also 

examine the FBI's new OICt the NSD's new procedures for auditing 

compliance with NSL authorities and other techniques used in national 

security investigations, and the report by the Department's Chief Privacy 

and Civil Liberties Officer regarding the use and retention of information 

obtained through NSLs. (U) 

Chapter Three describes steps taken by the FBI in response to our 
March 2007 report, including three reviews the FBI initiated following 
release of our first NSL report: (U) 

(1) its review of NSt issued by FBI held offices from a random 
sample of 10 percent of all national security investigations 
active at any time from 2003 through 2006; ((!} 

(2) a separate review of 10 percent of NSfs Issued by FBI 
Headquarters divisions during the same period; and (II) 

(3) a review of NSDs issued in FBI counterintelligence 
investigations pursuant to the Fair Credit Reporting Act {FCIIA3 
from 2002 through 2006. (U) 

Chapter Four presents the data on the FBI's use of national security 

letters in 2000, This information is based on data derived from tire FBI 

OGC national security letter tracking dat abase and the Department's 

semiannual classified reports to Congress on NSL visage, fU) 

Chapter Five addresses the effectiveness of national security letters in 
2006. (0) 

Chapter Six presents our findings on the number of occasions in 
wliieh the Department issued national security letters without the 
certifications necessary to require the recipients of such letters to comply 
with the non- disclosure and confidentiality requirements of the Patriot 
Reauthorization Act. it J) 

Chapter Seven describes several instances of improper or illegal use 

of national security letter authorities in 2008. These include the matters 

self-reported by FBI Headquarters and field personnel to the FBI OGC in 

2006, (U) 



Chapter Eight contains our conclusions and recommendations. fUj 

The Unclassified Appendix to the report contains comments on the 
report by the Attorney General, the Director of National intelligence, the 
Assistant Attorney Generai ibr the National Security Division, and the FBI. 
"Ore classified report also contains a Classified Appendix.. (U) 

As noted above, the DIG will soon issue another NSL reperì; that, will 
describe the results of our investigation of the FBI's use of exigent letters to 
obtain telephone records from three communication .sen-ice providers from 
2002 through 2008. The report, which will expand on the general findings 
in our first NSL,- reperì: on the use of exigent, letters In 2003 through 2005, 
will examine the practice of using exigent letters rather than NSLs or other 
legal prese ess to obtain records from the three communication service 
providers, the types of investigations for which records were sought, the 
process used to obtain the records, and Inaccurate statements in many of 
the letters. The report, also will describe the types of records obtained from 
the three communication service providers and how FBI agents and analysts 
handled and used the ìxitbrinatici) obtained in response to these letters. 
The report, will describe the FBI's efforts to issue legal process after the iaet 
to cover information previously obtained from the exigent letters; the 
issuance of 11 "biankct" NSLs in 2008, and other improper NSLs: and the 
use of less formal types of requests to obtain records irom the three 
communication service providers, such, as verbal requests, e-mails, and 
telephone calls - only some of which were later documented in exigent 
letters or legal process. In addition, the report will evaluate' the 
responsibility of FBI personnel who signed exigent, letters and blanket. NSLs 
and the responsibility of their supervisors and FBI officials, Finally, we will 
evaluate the processes that led to the issuance of exigent letters, improper 
blanket NSLs, and other improper NSLs and improper requests for 
mfennatiore {Uj 

IV. Summary of GIG Finding« {II) 

Our review concluded that, since issuance of our March 2007 report, 
the FEìI .and the Department have made significant progress in 
implementing the recommendations from that report and in adopting other 
corrective actions to address serious problems we identified in the use of 
national security letters. The FBI has also devoted significant energy, time, 
and resources toward ensuring that its field managers and agents 
understand the seriousness of the FBI's shortcomings in its use of NSLs and 
their responsibility for correcting illése deficiencies. {01 

Our interviews of senior FBI officials, including'the Director, the 
Deputy Director, and the General Counsel, indicate that the FBI's senior 

8 
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leadership is committed to correcting the serious deficiencies in the FBI's 
rise of NSLs identified in our first report. They have attempted to reinforce 
throughout all levels of the FBI the necessity of adhering to the rules 
governing the use of NSL authorities, (U) 

For example, among other measures the FBI has issued needed 
guidance on the use of NSLs. provided mandatory training to FBI employees 
on the proper use of NSLs, and developed a new data, system to facilitate the 
issuance of NSLs mid improve the accuracy of NSL dat a, in required 
congressional reports. The FBI has issued numerous NSL policies and 
guidance memoranda on topics that include the proper usage of NSLs and 
statutory and procedural authorizations and restrictions: a prohibition, on 
use of exigent letters; fee requirement, for sufficient and independent 
supervisory and legal reviews; and the procedures for identifying and 
reporting possible intelligence violations, ft J) 

Hie FBI has also created a new Office of Integrity and Compliance 
(OIC), modeled after private sector compliance programs, to ensure that 
national security investigations and other FBI activities are conducted, in a 
manner consistent with appropriate laws, regulations, and policies. We 
believe this office can perform a valuable function by providing a process for 
identifying compliance requirements and risks, assessing existing control 
mechanisms, and developing and implementing better controls to ensure 
proper use of NSLs. However, we recommend that the FBI consider 
providing the QIC with a larger permanent staffing level so that it can 
develop tire sk i l ls , knowledge, and independence to lead or directly cany out 
the critical elements of this new compliance program. (U) 

In addition to the FBI's efforts to address the OiG's recommendations, 
the Department's National Security Division (NSD) has implemented 
additional measures to promote better compliance with NSL authorities and 
to address other Issues raised by our first report.. For' example, in 2007 the 
NSD began reviews to examine whether the FBI is using various intelligence 
techniques, including NSLs, in accordance with applicable laws, guidelines, 
and policies, {U| 

Also, the Department's Office of the Chief Privacy arid Civil Liberties 
Officer and the Civil Liberties Protection Officer of the Office of the Director 
of National intelligence convened a working group to examine how NSt-
derived information is used and retained by the FBI, with special emphasis 
on. the protection of privacy interests, and in August 2007 sent a report: and 
proposal to the Attorney General on minimization procedures with respect 
to NSL-derived data.. However, after review of this proposal, we concluded 
(hat the NSL Working Group's report did not: adequately address measures 
to label or tag NSL-derived information and to minimize the retention and 
dissemination of such information, hi February 2008, the Acting Chief 



Privacy and Civil liberties Officer told us thai the proposal had been 
withdrawn and that he intends to reconvene the NSL Working Group to 
reconsider the August 2007 report and proposal. We examine the August 
2007 report of the NSL Working Group and make recommendations for the 
NSL Working Group to consider as it revises that proposal. (U) 

In (.his report, we also examine the three reviews conducted by the 
FBI in 2007 .foliawing release of our first report The FBI's reviews 
confirmed that, the types of deficiencies identified in our first NSL report had 
occurred throughout die FBI from 2003 through 2006. The FBI's field 
review was important because it covered a larger, statistically valid sample 
ofNSLs and ease files. The FBI reviews confirmed similar types of possihLe 
intelligence violations in the FBI's use of NSLs that we found. However, the 
FBI's field review found a higher overall possible iOB violation rate 
(9.43 percent) than the OIG found (7.5 percent} in the sample we examined 
in our first NSL report, £U) 

However, we examined in detail the FBI's field review and determined 
that, it did not capture all NSC-related possible intelligence violations in the 
hies it reviewed, and therefore did not provide a fully accurate baseline from 
which to measure future improvement in compliance with NSL authorities. 
For example, during our re-examination of case files that FBI inspectors 
determined had no NSL-related possible .intelligence violations in three field 
offices, we identified IS additional NSL-related possible intelligence 
violations. In addition, because FBI inspectors were unable to locate 
information provided in response to a significant number ofNSLs chosen for 
review in its sample, the results of the FBI's field review likely understated 
the rate of possible intelligence violations. £U) 

In short, despite the significant challenges facing the FBI in 
eliminating fully shortcomings irt its use of NSLs* we believe the FBI and the 
Department have evidenced a commitment to correcting the problems we 
found in our iirst NSL report and have made significant progress in 
addressing the need to improve compliance in the FBI's use of NSLs. 
However, because only 1. year has passed since the OIG's first: NSL report 
was released and some measures are not. fully implemented or tested, we 
believe it is too early to definitively state whether the new s y s t ems and 
controls developed by the FBI and the Department, will eliminate fully the 
problems with NSLs that we identified. We believe the FBI must implement 
all of our recommendations in the first NSL report, demonstrate sustained 
commitment to tire steps it has taken and committee! to take to improve 
compliance, implement additional recommendations described in this 
second report, consider additional measures to enhance privacy protections 
for NSL-derived information, and remain vigilant in holding FBI personnel 
accountable for properly preparing and approving NSLs and for handling 
responsive records appropriately. fU) 
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Finally, as required by the Pat.not Reaiit.horiKat.ion Act, this report 
details the FBI's use of national security letters in calendar year 2006. it: is 
important to note that, the FBI's use of NSLs in 2006 occurred before we 
issued our first NSL report in March 2007, which identified the serious 
deficiencies in the FBI's use of and oversight of NSLs, and before the FBI 
began to implement corrective aedons, Therefore, not surprisingly, this 
report contains similar findings to our March 2007 report regarding 
deficiencies in the FBI's use of NSLs. (U) 

As shown in Chart 4.5. we determined thai the F'Bl 's use of national 
security letters m 2006 continued the upward trend we identified in our first 
NSL report that covered die period 2003 through 2005, in 2001>, the FBI 
issued 49.425 NSL requests, a 7-percent m< rease over NSL requests 
essued in 2005. For the 4 year period 2003 through 200h, the FBI issued a 
total of 192,409 NSL requests. (U) 

CHART 4.5 
NSL Request« (2003 through 2006) (U) 

{Chart below is Unclassified] 
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As shown in Chart 4,6, the percentage of NSL requests generated from, 
investigations of U.S. persons continued to increase significantly, from 
approximately 39 percent of all. NSL requests issued in 2003 to 
approximately 57 percent of ail NSL requests issued in 2006, (U) 
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CHART 4.6 
NSL Requests Relating to U.S. Persons and 
non-U.S. Persons (2003 through 2006) {V) 

[Chart below is Unclassified] 
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in our interviews, FBI field and Headquarters personnel told us that 
NSLs continued to toe an indispensable investigative tool in major terrorism 
and espionage investigations conducted in 2006. They reported that WSLs 
were used to identify the financial dealings of investigative subjects, confirm 
the identity of subjects, support the use of sophisticated intelligence 
techniques, and establish predication for the initiation of preliminary aud 
full co un ter terrorism and counterintelligence investigations, (U) 

As directed by the Patriot Reauthorization Act, we also conducted an 
audit of the number of occasions in winch NSLs issued after the effective 
date of the Act did not contain the certifications necessary to require the 
recipients to comply with applicable non-disclosure and confidentiality 
requirements. The vast majority of the NSLs and approval memoranda we 
examined, which are known as electronic communications (EC), 
substantially complied with the Patriot Reauthorization Act certification 
requirement and FBI policy. We believe this compliance record was largely 
due to the prompt guidance the FBI CGC issued on the date the Acr was 
signed, the availability of new NSL forms on its Intranet website, and 
periodic guidance PB! QGC attorneys provided to the field as questions 
arose. We found thai only 10 NSLs |3 percent of a random sample of 375 
NSLs we examined) were issued without the required certifications. Our 
audit also determined that 97 percent of the NSLs in the random sample 
imposed non-disclosure and confidentiality obligations on recipients, (U) 
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However, we also determined thai: 17 NSL approval memoranda 
(5 percent of the random sample) contained insufficient explanations to 
justify imposition oi these obligations. We identified eight NSLs in our 
sample that contained recitals about non-disctosure that were inconsistent 
with tire corresponding approval memoranda, signifying that case agents, 
their supervisors, and Chief Division Counsels were not careful in reviewing 
and approving these documents to ensure consistency, in addition to these 
non -compliant NSLs that: were part of the random sample, we identified 
eight "blanket" NSL« issued by senior CounterLerrorism Division officials in 
2006 that: did not contain the required certifications, (IF) 

To assess any "improper or illegal use" of NSLs in 2006; as required 
by the Patriot Reauthorization Act, we examined the reports of possible 
intelligence violations involving the use of NSLs that, were sent to the FBI 
OGC from January 1, 2008. through December 31, 2006. We identified 84 
possible intelligence isolations involving the use of NSLs, of which the FBI 
determined that 34 needed to be reported to the President's Intelligence 
Oversight, Board (FOB)The 34 matters included the same types of errors 
identified in our first NSL report that was completed in March 2007, such as 
the issuance of NSLs without, proper authorization, improper requests, and 
unauthorized collection of telephone or Interne! e -mail records. Of these 34 
intelligence violations, 20 were the result of FBI errors, while 14 resulted 
initially from mistakes by recipients of the national security letters. We 
generally agreed with the FBI's decisions on which violations needed to be 
reported to the 10EL except for six that we believed should have been 
reported to the IOB but were not, We concluded that the decisions not to 
report these were inconsistent with prior FBI OGC decisions or that: the 
reasons for not reporting t hem to the IOB were unperstiasi ve. (U) 

As we did in our first NSL report., we determined whether the FBI 
would have been entitled to the information provided under applicable NSL 
statutes. Attorney General Guidelines, and internal policies. We found 
that of the 84 possible intelligence violations identified and reported to the 
FBI OGC in 2006, the FBI received information it was not entitled to 
receive in 14 matters, in one of the matters the FBI requested information 
it was not entitled to under the applicable NSL statute. In the other 13 
matters, the FBI made proper requests b u t due to third party errors, 
obtained information it was not entitled to receive under the pertinent NSL 
statutes. |U) 

s 01 tiie 84 possible intelligence violation.5;, 52 involved the FBI's acquisition of 
Ml formation it had not requested in the NSLs (referred to as "initial third party errors"). 
Since the FBI OGC has riot yet determined whether the FBI oompoumted the third party 
KrrDi'B by using or uploading the unauthorised informailoa. we could not reach a 
conclusion as to whether these 52 matters involved improper use of NSL-derived 
information. fU] 
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This .report, makes 17 recommendations regarding the FBI's continued 
use of NSLs, For example, two recommendations are designed to remind 
FBI ease agents arid supervisors to carefully examine the circumstances 
surrounding the issuance of each NSL- to determine whether there is 
adequate justification for imposing non-disclosure and confidentiality 
requirements on the NSL recipient and to ensure that NSL approval 
memoranda and the associated NSLs contain consistent information and 
certifications, (U) 

Three additional recommendations are designed to reinforce the FBI's 
obligation to provide timely reports of possible intelligence violations, ensure 
that these reports detail the precise remedial measures employed to handle 
unauthorised NSL-denve<i information, and provide case agents and 
supervisors with examples of common errors in the use of NSLs, We 
address the last recommendation to the Department regarding the NSL 
Working Group's proposal to the Attorney General (U) 

Finally, as noted above, we are eon tinning our investigation of the 
FBI's previous use of exigent letters, the blanket, NSLs, and other improper 
NSLs and requests for telephone records. The findings and 
recommendations in this NSL report should be considered in conjunction 
with the findings of that forthcoming report, (II) 
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CHAPTER TWO: 
STATUS OF THE FBI'S AND BOJ'S CORRECTIVE ACTIONS IN 

RESPONSE TO THE OIG'S FIRST NSL REPORT (U) 

In our first NSL report, we made 1.1 reeonimendairons to the FBI to 
help improve its use and over sight at national security letters. In a. letter to 
the DIG dated March 6«. 2007, that was included as an appendix to thai 
report , the FBI stated that, it agreed with each of the recomrnendations and 
would work with die Department's National Security Division (NSD) and the 
Office of the Chief Privacy and Civil Liberties Officer (Privacy Officer) to 
implement die recommended reforms.7 (IF) 

in May 2007 and September 2007, the FBI provided memoranda to 
the OIG describing the status of the FBI's efforts to implement these 
recommendations. The FBI. inspection Division and the FBI Office of the 
General Counsel (FBI OGC) have also provided updates to the OIG on the 
FBI's progress in implementing specific recommendations. Further, the 
Departmen ts NSD has implemented additional measures to address the 
serious concerns we uncovered regarding the use of national security 
letters. (U) 

In this chapter, we assess the progress of the FBI's and tire 
Department's efforts to address the problems that our first report found 
with the use of national security letters. To assess these efforts, we 
analyzed the FBI's memoranda describing the status of its corrective, 
actions; interviewed FBI officials from the OGC and Inspection Division; 
interviewed other senior FBI officials, including the FBI Director and Deputy 
Director; and interviewed held personnel responsible for issuing and 
reviewing NSLs such as the Special Agents in. Charge (SAC), Chief Division 
Counsels (CDC). Supervisory Special Agents, mid Special Agents, in 
addition, to assess the Department's actions, we reviewed all new NSL-
related guidance Issued by the FBI to the field and Headquarters divisions 
since our first report was issued, reviewed the types of NSL training 
provided and to whom it was provided., and observed a demonstration of the 
new data system that was designed to manage and track NSLs. (IJ) 

In Section I of this chapter, we provide mi overview of die FBI's and 
the Department's efforts to implement our reeammendations and the 
additional steps it has taken to promote compliance with the NSL statutes, 
applicable Attorney General Guidelines, and internal. FBi poi.ic.ies governing 
the use of NSLs, In Section II, after listing each of our 11. recommendations 
and the background for each, we summarize the FBI's responses to the 

v See NSL 1, UneSssstiied Appendix. (U) 
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reeoxranendations and analyze the FBI's efforts to date to implement die 

recommendations, (til 

In Section lit of tliis chapter, we describe oilier corrective measures 

implemented in 2007 by the FBI, the Department's NSD. and the Privacy 

Officer. We also describe the FBI's creation of a. new Office of Integrity and 

Compliance (OIC), In addition, we assess a proposal from, a working group 

led by the Privacy Officer that relates to the retention of N'SL-derived 

information, (U) 

I. Overview of the FBI's and Department 's Corrective Measures (U) 

in the year since the OIG issued its first report on NSLs, tile FBI and 
other Department components have implemented a. series of measures 
designed to promote stricter compliance with NSL statutes. Attorney 
General Guidelines t anil internal FBI policies governing use of NSL 
authorities. Some of these measures directly respond to the QIC's specific 
recommendations, while others were additional measures proposed or 
implemented by the FBI, NSD, or the Attorney General, (U) 

hi this follow-up review, we examined tire FBI's and the Department's 
actions, as of December 2007, in response to the OIG's recommendations. 
Some of these actions are one-time measures (such as the FBI's statistical 
reviews of NSLs issued by field and Headquarters divisions in 2003 through 
2006 and the FBI's review of NSLs issued in counterintelligence 
investigations pursuant to the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA) irom 2002 
through 2006}- Others are longer-term actions thai: require sustained 
commitment, by the FBI's senior leadership, attorneys, CDCs, and other FBI 
and Department personnel to be fully implemented, (US 

Our recommend a tion s in our first NSL report, fell into four broad 

categories. fU] 

* Four recommendations (numbers 1,2, S, and 8) focused on 
enhancements in FBI" recordkeeping and information technology 
supporting the use of NSLs. These recommendations were 
intended to improve the FBI's ability to capture accurate, 
complete, and timely information on NSLs for congressional and 
public reporting; to render NSLs subject to effective internal and 
external reviews; and to identify wheal NSL-derived information 
was used in analytical intelligence products or provided to law 
enforcement authorities for use in criminal proceedings. {U} 

* Three reeoramendatio ns (numbers 4, 7, and 8} addressed the 

need for additional guidance and training to ensure that FBI 

personnel use NSLs in accordance with pertinent authorities, to 
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reduce or eliminate common mistakes in the issuance of NSLs. 

to clarify distinctions among the different. NSL statutes, to 

identify possible Intelligence Oversight Board (IOB) violations 

arising from the use of NSL«, and to eliminate the use of exigent 

letters. (U) 

* Three recommendations {numbers 9, 10, and .11) focused on the 
role of attorneys in the FBI OGC and the CDCs in providing 
advice about NSLs. These recommendations were designed to 
promote better oversight by the FBI OGC's National Security 
Law Branch fNSLBj at FBI lie ad quarters, close and independent 
review of NSLs by CDCs, and clear guidance about the use and 
sequencing of NSLs in accordance with the. requirement in the 
Attorney General Guidelines to use the "least, intrusive 
collection techniques feasible." (01 

* One recommendation {number 5) suggested that the FBI 
consider seeking a legislative amendment, to the Electronic 
Communications Privacy Act: (ECPAj to clarify the information 
the FBI is entitled to obtain through ECPA NSLs. (U| 

OIG Findings on the FBI's and Department's Corrective Actions (17) 

Our review found that the FBI and the Department have made 
significant progress in implementing our recommendations and in adopting 
other corrective actions to address problems we uncovered in the use of . 
national security letters. We also found thai: the FBI has devoted significant 
energy, time, and resources toward ensuring that its field managers and 
agents understand die seriousness of the FBI's shortcomings in its use of 
NSLs and their responsibility for correcting these deficiencies. However-, 
there, are additional steps that the FBI is still considering and needs to take, 
and we believe that ensuring full compliance will require the continual 
attention, vigilance, and reinforcement hy the FBI and the Department:. We 
also believe it is too soon to definitively state whether the new systems and 
controls developed by the FBI and the Department will eliminate fully the 
problems with the use of NSLs that we and the FBI have identified. (UJ 

It is important to first note that die FBI's leadership has made it a top 

priority for the FBI to correct the serious deficiencies in the use of NSLs. In 

our interviews with Director Mueller, Deputy Director H stole, and General. 

Counsel Caproni, it was clear to us that they appreciated the importance of 

this issue, the significance of the problems that we had uncovered, and the 

critical need to correct these problems. (U) 

For example, Director Mueller said he believes thai, the FBI's 

shortcomings in complying with NSL authorities resulted from the FBI's 

previous lack of focus on the procedures necessary to ensure that all legal 
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requirements were satisfied. He attributed the problems to several factors, 
including inadequate infrastructure at FBI Headquarters to ensure that all 
legal requirements were followed, organisational "stove piping" under which 
FBI personnel did not: fully communicate across division lines, rotation of 
FBI middle management so that: they did not: always "take ownership" of 
problems they encountered, the significant pressure to respond to any 
terrorist threat, and inadequate staffmg in the FBI's Couot.erterrori.sm 
Division (CTD) in the period following the September 11 attacks, (U) 

Director Mueller also emphasized his commitment to address 
problems in the FBI's use of NSLs, and, as one example, pointed to the 
establishment of the FBI's 01C (discussed in Section Hi of this chapt er). He 
stated that Ire believes this ofO.ee will assist him and other members of the 
FBI's senior leadership in identifying and addressing areas of weakness as 
well as other compliance issues. He also stated that he believes that he has 
been successful in driving down through the organisation the necessity of 
adhering to NSL authorities and that SACs are "on hoard" with the NSL 
compliance and training initiatives and are eommmiieating tills message 
throughout, the ranks of the FBI. (U) 

FBI Deputy Director Pistole similarly told the GIG that the FBI is 
devoting significant time and attention to ensuring that SACs understand 
the substantive legal requirements for NSLs, One of the venues he said he 
is using to reinforce these requirements is the Strategy Performance 
Sessions he chairs each quarter via teleconference with the SACs in the 
FBI's 56 field offices. Each of the ten sessions is held with approximately 6 
SACs each and lasts approximately 90 minutes. The second quarter 2007 
sessions; which also were attended by the FBI General Counsel, were called, 
"Preserve Civil Liberties," These sessions focused ear the OiG's findings in 
our firsi NSL report: and the FBI's findings on NSL compliance problems 
identified In its field office reviews (described in Chapter Three of this 
report). (U) 

Deputy Director Pistole also stared that he is stressing NSL 
compliance in conjunction with mid-year progress reviews and annual 
performance appraisals of SACs. During these reviews, he asks the SACs 
individually what they are doing to ensure compliance with NSL 
requirements and requires them to cite examples. As the rating official for 
all SACs, he said that lie expects SACs to know the substantive legal 
requirements for NSLs and regularly stresses in their progress reviews that: 
they cannot assume thai their personnel are following FBI guidance on 
NSLs. (U) 

FBI General Counsel. Caproni stated that she has devoted significant 
time and attention to addressing the OiG's r eeommendations and 
implementing oilier measures to improve NSL compliance. Following 
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release of the OIG's report , Caprom held a conference call in March 2007 
with all CDCs to review the OIG's most significant findings, describe the 
PBfs response, and underscore the role of CDCs in reviewing and approving 
NShs and ensuring that any unauthorized information obtained from NSLs 
is handled appropriately. She also discussed these issues at the CDC 
conference in July 2007 and the SAC conference in October 2007, Caprom 
emphasised at the CDC conference that it is "clearly and unequivocally" the 
duty of CDCs to review predication for NSLs. IU) 

Caproni also note ¡J that the FBI OGC had Issued or was preparing to 
issue additional guidance on NSLs based on the OIG's findings and the 
additional findings developed from the FBI's reviews in 2007, Among the 
new guidance issued were memoranda directing FBI case agents to review 
NSL-derived records prior to uploading them into FBI databases to ensure 
thai: they correspond to the NSLs and have not: generated unauthorised 
information; proliibiting the use of exigent: letters; reiterating the 
distinctions between the NSL authorities in the FCRA; clarifying the role of 
CDCs in conducting independent reviews of NSLs; and describing 
procedures for redacting NSL-derived information that is beyond the scope 
of the NSL to prevent unauthorised dissemination, in June 2007. the FBI 
OGC issued a comprehensive 24-page memorandum on the use of NSL 
authorities thai covered these topics,* (U) 

Caproni also stated that the FBI OGC has devoted additional 
resotnT.es to support the NSL--related activities of FBI I lead quarters 
divisions, including the; assignment of additional NSLB attorneys to elther 
be co located with or to support all the CTD sections. She believes that 
t hese additional resources will assist the FBI OGC in identifying and 

B These memoranda are described in more detail in Section ii of this chapter in 

eonj miction with cmr analysis of the FBI's implementation of recommendations 4, 7, a, and 

Caproni also noted that in August 2007. the FBI OGC requested a legal •opinion 

from the Department's Office of U;g£ii Counsel (OLC) on three issues that arose in the 

course of the FBI's 2007 NSL reviews, l i l t three questions were: ¡1) whether, in response 

to Electronic Communication PriviKy Act {ECPA) NSL;». the FBI may obtain Social Security 

Numbers, dates of birth, and other information used by the eoninmnicatisn pro'/ider to 

identify or maintain- a profile of a rjustomer or subscriber; {2} whether the term "toil billing 

records infomsaiiorjf in the EC PA NSL statute includes records of meommg/ou igoing calls 

upon which a fee could he assessed regardless of whether a fee is actually assessed and 

regardless of whether the information rm.tat he enlkd from aggregate data; an<! (35 whether 
the government may obtain lafbrmatifin verbally regarding the existence of art account in 

coriiieetioa with a given telephone number or person from an electronic communication 

service provider without additional legal process. As of February 11, 2008, OLC had not 

provided its opinion on these questions. Caproni stated that once OLC issues Its opinion ; 

the FBI OGC wiH determine what steps it must; take to address tire appropriateness of 

retaining NSL-derived information in the categories covered by the opinion, (U) 

10. iU) 
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avoiding potential problems before they occur. In March 2007, C a prom also 
ordered all MS LB attorneys to provide live training any time they visit a field 
office. (LJ) 

In addition to the FBI's efforts to address the OIG's recommendations, 
the Department's NSD has implemented additional measures to promote 
better compliance with NSL authorities and to address the privacy issues 
raised by our first report. For example, in 2007 the NSD began national 
security reviews to examine whether the FBI Is using various intelligence 
techniques, including NSSLs, in. accordance with applicable laws, guidelines, 
and policies, (ij) 

Also, the l:>rivacy Officer convened a working group to examine how 
NSL-dcrived information is used and retained by the FBL with special 
emphasis on the protection of privacy interests, and sent, a proposal to the 
Attorney General for review on minimization procedures with respect to 
NSL-derived data. (U) 

Based on our review, we believe the FBI and the Department have 
t aken significant: steps to address the findings of the OIG's first report on 
NSLs and have made significant progress in implementing corrective 
actions. However, we also believe it is too soon to state with full confidence 
whether the steps the FBI and the Department have taken will eliminate 
fully the problems we identified in our first report on NSLs. Some 
measures, such as the FBFs new NSL data system and the OIC are positive 
steps but are .not fully implemented or tested. Other measures, such as the 
NSD1« reviews and the. recent, FBI OGC guidance on the responsibility of 
case agents to ensure that information obtained from NSLs has riot 
generated unauthorised collections, have not. been in place long enough to 
gauge their effectiveness, (U) 

Yet, despite the multiple challenges facing the FE51 to eliminate fully 
problems in the use of NSLs, we believe the FBI and the Department have 
evidenced a commitment to correcting the problems we found in our first 
NSL report and ha ve made significant progress in addressing the need to 
improve compliance in the FBI's use of NSLs. (U) 

In the next section of this chapter, we discuss in greater detail the 
specific steps that have been taken or arc planned to address each of the 
OIG's I I recommendations. After t hat, we examine other initiatives 
implemented by the FBI and the Department regarding NSL use. (UJ 

IS 
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II. Status of the FBI's Implementation of the OIG's 

Recommendations m Our First NSL Report (U) 

We set forili, below each of our recommendations in our first. NSL 
report, describe the background for the recommendations, summarize the 
actions taken by the FEÌ to date to address the recommendations, and 
provide our analysis, (U) 

Recommendation No, 1 (U) 

Require all Headquarters and Held personnel who are authorized 
to isswe national security letters to create a control file for the purpose 
of retaining signed copies of all national security letters they issue, (U] 

Background: in our first: NSL report:, we found that the FBI did not 
have policies requiring the retention of signed copies of NSLs or the 
uploading of NSLs Into the FBI's principal investigative database, the 
Automated Case Support (ACS) system. This meant that the FBI did not 
have a reliable audit trail tracking the issuance of NSLs, which prevented 
internal and external reviews of compliance with NSL statutes, applicable 
Attorney General Guidelines, and internal FBI policies governing the use of 
NSLs. {13} 

FBI Actions Taken to Address the Recommendation; The FBI issued 
three communications to field and Headquarters divisions to address this 
recommendation. On March 6, 2007, the FBI OCX" sent an e-mail message 
to all CDCs and SACs directing that copies of signed NSLs be maintained 
both in the investigative file and a. field office "drop" tile so that all NSLs 
issued by each field and Headquarters division are maintained and. can be 
located in one place. This whs superseded by the FBI Records Management 
Division's memorandum dated March 9, 2007, requiring thai signed copies 
of NSLs be retained in. the relevant. Investigative tile by the issuing division. 
This requirement is reiterated in the FBI OGC's Comprehensive Guidance 
on National Security Letters (Comprehensive Guidance EC) issued on June 
1, 2007 (also discussed in connection with Recommendation Nos. 3,4, and 8 

'through 1 1), (U) 

QIC Analysis: We believe that the steps taken by the FBI will help 
ensure that copies of all issued NSLs are retained tn a. file created by field 
and Headquarters divisions. Maintaining signed copies of the NSLs in the 
pertinent investigative files should ensure that all NSLs issued by a field 
office or Headquarters division axe collected in one location and are 
available for internal or external audits or reviews. (Li) 
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Recommendation No. 2 10) 

Improve the FBI OGC NSL tracking database to enswre that it 
captures timely, complete, and accurate data on NSLs and NSL 
requests. (Ul 

In our first NSL report, we found the FBI OGC NSL 
tracking database (OGC database) did not contain accurate and complete 
information about NSL requests- This occurred because of flaws and 
structural problems in the database, in addition, since the FBI relied upon 
the OGC database in preparing the Department's» semiannual classified 
reports to Congress, the flaws and structural problems in the database 
affected the accuracy of the Department's reports to Congress. For example, 
in the 77 case files we examined in 4 Held offices in connection with our first: 
NSL report., we found that, for the period "2003 through 2005, the OGC 
database underreported the total number of NS-Ls and NSL- requests by 17 
percent and 22 percent, respectively- (LO 

We also identified circumstances in which certain data, fields in the 
OGC database were left blank, had typographical errors or other 
erroneous entries, or contained default settings - all of which resulted in 
errors or understatements in reporting to Congress on NSLs. We also 
found that delays by FBI field and Headquarters personnel in entering 
data into the ACS system contributed to additional discrepancies in the 
data reporter] to Congress, ineiuding the failure to report almost 4,800 NSL 
requests for the period 2003 through 2005. Other structural problems or 
flaws in the database resulted in discrepancies affecting the Department's 
reporting of the total number of NSL requests, the total number of 
"investigations of different U.S. persons", and the total number of 
"investigations of different non-U,S. persons" that, were reported to 
Congress over the 3-year period, (U) 

In light of these flaws and structural problems with the OGC 
database, we recommended that the FBI improve its database to ensure the 
collection of timely, complete, and accurate data on NSL usage for purposes 
of congressional and public reporting and to facilitate internal and external 
audits or reviews. fU) 

FBI Actions Taken to Address the Recommendation: The FBI OGC 
issued an EC dated March 19, 2007, mandating that Held offices conduct 
monthly counts of NSLs issued by their offices in order to reconcile: NSL 
data contained in the OGC database. In April 2007, personnel in the FBI 
OGC instituted a process for comparing these monthly NSL counts to data 
in the OGC database to check for inaccuracies in the database. According 
to the EC, any discrepancies identified by the FBI OGC are being reconciled 
and will be used to improve guidance and training on NSL reporting. The 
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FBI told the OIG that it will continue requiring these monthly counts and 
reconciliations until the new database for tracking NSL data is 
implemented. This database, discussed below, known as the NSL sub-
system to the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) Management 
System (NSL data system), has replaced the OGC database. While the new 
data system does not correct historical information, it. is designed to 
improve the accuracy of NSL data in the future, (U) 

FBI OGC personnel reported that tire FISA Unit of the FBI OGC's 
NSLB developed the NSL data system to facilitate the approval and issuance 
of NSLs and support data collection for congressional and public reporting. 
The NSL data system prompts the drafter of an NSL to enter information 
about, the subject, the predication for the NSL, the type of NSL, the NSL 
recipients, and the specific information sought by the NSL (such as 
telephone numbers or e-mail addresses). The NSL data system will route 
the NSL request through the required levels of rev iew and approval similar 
to the manner in which applications for use of FISA authorities are routed 
in the FBI, Upon completion of all approvals, the NSL- data system will 
generate the approval EC and the NSLs for signature by the Held or 
Headquarters approving officials. As a. result, the accuracy of NSLs and the 
efficiency of issuing NSLs should improve, and there also should be fewer 
discrepancies between the approval BCs and the NSLs. The FBI established 
an automatic link between the NSL data system and the ACS system that 
facilitates automatic uploading of approval ECs and NSLs into the AC'S 
system. In addition, FBI OGC personnel said that, all information necessary 
to generate the Department's congressional and public reporting will be 
collected as part of the new NSL data system. The FBI informed us that, on 
January 1, 2008, this system was deployed throughout the FBI. (U) 

Tire Records Management. Division's March 9, 2007, directive noted 
previously also mandated that NSLs be uploaded into the ACS system as an 
NSL "Document Type" to facilitate recordkeeping and reporting. As a result, 
NSLs issued after March 9, 200?, can now be sorted and counted by field 
office in the ACS system, which will help verify the accuracy of information 
used in the Department's congressional and. public reports on NSLs and will 
assist in facilitating internal and external NSL reviews.9 {11} 

In addition, in an attempt to correct deficiencies in the existing OGC' 
database, the NSLB lias modified the database so that FBI personnel 
making entries about NSLs must complete all fields required for 

3 The "Document Types'* are Telephone Sebseriber information; Telephone Toll 

Recurfis: B'Mait Subscriber Rcx:«rds; E-Mail Iransactormì Record«; Financial Records, 

Righi lo FinuruMil Privacy Act (RFCA) § 34 Ì4 (ai{5); Ftremdaì Instimti on Listings, FCiHA; 

Consumer Merìtìiyrag Irstennatiori; and Full Credit Refxart {U} 
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congressional and public reporting. The FBI also changed the default, 
setting in the OGC database on the status of the NSL target from "non-U.S. 
person" to "U.S. person" and changed the default number of NSL requests 
from TT to Hie FBI told us that it believes these changes should reduce 
errors caused by the previous default settings. (II) 

The FBI OGC assigned additional personnel to enter data into the 
OGC database and conducted training for all personnel who entered MSL 
data to ensure they understand the data being entered and recognized when 
incorrect data had been provided. These measures were designed to 
improve the old database before the new NSL data system was implemented. 
Now, all reporting of NSLs is done through the new system. Ill) 

QIC.Aifalysis: We believe that the steps taken by the FBI to create a 
central database for generating and approving NSLs and for collecting data 
pertinent: to congressional and public reporting on NSL xrsage should 
improve the collection of timely: complete, and accurate data on NSi.̂ >. This 
new NSL data system will enable field agents to insert: case-specific 
information into a standardized NSL request form, automatically track the 
progress of each .NSL, identify delays In the process, send automatic 
reminders to advance the review and approval process, and facdl.ii.ate1 the 
transmission of NSL documents among participants in the NSL approval 
process, £Uj 

Now that the NSL data system is fully operational, it. should eliminate 
the need for FBI OGC personnel to manually re-enter NSL data into the 
antiquated OGC database after the information has been uploaded Into the 
ACS system by held and Headquarters personnel Using the new data 
system, FBI field person net will need to enter NSL data, only once - when the 
NSL is created - because the data system will autoniaueaUy upload the 
approval EC and NSL into the ACS system. The FBI stated that ail the 
information necessary to produce required congressional reports 011 NSLs 
will.be collected as part, of this process, which should improve the timely, 
complete, and accurate collection of NSL data. (U) 

The FBI also stated that the NSL data system contains controls to 

minimize the risk of data entry errors, such as setting the default to U.S. 

person, prohibiting an entry of "0" for the number of request:», and 

prevent ing the use of consumer full credit reports in counterintelligence 

cases. However, the OIG disagrees that changing the default setting status 

from, a "non -U.S. person" to a "U.S. person" is the best way to ensure 

accurate data entry. As we noted in our first NSL report, from 2003 through 

2005 the OGC database contained- a default setting of TionTLS. person" for 

the investigative subject of NSL requests for Right to Financial Privacy Act 

(RFPA) and EC PA toil billing/electronic conmiuiiication transaction records. 

As a .result, known or presumed U.S. persons could be misidentified if the 
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default setting was not corrected (from "non-tLS. person" to "U.S. person") 
during data entry- This resulted in an understatement of the number of 
investigations of 11,8, persons who were the targets of N'SLs. Hie OiG 
believes that an error is just as likely to occur if the default, is changed to 
"U.S. person" because personnel entering the data may fail to correct the 
default setting when the target of the investigation is a ":non-U.S. person." 
We believe the appropriate way to imnimixe the risk of error would be to 
create a blank mandatory held and require FBI personnel to make an 
affirmative selection before the data system allows the user to proceed to the 
next entry, fU} 

Similarly, as deseiibed in our first NSL report, the OGC database was 
programmed to provide a default setting of for tire number of NSL 
requests. Since every NSL generates at least, one NSL .request, a "0" entry 
lor NSL requests is erroneous, However, since one NSL can generate more 
than one request. FBI personnel, may fail to correct the new default "1" 
setting just as they previously failed to correct the previous default. "(F 
setting." According to the FBI. the new NSL data system corrects this 
deficiency because it assigns the number of NSL requests automatically. (U1 

We believe that the FBI's decision to assign additional NSLB personnel 
to enter data into the database and provide additional training far these 
personnel should help reduce the frequency of data entry errors. However, 
we also believe that the FBI OGC should require periodic reviews of a. 
sample of NSLs in the new NSL data system to ensure that the training 
provided is successfully applied in practice and has reduced or eliminated 
data entry errors. (U) 

The OIG also no tea that the NSL data system does not capture the 
date when the SAC for other approving official) signs the NSL; rather, it 
includes the date that the SAC electronically certifies approval of the EC and 
NSL, Until the FBI implements electronic signature capability, this may 
create a possible variance between the two dates. fU) 

Recommendation Wo, 3 fU] 

improve the FBI OGC HSJL database to include data reflecting NSL 
requests for information about individuals who are not the 

investigative subjects but are the targets of NSL requests. (U) 

Background: We determined in our first NSL report that the OGC 
database did not include data on whether the target of the NSL is the 
subject of the underlying investigation or another individual. The target of 
an. NSL is frequently not the same person as the subject of the underlying 
investigation. Since the database did not distinguish between the target: of 
the NSL and subject of the investigation, tire FBI did not know and was 
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unable to estimate the number of NSL requests relating to persons who are 
not investigative subjects, in light, of the Patriot: Acts expansion of the FBf s 
authority to collect information on individuals who are not: subjects of its 
investigations, we recommended that the OGC database be modified to 
capture this information from NSL approval EC's so that, the information is 
subject to internal and external oversight. EU} 

FBI Actions Taken to Address the Recommendation: The new NSL 
data system will prompt the user to enter information about: the subject, the 
predication for the MSI - the type of NSL, the NSL recipient, and specific.1 

targets of the NSL, including targets other than the subject of the 
investigation (U) 

in 2006. the FBI modified its NSL guidance to require, with the 
exception of NSLs seeking subscriber information, that agents Indicate in the 
NSL approval EC whether the request is for a person other than the subject of 
the investigation or in addition to that subject and to state the U.S. person or 
non-U, S. person status of those individuals.'10 That guidance was reiterated 
in the Comprehensive Guidance EC issued by the FBI OGC in J u n e 2007. (U) 

QiG Analysis: Our review indicates that, the steps taken by the FBI 
will help ensure that the new NSL data system contains accurate data about 
individuals who are not investigative subjects but are the targets of NSL 
requests. We reviewed a demonstration of the NSL data system, which 
indicated, that, when fully implemented, the new data system should satisfy 
our recommendation by capturing data on the U.S. person/non-U.S. person 
status of targets of NSLs, not just the status of the investigative subjects. (II) 

Recommendation No. 4 (LP 

Consider issuing additional guidance to field offices that m i l 
assist in identifying possible IÖB violations arising from use of national 
security letter authorities, such as (a) measures to reduce or eliminate 
typographical and other errors In national security letters so that the 
FBI does not collect unauthorized information* fb) best practices for 
identifying the receipt of unauthorized information in the response to 
national security letters due to third party errors; (c) clarifying the 
distinctions between the two NSL authorities in the Fair Credit 
Reporting Act (15 U.S.C. §§ 168 l u and 168lv); and (d) reinforcing 
internal FBI policy requiring that NSLs must be issued from, 
investigative files, not from control files. {11} 

i i ; There is no statutory requirement in üie E-C RA. to report, tire tj.S, person status of 
NSL requests for subscriber inform allem. In many cases, the identity of the subscriber is 
unknown. {Ui 
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Background; Our first NSL report. not ed that the majority of the 
possible Intelligence violations that were self-reported by FBI personnel to 
the FBI OGC by Held offices, 22 of 28, arose from FBI errors. Most of these 
involved typographical errors or the ease agent's good faith but erroneous 
belief that the information requested related to an investigative subject, 
Moreover, many NSL-related possible intelligence violations throughout, the 
FBI were not identified or reported by FBI personnel. (U) 

Some of the possible intelligence violations we identified resulted from 
typo,graphical errors in die telephone number or e-mail address in the NSLs. 
We also det.en.mned that the FBI entered unauthorized information in an 
FBI database because agents and intelligence analysts did not. verify that 
the information supplied by the NSL recipients matched the information 
requested in the NSLs, Additionally, we found that some FBI personnel, 
were confused about the two NSL authorities available under FCRA NSL 
statutes and, as a result, either requested or obtained unauthorized 
information. (U) 

We also ielentified two circumstances in which die FBI relied 
exclusively on control files rather than investigative files to initiate approval 
for NSLs in violation of internal FBI policy. In one instance, the FBI issued 
at least 300 NSL-s in connection with a classified, special project overseen by 
FBI Headquarters. The second inst ance involved the issuance of sis NSLs 
by the Electronic Surveillance Operations and Sharing Unit in the 
€ounter terror!sm Division, In addition to violating FBI policy, when NSLs 
are issued exclusively from control files it is difficult to determine if the 
statutory and Attorney General's Guidelines requirements for issuing NSLs 
have1 been satisfied, (U) 

Unless the errors in the use of NSLs are identified by the FBI promptly 
and any improperly obtained in formation is sequestered or returned, 
unauthorixed information obtained in response to improper NSLs may result 
in additional problems. In some instances, agents and analysts upload 
digital responses to NSLs into the ACS system and the Investigative Data 
Warehouse, which makes the data available to other agents, Headquarters 
personnel, and other law enforcement and intelligence agencies. 
Accordingly, we recommended that the FBI consider issuing additional 
guidance that would assist FBI personnel in identifying possible intelligence 
violations arising from these types of errors, (XJ) 

FBI Actions Taken to Address the Recommendation; 4fa) measures 
to reduce or eliminate typographical and other errors in national 
security; in a. Comprehensive Guidance EC, the FBI General Counsel 
mandated that the model NSL approval EC's and model NSLs posted, on the 
NSLB website be used by FBI personnel when drafting the NSLs. The FBI 
believes that mandatory use of these models will help reduce 
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typographical errors in NSLs and approval EC's. The FBI also provided new 
NSL training to field and Headquarters personnel that emphasized tire 
potential for collection of unauthorised information due to typographical 
errors mid the need to ensure that information is appropriately requested, 
in addition, as described in Chapter Three of this report, several reviews of 
the FBI's rise of NSL authorities conducted in 2007 by the FBI's Inspection 
Division and national security reviews conducted by the NSD will assist the 
FBI in developing additional guidance to reduce these and other types of 
errors. £U) 

QIG Analysis; 4{a) The OIG believes that the steps taken by the FBI 
will help reduce typographical and. other errors In NSL-s so that the FBI does 
not collect unauthorized information. (U) 

We believe that mandating the use of the model NSL approval BCs 
and model NSL« in conjunction with the new NSL data system (in which 
data elements such as case numbers, type of N'SL, subject and target, 
names, and telephone numbers must: he typed only once] should, help to 
reduce typographical and other data entry errors. Once typed, the 
information becomes part of the electronically generated approval EC and 
accompanying NSL. These steps will avoid the electronic "ending and 
pasting" that created errors as we noted in our first NSL report. However, 
ease agents and supervisors will still need to verily that the initial data 
entries are made correctly. To verify this, we recommend that the 
information in the NSL. be checked by the case agent or the supervisor 
against any serialized, source document to verify that the data extracted 
from t he source document: and used in the NSL- {such as the tel.eph.one 
number or e-mail address} is accurately entered,n This would enable FBI 
personnel and internal and external auditors to compare the data in the 
source document with the particulars described in the NSL to ensure 
consistency and accuracy. (U) 

The OIG also believes that periodic training of FBI personnel 
responsible for generating, reviewing, and approving NSLs that emphasises 
the need to ensure that information Is appropriately requested in NSLs and 
identifies the potential for unauthorized collections due to typographical and 
other errors is essential to the success of these corrective actions. (U) 

FBI Actions Taken to Address the Recommendation: 4(b) best 
practices for identifying the receipt of unauthorized information in the 
response to national security letters due to third party errors: On 

51 Under FBI internal procedures, each document that is ptaecd in a« investigative 
fiJe must be numbered in sequence. This number is known as the serial number, and the 
document is known as the serial. Federal Bureau of in ventilation. Manual of 
Administrative Operations and Procedure*, 2-4.1. i, EU) 
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January 3, 2007, the FBI OGC issued a memorandurn entitled. Legal Adviee 
and Opinions; Uploading of NSL Return Information, The memorandum 
directed that information obtained in response to NSLs be reviewed before it 
is uploaded into Telephone Applications and other FBI databases to ensure 
that the information is responsive to the NSL request and that there has 
been no unauthorized collection. The Comprehensive Guidance EC issued 
on June 1, 20071 reiterated this policy and states that any Improper 
information obtained in. response to NSLs may not, be retained or uploaded 
into any FBI database and must immediately be sequestered. It further 
stated that a report to the FBI OGC of a potential intelligence violation must 
be prepared by the case agent.. The January 3 memorandum also stated 
that when the NSLB adjudicates the matter, it is to confirm whether tire 
information is relevant:. If the information is not relevant, the NSLB will 
direct that the information either be returned or destroyed, if unauthorized 
information is collected'that, is relevant to the investigation, the 
memorandum directs that it he sequestered and not uploaded into any FBI 
database or utilised in any manner until another NSL has been issued to 
address the overproduction. (U) 

The Comprehensive Guidance EC includes as an attachment an NSL 
Review Checklist: for use by personnel who review or upload NSL-derived 
information. 'The checklist has a cheek box indicating that the case agent: 
has confirmed that the information is relevant and there has not been an 
unauthorized collection. There also is a check box indicating that if the 
information is not relevant to the investigation the user has contacted the 
CDC or the NSLB for advice on how to proceed with a potential IOB report 
and that the. CDC will sequester the information and detennine the 
appropriat e action. (U) 

The Comprehensive Guidance EC also differentiated between two 
categories of unauthorized collections; production of information not 
relevant to the investigation and "overproduction" of information that was 
not requested by the NSL but is relevant: to the investigation, information 
not relevant to the investigation, would include data on a telephone number 
other than the telephone number listed in the NSL due to a t ypograph ica l 

error in the NSL. In addition, an. NSL recipient may generate unauthorized 
collections by providing information on the subscriber associated with the 
telephone number referenced in the NSL for a time period greater than was 
requested. The Comprehensive Guidance EC directs that supervisors are 
required to monitor compliance with this policy, recommending that during 
quarterly file reviews squad supervisors conduct spot checks of information 
obtained in response to NSLs to ensure that ease agents are following these 
procedures, (UJ 

The FBI OGC also issued a. memorandum on April 4, 2007, regarding 
procedures for redacting information obtained in response to, but. beyond 
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the scope of, an NSL and for disseminating the Information to ease agents 
while awaiting adjudica!.ion of the potential intelligence violation. The: 
method of redaction is left: hi the discretion of the CDC. However, the 
procedures require that no matter what method is used, die1 redacted 
information should not be visible or accessible, should not. be uploaded into 
any FBI database, and should remain sequestered with the CDC.12 (ill 

New NSL training also addresses the need to review NSL-derived 
information poor to uploading it to FBI databases. In addition, we were 
informed that the FBI OGC and the NSLB are reviewing the findings of the 
Inspection Divisions 2007 review of NSLs to determine if additional 
measures or training would improve compliance on tire handling of 
unauthorised information obtained in response to NSLs. (US 

DIG Analysis: 4(b) We believe that the steps thus far taken by the 
FBI will assist FBI personnel in identifying possible intelligence violations 
arising from use of NSL authorities. The FBI OGC guidance memoranda-
dated January 3, 200?, and April 4, 2007. and the Comprehensive 
Guidance EC provide specific, instructions tor handling unauthorized 
records obtained in response to NSLs mid direct drat such records not be 
uploaded into any FBI databases, (ft) 

Tire new NSL data system, also .requires case agents reviewing NSL-
derived information t o identify the receipt of any unauthorized information. 
When ease agents receive records in response to NSLs, they must complete 
several steps, including entering an electronic certification stating that the 
responsive records have been reviewed for unauthorized eol.leei.1oir. The 
data system has a comment field that must be completed if an unauthorized 
collection occurs. If the person entering data does not complete all required 
tasks, the data system sends electronic reminders until ail required entries 
are made, (U) 

hi Its response to our recommendations that address potential errors 
by the FBI or NSL recipients, the FBI noted its implementation of new 
training, issuance of new guidance, and development of the new NSL data 
system. While we believe these measures are important, we also believe the 
FBI needs to proactively and regularly scrutinize national security 
investigations and the use of NSLs. in light of the FBI's increasing reliance 
on NSL« as a primary investigative technique employed in both terrorism 
and espionage investigations (discussed in Chapter Five of this report), the 
FBI should examine the preparation of NSL-r elated documents and the 

When Si portion of NSL-derived information is redacted by a "strike-though" or by 
"blacking out" using: a black marker or other similar marking device, the inibrmaUon must 
not be legible through the blackened/redacted portion, {üi 
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handling of NSL-derived information with periodic reviews and inspections. 
Any recnning problems that suggest con tin rung confusion or uncertainty 
about the proper use of NSLs, or inadequate field supervision and review, 
should be promptly discussed with FBI attorneys and. addressed. We also 
believe that the FBI OGC should establish mechanisms for spot checking 
entries into the new NSL data system using resources available from the FBI 
Inspection Division and the FBI's new QIC, Moreover, FBI personnel 
authorized to request information pursuant to the NSL authorities must 
know that the use of these authorities imposes requirements and 
responsibilities for which they will he held accountable. ftJ] 

FBI Actions Taken to Address the Recommendation: 4(c) clarifying 
the distinctions between the two NSL authorities in the Fair Credit 
Reporting Act. A memorandum dated March 5, 2007, issued to all field 
offices and the Counterintelligence Division by the FBI National Security 
Branch. {NSBf clarified the distinction between 15 U.S.C, § 168'lu and 
15 U.S.C, § 1681V of the FCRA and mandated a review of NSLs issued under 
the FCRA. The distinction between the two NSL authorities also is 
highlighted in the Comprehensive Guidance EC. Ill) 

As we describe in Chapter Three of this report, on March 5, 2007, the 
FBI's Executive Assistant Director lor the NSB also directed all 56 field 
offices to review all NSLs issued pursuant to the FCRA in 
counterintelligence case files from 2002 through 2006. The purpose of the 
review was to determine if any of these NSLs requested consumer full credit 
reports in violation of 15 U.S.C. g I88.lv or resulted in the improper 
collection of such reports in response to NSL requests for limited credit 
information pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 168in. The directive stated that all 
such incidents must be reported to the FBI OGC as potential intelligence 
violations regardless of whether the information, was requested by the FBI or 
erroneously produced by the credit, reporting agency. The memorandum 
directed that any Improperly obtained consumer lull credit reports be 
removed frarn the files and that any possible intelligence violations identified 
through the review be reported. We describe the results of the FCRA review 
in Chapter Three of this report. In sum, the review showed that the FBI 
issued at. least 33 NSLs seeking consumer full credit, reports in 
counterintelligence cases In violation of the FCRA NSL statute and internal 
FBI policy , in 29 of these 33 matters, the FBI obtained the consumer full 
credit reports. The unauthorized information was sequestered in 23 
instances, returned to the third party provider in 1 instance, and in 5 
instances the EC's did not state what was done with the information. (LJ) 

The FBI General Counsel also provided naming at the 
counterintelligence conferences for SACs in January and February 2007 
regarding NSLs, the SACs' responsibilities prior to authorizing NSLs, and the 
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fact, that an MSI., for a consumer full credit report is not authorized in a 

counterintelligence investigation absent an international terrorism nexus, (0) 

In addition, new NSL training addresses the distinction between the 
two FCRA NSL authorities and emphasizes die need to identity a nexus to 
international terrorism before generating an NSL pursuant to 15 U.S.C, 
§ 168 1 v in a eounterintell igence investigation, (0) 

QIG Analysis: 4(c) The FBI's FCRA review revealed thai. 20 percent of 
the FBI's field offices ( I I of 58) issued a total of 33 improper FCRAv NSLs 
during 2002 through '2006, the 5-year period covered by the review. In 29 
of these in stances, the FBI improperly obtained consumer full credit reports. 
The review determined that, only two of these matters had previously been 
reported to the FBI OGC pursuant to the mandatory self-reporting 
requirement. The review also showed that 64 percent of the FBI's field 
offices (35 of 56) issued a total of 233 NSLs seeking limited credit 
information pursuant to 15 ILS.C. § 1681u during the review period, in 
response to which the credit reporting agencies improperly produced 
consumer full credit reports. Only 8 of the 233 unauthorised collections 
had previously been reported to tire FBI OGC pursuant to the mandatory 
self-reporting requirement. Thus, only 6 percent of the improper requests 
and 3 percent of the unauthorized collections were self-reported to the FBI 
OGC. fU) 

The results of the FBI's review demonstrated continued confusion or 
inadequate knowledge about the statutory requirements for FCRA NSLs 
among ease agents, supervisors, and CDCs throughout 2008. Moreover, the 
results demonstrated tire ineffectiveness of the FBI's mandatory self-
reporting requirements. The ease agents, their supervisors, their attorneys, 
and the SACs did not: recognize that they had made improper requests 
under die FCliA, Similarly, the case agents and analysts who reviewed the 
responsive records did not recognize the receipt of the unauthorized 
collections. fU) 

The DIG believes that the steps thus far taken by the FBI will help 
clarify the distinctions between the two types of FCRA NSLs. In addition, 
the new NSL data system is programmed so that FBI personnel cannot 
generate an NSL request for a consumer full credit report from a 
counterintelligence case file. Also, as demonstrated in the new NSL data, 
system training module, when the statute under which the records are 
requested is selected, the language of the statute appears in a textbox. The 
text of the NSL statute informs the requester what records the FBI is 
authorized to obtain under each NSL statute. The results of the FBI's 
review of FC RA NSLs will also assist the FBI in developing further training 
to assist agents and supervisors in distinguishing the two types of FCRA 
NSLs. rti) ' 
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However, successful implementation of ibis recommendation will 
require review by case agents, their supervisors, and CDCs and 
Headquarters attorneys of all FCRAv NSLs to verify the required nexus to 
international terrorism exists. To identify any unauthorized collection of 
records obtained in response to any type of FCRA NSLf the responsive 
records must be carefully and consistently reviewed upon receipt. Case 
agents and their supervisors must, be vigilant: to ensure that, any 
unauthorized collections are promptly identified and reported In accordance 
with FBI policies. iU) 

FBI Actions Taken to Address the Recommendation: 4{d] reinforcing 
internal FBI policy requiring that NSLs must be issued from 
investigative files, not from control files: in an EC dated February 23, 
2007, the FBi OGO mandates that NSLs be issued from open investigative 
files and that the NSL approval EC must not refer solely to a control file 
number. The Comprehensive Guidance EC also prohibits NSLs from being 
Issued solely from a. control, file. The EC notes that absent reference to an 
cUithoriz-ed investigation it is difficult for the FBI to ensure for purposes of 
congressional reporting and auditing that the requirements of the NSL 
statute are met. CU) 

The new NSL data system incorporates the requirements of the 
Feh.ruary 23, 2007, EC in its programming by precluding case agents from 
generating an NSL. solely from a control file, Ci.J) 

OIG Analysis: 4(d) The. steps taken by the FBI reinforce internal 
policy requiring thai, NSLs be issued only from Investigative tiles, not: solely 
from control files. The clear guidance contained in the February 23, 2007, 
EC mandates that NSLs be issued from open investigative cases and further 
states that: (I) the NSL approval EC must refer to the investigative case file 
or sub-file number of the investigation to which the NSL relates; (2) NSLs 
should not be issued under control file numbers; and 13} investigative 
activity requiting an. open investigation, such as issuing NSLs. may not be 
conducted solely from a control file. This policy was reiterated in the 
Comprehensive Guidance EC and also is referenced In the FBfs mandatory 
NSL training provided for field agents assigned to counterterrorism or 
counterintelligence squads. Additionally, the new NSL data system will 
ensure that NSLs are not being requested solely from control or 
administrative files, {U'i 

Both the Attorney General's Guidelines for FBI National Security 
Investigations and Foreign intelligence Collection (NSi Guidelines) and FBI 
policy require that, an NSL issued in a national security investigation be: 
issued from an open investigative file, Regular monitoring that includes file 
reviews and periodic reminders will help ensure that NSLs are issued only 
from open, national security investigation case flies. fU} 
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Recommendation No, 5 TU) 

Consider seeking legislative amendment to the Electronic 
Communications Privacy Act to define the phrase "telephone toll 
billing records information." (U) 

Background: We found in our first NSL report that FBI agents and 
attorneys frequently had questions regarding the types of records they could 
obtain when requesting "toll hilling records information/' a term thai: is not 
defined in the EC PA NSL statute. Use imprecision of the statutory language 
and sparse ease law generated multiple inquiries by CDCs to NSLB 
attorneys and confusion on the part of communication sen-ice providers 
who provided different types of information in response to the FBI's ECPA 
NSLs. Accordingly, we recommended that the FBI consider seeking 
legislative revision of the ECPA NSL statute to clarity the records the FBI is 
permitted to obtain and ensure consistent interpretation of the statute. (U) 

FBI .Action Taken to Address the Recommendation: Based on 
recommendations from the FBI, the Department has drafted a proposed 
amendment to clarify the phrase,1 "telephone toll billing .records information" 
in the ECPA, The proposed amendment specifies the types of information the 
FBI. can obtain pursuant to the ECPA NSL statute. The proposed amendment 
was cleared by the Office of Management, and Bridget and was sent to 
Congress on duly 13, 2 0 0 7 . T h e proposed amendment would authorise the 
FBI to obtain the following records it! response io ECPA NSLs: (U) 

* name; (U) 

« address; (Uj 

* local and long distance telephone connection records* or records 
of session finies and durations; (U) 

* length of service (including start date) and types of sendee 

utilized; (03 

* telephone or instrument number or other subscriber number 
or identity, including any temporarily assigned network 
address; (Uj 

* means and source of payment for such service (including airy 
credit: card or bank account number); and (Uj 

« records identifying tire origin, routing, or destination of 

electronic communications* (Uj 

The FBI OGC bad no additional information on tbe status of tire proposed 
legislation as of February 2008- iUi 
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QIC Analysis; The OIG agrees thai, if enacted, the proposed 
amendment to due EC PA NSL statute would clarify the meaning of the 
phrase "telephone toll hilling records information" by specifying the types of 
records and information thai: the FBI can obtain in eounterterrorisra and 
counterintelligence investigations from electronic communication service 
providers and remote computing services, (U) 

Recommendation No. 6 (If) 

Consider measures that would enable FBI agents and analysts to 
(a) label or tag their use of information derived from national security 
letter» in analytical intelligence products and (b) identify when and 
how often information derived from NSLs is provided to law 
enforcement authorities for use in criminal proceedings. (U) 

Background; We found in our first NSL report that the FBI generates 
a. variety of analytical intelligence products using information derived from 
NSLs. These include analyses of communication and financial links 
between investigative subjects and others, as well as analyses of NSL-
derived data in relation to information developed from other intelligence 
techniques that are stored in other FBI databases, such as the Investigative 
Data Warehouse. NSL-derived data also is used to generate more formal 
intelligence products, such as Intelligence Information Reports, Intelligence 
Assessments, and Intelligence Bulletins. These products are stored in 
various FBI databases, shared within the Department and with Joint 
Terrorism Task Forces (JTITi, and disseminated to other federal agencies 
and other members of the intelligence Community, The FBI also provides 
information derived from NSLs to law enforcement author tires for use in 
criminal proceedings. However because NSC- derived information is not 
marked, tagged, or otherwise identified as coming from NSLs when it is 
entered in FBI. databases or when it Is shared with law enforcement 
authorities or other Intelligence Community members, It is impossible to 
determine when and how often the FBI provided NSL-derived information 
to law enforcement authorities for use in criminal proceedings (one of the 
topics the Patriot Reauthorization Act: directed the OIG to address in ortr 
NSL reports). Accordingly, we recommended that the FBI consider 
measures to label or tag NSL-derived information so thai the FBI's use of 
tlie1 information can be better tracked In intelligence products and in 
criminal proceedings. (Uj 

FBI Actions Taken to Address the Recommendation: At the direction 
of the Attorney General, in July 200?" the Department's Chief Privacy and 
Civil liberties Officer convened a National Security Letter Working Group 
(NSL Working Group} to examine issues regarding retention of NSL-derived 
information. The Attorney General directed the NSL Working Group to 
evaluate how NSL~deil.ved information is used, stored, and disseminated, 
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with a particular focus on the retention of NSL-derived information. >'*« The 
NSL Working Group considered information provided to it by the FBI about 
enhancements to the FBI's information technology systems designed to 
support agents when handling NSL-derived data,15 (U) 

The NSL Working Group concluded that. tagging of NSL-derived 
information was not feasible at the time, but it recommended that the FBI 
require NSL-derived information to be placed in a specific sub-file of the 
pertinent investigative file. In a draft memorandum to tire Attorney General, 
dated August 17,' 2007 {NSL Working Group August 2007 Draft), the NSL 
Working Group stated: (U) 

Because the [FBI's] new systems provide for the structured 
storage of information and NSL information can be segregated 
in the database, the Working Group concluded that, the 
individual tagging of NSL-derived data did not provide any 
measurable value Ibr privacy protections at: this time. That-
said , and as explained in more detail in the FBI's proposed 
directive, ensuring that information derived from NSLs is 
appropriately labeled as such and tied to a specific NSL- does 
function as a form of tagging. The benefit to privacy of 
requiring additional lagging, such as through meta-tags, was 
determined to place an undue burden on the operation of such 
an important tool. (U) 

In brief, the NSL Working Git)up concluded that additional measures 
requiring the tagging or labeling of NSL-derived information would "place an 
undue burden on the operation ¡of NSLs,]" (II) 

As an alternative to tagging, the NSL Working Group recommended 
that the FBI label all NSL-derived inforaiation and place the paper copies or 
electronic media in an investigative case sub file specifically designated for 
NSL-derived information. The NSL Working Group also recommend eel that 
the FBI implement minimization procedures for NSL-derived information 
that were developed by the NSL Working Group. Several of these proposed 
procedures replicated procedures that the FBI had already developed and 
implemented in response to the OIG's recommendations in our first NSL 
report. (U) 

u We provide further analysis oi the NSL Working Group's -recommendations it! 
Section Hi of litis chapter. (U) 

16 The enhancements included no proved processes tor: US approving and 
Eiuf.hortzing the issuing of (2) reviewing and identifying the responsiveness of records 

produced pursuant to NSL requests; and {31 ensuring that only NSL--derived information 
deemed to have s31 vest.iga live vaiue be uploaded into any FBI. database, (0) 
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The NSL Working Group a J so concluded thai existing controls and 
enhanced guidelines established by the FBI on the acquisition and use of 
NSL-derived information, if properly followed, could protect privacy 
interests. The NSL Working Group also stated that the FBI has made 
significant progress In responding to and rectifying previous concerns about 
its compliance with s t a t u to ry and guidelines limitations regarding the use of 
NSLs, has a better mechanism for tracking its use of NSLs, and is subject, to 
additional oversight through the NSD. (U) 

QIG Analysis: As discussed later in this chapter, while we agree that 
the FBI has made significant: progress in addressing our concerns aboi.it 
complianee with NSL authorities, we believe it is too soon to say that the 
FBI has "rectified" many of the problems we identified in our first NSL- report 
and too early to fully assess whether the new systems and controls will 
reduce or eliminate these concerns. (U) 

The OIG believes that the NSL Working Group's analysis of the 
tagging issue does not take into consideration the FBI's existing process for 
labeling NSL-derived information in the ACS system mid Telephone 
Applications database, and whether that process can be adapted-withaut 
undue burden and cost to follow NSL-derived information as it travels 
through other databases and uses, The OIG recommends the FBI and the 
NSL Working Group give additional consideration to whether the FBI could 
build upon existing databases without undue burden or cost to label or tag 
NSL-derived information and to identify when and how often information 
derived from NSLs is used in analytical intelligence products and provided 
to law enforcement authorities for use in criminal proceedings, £13J 

Recommendation No. 7 itfl 

Take steps to ensure that the FBI does not improperly issue 
exigent tetters. (U) 

Background ; In our Erst NSL report:, we found that on over 700 
occasions the FBI obtained telephone toll billing records or subscriber 
information from 3 communication service providers without first Issuing 
NSLs or grand jury subpoenas as the statute requires. Instead, the FBI 
obtained the records with "exigent letters" that were signed by FBI 
Headquarters Counterter.rorlsm Division personnel who were not authorized 
to sign NSLs. We also found through interviews of the Counterter.roris.tn 
Division's Communications Analysis Unit (CAU) personnel and a review of 
FBI documents that there sometimes were no pending national security 
investigations associated with the requests at. the time the exigent letters 
were sent, in addition, we found that due to inadequate recordkeeping, the 
FBI was unable to provide reliable documentation to substantiate that NSLs 
or other legal process was issued to cover the records obtained in response 
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to a sample of exigent letters for which we requested such documentation. 
We also determined that exigent letters sometimes were used in non-
emergency circumstances. (U) 

We identified additional problems with respect to the CAU's efforts to 
issue after the-fact NSLs to cover records obtained from the three 
communication sendee providers under contract with the FBI. Among these 
problems were that the CAU generally: (I) did not inform field division, 
personnel who they asked to issue the NSLs that the information had 
already been acquired by the FBI and (2} did not consistently provide 
information establishing predication for the requests necessary to satisfy the 
ECPA NSL statute, the Attorney General's MSI Guidelines, and internal FBI 
policy . As a result, the approval ECs issued in connection with the after-
the-fact NSLs sometimes violated the .Attorney General's NSI guidelines and 
FBI internal policy. Ell) 

We concluded that by issuing exigent letters rather than NSLs, the 
FBI circumvented the requirements of t he ECPA NSL statute and violated 
the Attorney General's NSI Guidelines and internal FBI policy. We were not 
commieed by the legal justifications offered by FBI attorneys for acquiring 
the records through exigent letters: i l l to reconcile the strict requirements 
of the ECPA MSI., statute with the FBI's mission to prevent terrorist attacks 
and (2) that, use of exigent letters could be defended as a use of t he ECPA's 
emergency voluntary disclosure authority for acquiring" non-content: 
information (IB U.SX.'e § 2702(c)(41). Accordingly, we recommended that the 
FBI take steps to ensure thai the FBI does not issue exigent letters. (U) 

FBI Actions Taken to Address the Reeorumen d adon: In an EC dated 
March L 2007. the FBI OGC issued a directive prohibiting the use of 
exigent. letters thai promise future legal process and reiterated the 
authorized procedures for obtaining telephone: records pursuant to the 
emergency voluntary disclosure provision of the ECPA, 18 D.S.C. § 2702 
(c)(4). The Comprehensive Guidance EC and mandatory NSL training 
provided to field and Headquarters personnel reiterated the prohibition on 
the use of exigent letters. In the course of the FBI's review of Held and 
Headquarters NSLs, the Inspection Division included questions designed to 
ascertain whether exigent letters were used by FBI personnel outside the 
CAU, The inspectors found no instances in which exigent letters were used 
by the held in the ease files they reviewed. (11) 

The FBI OGC also told us it is meeting regularly with the NSD to 
address issues previously identified by the OIG in our .first NSL report. In 
addition, as discussed further in Recommendation No. 9, NSLB attorneys 
regularly attend operational meetings of the Headquarters Counterterrorism 
units that: had previously issued exigent letters and Counterintelligence 
units to provide legal advice, spot legal issues, and provide oversight on 
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national security matters, including issuance of NSLs, The NSLB has also 
assigned two NSLB attorneys, one each to the New York and Los Angeles 
Held divisions to provide advice on the use of intelligence techniques, 
including NSLs, authorized by the Attorney General's NSL Guidelines, 
Additionally, the FBI OGC said it has added two Senior Executive Service 
positions within the NSLB to oversee national security matters. (Uj 

DIG Analysis: The OIG agrees with the FBI's actions to prohibit use of 
exigent letters. Since our first NSL report:, the FBI OGC has sent several 
communications and reiterated in periodic mandatory NSL hmriing that 
exigent letters promising legal process in the future are prohibited. The FBI 
also has clarified the methods by which it may obtain certain non-content 
telephone and eemail transactional data in emergency circumstances in 
accordance with authority in the ECPA, IS U,S,C. § 270.2{ei{4). (CI) 

The GIG believes thai by issuing two ECs, providing mandatory NSL 
training prohibiting use of exigent letters, requiring NSLB attorneys to 
regularly attend counterterrorism and counterintelligence operational 
meetings, placing NSLB attorneys in. the Mew York and Los Angeles Held 
divisions; and adding two Senior Executive Sendee positions within NSLB, 
the FBI has taken the steps necessary to provide needed oversight oi' national, 
security letter matters. While we have no knowledge of additional exigent 
letters being issued in 2007 subsequent to the March 1, 2007, and June 1. 
2007, guidance memoranda, the FBI must, continue to emphasize in 
mandatory NSL training for all personnel assigned to programs overseen by 
the National Security Branch and to FBI managers the prohibition against: 
using exigent letters and other circumventions of the NSL statutes, in our 
forthcoming report, we will provide additional recommendations designed, to 
address the findings of our investigation of the FBI's use of exigent letters. (Uj 

Recommendation Ho, & CI?) 

Take steps to ensure that, where appropriate, the FBI makes 
requests for information in accordance with the requirements of 
national security letter authorities, (U) 

Background: In the course of our first NSL review, we identified a 
variety of instances in wiiieh the FBI used NSLs contrary to statutory 
limitations, Attorney General Guidelines, or internal guidance or policies. 
In addition to the use of exigent letters (discussed above in connection with 
Recommendation No. 7), lite instances of improper or illegal use of NSL 
authorities in 2003 through 2005 generally fell into the following 
categories; (U) 

* issuing NSLs alter the investigative authority to conduct the 
underlying investigation lapsed; |U) 
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* obtaining telephone loll billing records and e-mail subscriber 

information concerning the wrong individuals; (0) 

* obtaining information iiiai was not requested in the NSL; (U) 

* obtaining information beyond the time period referenced in the 
NSL; (U)' 

* issuing FCRA. NSLs seeking records that the FBI was not 
authorized to obtain, such as issuing FCRAv NSLs seeking 
consumer lull credit reports for couiiterinielligence 
investigations with no international terrorism nexus; (U) 

* issuing an EC PA NSL seeking an investigative subject's 
educational records, including applications for admission, 
emergency contact information, and associations with campus 
organizations; and {0} 

* issuing NSLs exclusively out of control files rather than fro in 

investigative files in violation of FBI policy. (U) 

In our Erst NSL report, we also identified repeated failures to adhere 
to internal FBI OGC guidance regarding the documentation necessary for 
approval of NSLs. hi our review of 77 investigative files and 293 NSL« in 4 
FBI field offices, we found that 60 percent of the investigative files contained 
one or more of die following infractions: (Uf 

« NSL approval ECs that were not reviewed and initialed by one 
or more of the required field supervisors or CDC; (IS) 

* NSL approval ECs that did not contain all of the required 
information: and (U) 

» NSLs tliat did not contain the recitals or other information 

required by the authorizing statutes. (U) 

While these infractions did not rise to the level of possible intelligence 
violations, they were violations of the FBI's internal control policies 
established to ensure the proper review, use, and tracking of NSLs, For 
example, .review of the NSL package is designed to ensure that eixors or 
inadequate predication are identified and corrected before an NSL is issued, 
if elements of the approval EC or the NSL are missing, the FBI official 
signing the NSL cannot be assured that the required predication, 
specifications of items sought, and statutory authority are correct. (U) 

FBI Actions Taken to Address the Recommendation: £0) 

New Guidance: The dune 2007 Comprehensive Guidance EC provides 
guidance on the use, requirements, and reporting of NSLs by reminding FBI 
personnel of the statutory and procedural authorizations and restrictions; 
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requiring siifiieient and independent supervisory and legal reviews; 
requiring that FBI personnel use "model NSL and approval EC forms posted 
on the NSLB's website to ensure all statutory requirements are met and 
decrease the likelihood of errors; providing checklists for use in drafting the 
approval EC and NSL, for reviewing responses to NSLs. and prior to 
disseminating NSL-derived information; and identifying what constitutes a 
possible intelligence violation and specifying required actions m the event: a 
possible intelligence violation is discovered. {U} 

The Comprehensive Guidance EC described die bu r NSL statutes and 
the specific types of information that can be obtained from third parties 
using NSLs. It also emphasized that the content of eomniun.icat.ions cannot 
he obtained with an NSL. ft clarified that tlil 

|may not be requested through an i\h>L as a matter ol policy, 
even though these elements have not been determined to be "content" 
under the ECPA NSL statute. )${) 

The guidance cautioned drafters of approval ECs and NSLs to review 
them carefully to ensure that the information requested by the EC' (such as 
telephone, e-mail, or other account numbers) match those in the NSL and 
that there are no typographical errors that, could result in unauthorized 
collection and a possible intelligence violation. The guidance also directed 
that all approval KCs and NSLs must be reviewed for legal sufficiency by the 
CDC at the held office or by NSLB attorneys at: Headquarters before being 
forwarded to the appropriate designated approving official. tU) 

On March 5, 200?, the FBI NSB issued a separate guidance 
memorandum clarifying the distinctions between the two NSL authorities in 
the FCRA. (U) 

Training: The NSLB has developed a new NSL training modi.de 
incoi']x>raiing the findings in the OIG s first NSL report and addressing the 
common errors discussed in the repon: such as typographical errors, 
confusion regarding the two FCRA NSL authorities, and legal review and 
approval of NSLs. The training refers to the FBI's March 2007 prohibition 
on the use; of exigent letters that promise future legal process and 
establishes procedures for properly obtaining information in emergency 
situations in. accordance with 1.8 U.S.C. § 2702, FBI OGC officials told us 
that the FBI OGC and the NSLB will review the findings of the Inspection 
Division's review of NSLs in the field and Headquarters divisions to 
determine if additional procedures or training would improve compliance 
with this authority. (U) 

Hie FBI OGC has mandated that all NSLB attorneys visiting field 
offices conduct NSL training during their visits. Prom March 2007 through 
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February 3008, 45 of the FBI's 56 field offices and at least 3,042 FBI field 
and Headquarters personnel it waived in preparing and reviewing NSLs 
received live NSL training from NSLB attorneys.16 While some Headquarters 
units had already received NSL training following the release of our first NSL 
report, mandatory training for personnel in the Count erterrorisrii, 
Counterintelligence, and Cyber Divisions was conducted in early May 2007, 
The NSLB and the Training Division developed an online virtual academy 
course on NSLs that, will be required for all personnel involved in drafting 
and approving NSLs and will, supplement, live training. NSL training also 
has been provided to non-FBI agents serving on the d l T F s nationwide. (U) 

On August 2L 2007, the FBI stated in a written response to an OIG 
request for information, that, all FBI employees must complete mandatory 
training related to NSLs, According to the memorandum, NSL training is 
offered to new professional staff and to all. new Special Agents, A mandatory 
2-hour bloek of instruction is provided during the 17th week of New Agent 
Training, (UJ 

Management Meetings, SAC Conferences, and the Annual CDC 
Conference: As noted above, the FBI Deputy Dire (Tor told us that. NSLs 
were a major topic of discussion at quarterly Strategy Performance Se.ssi.ons 
he chaired via teleconference that were attended by SACs from the FBI's 56 
field offices. At the second quarter 2007 sessions, the Deputy Director 
discussed the findings from the OIG's first NSL- report and the steps that tire 
FBI has taken to resolve the OIG recommendations and to implement: 
procedures directed by the Attorney General. {U} 

Also, SACs told us that NSL compliance was discussed at the annual 
SAC conference held in October 2007, NSLB attorneys also provided a 
presentation on use of NSLs at the CDC conference in July 2007, which 
included- an overview of the findings in the QIC's first NSL- report:; a 
discussion of each of the NSL statutes; art overview of the K'SLB's guidance 
on standards and approvals for NSLs: and the required elements of the 
NSLs, model NSLs, and. approval ECs. NSLs also were discussed at. squad 
meetings within field offices, and field office personnel told ns that, they 
received numerous e-mails from FBI OGC attorneys and CDCs providing 
guidance on NSL«. fill 

Office of Integrity and Compliance: As described more fully in Section 
Hi of this chapter, the FBI has created a new Office of Integrity and 

16 Atte e dees at. these traiamg sessions included Secretaries, Paralegals. Intelligence 
Analysts, linguists. Special Agents, Supervisory Special Agents, See Hue and Unit Chiefs, 
non-FBI Task Force OfLcers, Supervisory Resident Agents. Assistili it. Divis ioti Ca tm seta and 
Chief Division Counsels, Assistant Special Agents in Charge, Special Agents in Charge, FBI 
OGC attorneys, and Deputy Assistssnt Directors. fO) 
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Compliance fOIC) that reports to the Deputy Director, The mission of the 
QIC is to develop and oversee a program that develops compliance 
standards and training programs: identifies compliance risks in FBI 
operations and makes sure that necessary audits are performed: arid 
ensures that national security investigations and other FBI activities are 
conducted in a manner consistent with laws, regulations, and policies. The 
QIC is also required to deliver an annual report on compliance issues.17 (II) 

Enhancements to information Technology; As described in 
connection with Recommendations Nos, 2 and 4. the new NSL data system 
is designed to guide tire user to more accurately and completely prepare 
NSLs and route the NSL through the required levels of review. Upon 
completion of all approvals, the system will generate approval ECs and NSLs 
for signature by field or Headquarters approving officials, The new NSL data 
system also is programmed to preclude users from preparing an NSL 
seeking a consumer full credit report, in a counterintelligence investigation 
that, lacks an international terrorism nexus. For each type of NSL, the data 
system generates a link to the text of the statute to inform, the requester 
what records are authorized to he requested, (U) 

Additional Support for the FBI OGC: The FBI OGC has been 
assigned two new Senior Executive Service positions within the NSLS, One 
position will head a new secdon overseeing operational aspects of national 
security law while the other will head a National Security Law Training and 
Policy Section. The FBI told us thai: these positions were filled in February 
2008, (U) 

FBI OGC officials iold us that they are meeting regularly with the NSD 
and consul ting with it on the development of new policy regarding NSLs to 
address issues identified in our first NSL report. In addition, the NSD and 
the NSLB conducted 15 national security reviews in 2007, which included a. 
review of the use of NSLs, These reviews were accompanied by NSL training 
if such training had not recently been given. (Ul 

01G Analysis: These initiatives are positive steps that will help the 
FBI ensure NSLs are issued in accordance with the requirements of national 
security letter anth.ori.ties. The Comprehensive Guidance EC compiled in 
one document NSL guidance and memoranda thai: had previously been 
issued piecemeal over several years. This guidance also addressed several 
of the major findings in our first NSL report , clarified the NSL process, and 
resolved prior conflicting guidance. We found that the Comprehensive 

i ? Deputy Director's Office, Federal Bureau of investigation, electronic 
commuaication in Directors Office, Finance Division, and inspection Division. 
Exiahlishimvni of New FBI HQ Divisions?; Director'fs Office Creation of the OiBce of Integrity 
and CoHiptemce, June 5, 200?, (U) 
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Guidance EC was favorably received by field personnel, who described if 
during our interviews as "very comprehensive," "very helpful," "a very 
worthwhile resource," and "thorough and well done." (Ü) 

The FBI has also identified additional opportunities and methods for 

providing NSL training so all FBI personnel assigned to national security 

investigations will be aware of t he contents of the guidance, including the 

requirements of the statutes and the. required steps in the NSL preparation 

and approval process. (Lij 

By issuing the Comprehensive Guidance EC, providing additional 

training on NSL procedures to field and Headquarters personnel, adding two 

senior level positions In the FBI OGC to oversee legal issues arising in. 

national security investigations, participating in the NSD's national, security 

reviews, and creating a new NSL data system, we believe that, the FBI's 

ability to comply with NSL authorities will improve significantly, ill) 

Recommendat ion No, 9 (tl) 

Imp lement measures to ensure that the FBI OGC is consulted 

about activities undertaken by FBI Headquarters National Security 

Branch, including its operational support activities, that could 

generate r e v e s t s for records from third parties that the FBI is 

authorized to obtain exclusively though the use of its nat ional security 

letter authorities, (Ü) 

Background: In our first NSL report, we noted our concern about, the 

ability of NSLB attorneys to obtain accurate and complete information about 

the FBI's use of NSL authorities. Our review of the FBI's use of exigent 

letters used bv the CAU and "ceitiñeate letters" used by the Terrorist 
V v' 

Financing Operations Section {TFOS! determined that FBI OGC attorneys 
were not consulted in advance about tools used by Head quarters CTD 
units.18 For example, we determined that NSLB attorneys responsible for 
providing guidance on the FBI's use of NSL authorities were unawa re of the 
CAU's practice of using exigent letters until late 2004» although CAU 
personnel had been using these letters as early as 2003. {13] 

We also determined thai: the TFOS issued at; least 13 certificate letters 
to a Federal Reserve Bank seeking; financial records concerning 24 4 named 
individuals instead of issuing NSLs pursuant to the Right to Financial 

iS These certificate ieüers were used instead of issuing HSi.s pursuant to the Right 

to Bnancinl ihiuacy /iet (RFFA). The tetters contained certifications that there were 

"specific and a.rUcti.iabk' facto giving reason to believe that the «¡stonier or entity whose 

records are sought is a foreign, power or an agent of a foreign power as defined in 50 U.S.C. 

§ 1801." (U) 
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Privacy Act (RFPAj. We also found that OK- TFOS continued to issue 
certificate letters despite an August 2004 restriction on this type of request 
by the FBI Assistant General Counsel As a matter of policy , the Federal 
Reserve Bank requires that: the FBI issue RFPA NSLs to obtain its records. 
Accordingly, Federal Reserve attorneys later stated thai: the Federal Reserve 
Bank should not have provided the bank records in response to the 
certificate letters because they were not duly authorized RFPA NSLs. (UI 

in our first, NSL report, we also found thai. FBI Headquarters 
personnel regularly issued NSLs seeking electronic communication 
transactional records exclusively from "control files" rather than from 
investigative files, a practice not. permitted by FBI policy. This practice 
prevents a reviewing or approving authority from determining whether the 
NSLs were issued in the course of authorised investigations or whether the 
information sought in the NSLs was relevant to those investigations. 
Documentation of this information is necessary to establish compliance with 
NSL statutes, the Attorney General's MSI Guidelines, and internal FBI 
policy. (Llj 

Accordingly, to ensure that FBI OGC attorneys are consulted about: 

activities undertaken by the NSB, we recommended that, the FBI implement 

measures to promote timely consultation about, the NSB's activities, 

including its operational support activities, (U) 

FBI Actions Taken to Address the Recommendation: The FBI OGC 
mandated in April 2007 that NSLB attorneys involved in national security 
law matters regularly attend operational meetings to provide legal advice 
and oversight. Attorneys in the two NSLB units that provide legal advice to 
couitterterrorism operations regularly attend meetings of the CAU, the 
Electronic Surveillance Operations and Sharing Unit, and the 
Communication Exploitation Section at Headquarters. The NSLB attorneys 
that provide "legal advice to eounterintelligenee operations now also regularly 
attend operational meetings to play a more active legal role. Additionally, 
NSLB Unit Chiefs regularly attend operational meetings and have daily 
contact with their units to provide legal advice, to spot legal issues, and to 
provide guidance and oversight on national security matters, including 
NSLs. The NSLB has also assigned an NSLB attorney to each of two large 
held offices. New York and Los Angeles, to support the national security law 
program in those offices. (U) 

NSLB attorneys also have provided new NSL training to operational 
units In the CTD and the <>)unterintelligenee Division, Tire FBI OGC has 
posted an NSL training presentation on the NSLB's website and has posted 
online a virtual academy training course. (U) 
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'Hie Comprehensive Guidance EC mandates that all NSLs and NSL 
approval EC's issued by Headquarters components be reviewed and 
approved by NSLB attorneys. Prior to this mandate, Headquarters officials 
authorized to sign NSLs were encouraged hut not required to consult with 
the NSLB. (U) 

QIG Analysis: The GIG- believes that the requirement that all 
Headquarters-issued NSLs be reviewed by NSLB attorneys, the attendance 
of" NSLB attorneys at meetings oi the CTD and the Counterintelligence 
Division sections to which they are assigned, and mandatory attend arte e by 
NSLB attorneys at certain CTD operational meetings should help identify 
use of new intelligence tools or unconventional requests that may implicate 
NSL authorities or other intelligence techniques, in addition, mandatory 
quarterly training of personnel from the specified CTD units should help to 
ensure thai. FBI OGC attorneys are consulted about, the CTD's activities, (U) 

However, we believe the FBI should also have NSLB attorneys 
similarly participate tit operational meetings of other units in the CTD and 
the Counterintelligence Division, in addition to the units that already have 
been associated with improper use of NSLs. By participating in these 
operational meetings, it. is .more likely that the FBI OGC will be in a position 
to identify and address requests for informat ion that may be inconsistent 
with the FBI's obligations under the NSL statutes, applicable Attorney 
General Guidelines, and internal policies governing the use of NSLs, (U) 

Recommendation No. 10 (ID 

Ensure that Chief Division Counsel and Assistant Division 
Counsel provide close and independent review of requests to issue 
national security letters, (U) 

Background: In our first: NSL report, we identified circumstances in 
which some CDCs and Assistant Division Counsels (ADC) were reluctant to 
provide an unbiased, independent legal review of NSLs for fear of 
antagonizing or second-guessing their supervisors, the Special Agents in 
Charge, who had already approved die underlying investigation. While 
recognizing that review of NSLs is only one of many issues on which CDCs' 
independent, legal advice is critical, we recommend eel that the FBI consider 
measures to ensure that CDCs and ADCs provide t horough and 
independent oversight of NSL requests. (03 

FBI Actions Taken to Address the RecoiTt.rnerrdai.ion: The 
Comprehensive Guidance EC mandates that CDCs and ADCs provide 
independent, legal review of NSLs. 'The FC stated that the CDCs1 and ADCs" 
legal reviews are separate from and independent, of the investigative reviews 
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conducted by SACs or lie ad quarters approving authorities. The guidance 
stated that a legal review should consider whether; ft J) 

* the information sought in the NSL is relevant to an authorised 
national security investigation (an investigation to protect 
against international terrorism or clandestine intelligence 
activities); Hi] 

* there is an open and authorized FBI preliminary or full 
investigation from which the NSL is being issued; and (U) 

* there is sufficient predication for the underlying investigation 
and that predication is sufficiently detailed in the approval 
EC, (U) 

The guidance also stated thai if the CDCs, ADCs, or NSLR attorneys 
determine that legal sufficiency does not exist, they must .return the NSL 
document to the requesting employee for revision. Similarly, if the attorney 
determines that less intrusive means of obtaining the information are 
feasible, the NSL will not be approved, (U) 

On March 15, 2007, the FBI General Counsel held a conference call 
with all CDCs and on March 30, 2007, sent mi e-mail to all CDCs mad ADCs 
reminding them of the need to provide independent: legal review of NSL«, 
lire FBI Director stressed at a conference of all SACs the importance of 
CDCs providing independent legal advice and stressing the role of the head 
of the office in creating an environment thai: would foster such advice, l i te 
Deputy Director said that at the October 2007 SAC conference and diiring 
quarterly Strategy Performance Sessions, he also informed SACs of the need 
for them to recognize the independence of the CDCs and ADCs. NSL 
training also emphasises t he requirement that legal review be conducted by 
CDCs, ADCs, or NSLB att.onteys, (U) 

The FBI General Counsel and the FBI's senior leadership are still 
considering how to address the issues identified in our first NSL report 
arising from the current reporting chair» for CDCs. While CDCs continue to 
report: to Held division SACs, the General Counsel told us that she is 
considering whether the CDCs are assigned an unreasonable level of 
collateral duties that distract them from focusing on their legal dtitles. If 
she concludes this is the case, she will discuss the matter with the SACs, 
As we noted in our first NSL report, this issue involves difficult institutional 
questions beyond the issue of compliance with NSL authorities. (tj) 

GIG Analysis: 'The actions taken by the FBI reinforced that: CDCs and 
ADCs should provide independent legal review of requests to issue NSLs. 
Hie Deputy Director of the FBI and the Assistant Director of the CTD both 
told us that they believe CDCs exercise independent judgment in evaluating 
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NSLs and could not identify any circumstances in which they had not done 
so. The Deputy Director stated that it. is in the best interest of the SACs to 
have the CDCs" best, candid advice - even if such advice is not what SACs 
want to hear. He said he has discussed this issue with SACs during Ms 
quarterly meetings with them. (U) 

However', further action in response to this recommendation is stiff 
being considered by the FBI. We believe it is important for the FBI to 
resolve the factors weighing for and against modification of the CDCs* 
reporting chain within the FBI . Review of NSl-s is only one of the many 
oversight functions exercised by CDCs, and the FBI needs the ("DCs' 
independent judgment in ensuring that field agents and supervisors 
scrupulously observe statutory authorities, Attorney General s Guidelines, 
and FBI policies governing national security investigations and other 
authorities, (U) 

Recommendation No, 11 ill) 

Provide guidance and training to Special Agents, Chief Division 
Counsel, and all FBI officials authorised to sign NSLs on the meaning 
and application of the Attorney General's Guidelines* proviso calling 
for use of the "least intrusive collection techniques feasible" to the 
FBI's use of national security letter authorities« {11} 

Background: Hie Attorney General's NSI Guidelines provide thai:: (U) 

Choice of Methods. The conduct, of investigations and other 
activities authorized by these Guidelines may present; choices 
between the use of information collection methods that are 
more or less intrusive, considering such factors as the effect on 
the privacy of individuals and potential damage to reputation. 
As Executive Order 12333 § 2.4 provides, 'the least intrusive 
collection techniques feasible" are to he used in such 
situations. The FBI shall not hesitate to use any lawful 
techniques consistent: with these Guidelines, even If intrusive, 
where the degree of intrusiveness is warranted in light of the 
seriousness of a threat to die national security or the 
strength of the information indicating its existence. This point: 
Is to be particularly observed in investigations relating to 
terrorism.^ {Uj 

We found that the FBI had not provided clear guidance describing 
how case agents and supervisors should apply the Attorney General 
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Guidelines' requirement to use the "least intrusive techniques feasible" 
when deekling how to use and sequence NSLs, While we recognized that 
there cannot be one model regarding the use of NSLs in ail types of national 
security investigations, and that the FBI cannot issue definitive guidance 
addressing when and what types of NSLs should be issued at each stage of 
investigations, we recommended that the FBI provide guidance and t raining 
on the use and sequencing of NSLs, in providing such guidance and 
training, the FBI could highlight and reconcile the Important privacy 
considerations that underlie Ore Attorney General Guidelines* proviso with 
the FBI's mission to detect and deter terrorist attacks and espionage 
threats. (U) 

FBI Actions Taken to Address the Recommendation: The 
Comprehensive Guidance EC requires that as pari of their independent legal 
reviews of NSLs for legal sufficiency, CDCs. ADCs, or NSLB attorneys must 
not. approve an NSL if a less intrusive means of obtaining the information is 
feasible, (U) 

On December 20, 2007, the FBI OGC issued guidance to all divisions 
titled Least Intrusive. Techniques in National Security and Criminal 
Investigations that limber addressed this recommendation. The FBI 
General Counsel told us that a draft of this guidance had previously been 
provided to civil liberties groups for comment, (0] 

OIG Analysis: By providing guidance on application of the Attorney 
General Guidelines' proviso on the review of NSLs in its Comprehensive 
Guidance EC, and by issuing the December 20, 2007, guidance on L-east 
Intrusive Techniques in National Security and Criminal Investigations, t he 
FBI has taken significant steps toward addressing this recommendation. 
However, because the guidance includes many factors to consider when 
deciding when and how to employ a particular technique, the FBI also needs 
to provide training on. the practical application of this guidance for agents 
and supervisors. [LI] 

QtG Conclusions on FBI's Corrective Actions ftp 

Based on our analysis of the steps that the FBI has taken, as well as 
our interviews with FBI leadership, held managers, and personnel involved 
in the NSL process, we believe that the FBI has ma.de significant progress in 
addressing the. serious problems and deficiencies identified by the OIG in 
our first NSL report. The FBI's executive leadership, including the Director, 
Deputy Director, arid General Counsel, have expressed their commitment to 
ensuring that Headquarters and field managers,, supervisors, agents, 
analysts, arid support staff understand the seriousness of the FBI's 
shortcomings in its use of NSLs, the proper use of NSLs, and each of their 
responsibilities for correcting the deficiencies. The Deputy Director and the 
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General Counsel continue to emphasize and discuss critical NSL topics at. 
meetings and conferences of executive managers and CDCs. ( Uj 

Since our first NSL report was provided to the FBI, the FBI has issued 
approximately nine NSL- policies and sent numerous other ECs to the field 
and Headquarters divisions providing guidance on topics that include 
proper usage of NSLs and statutory and procedural authorizations and 
restrictions; prohibition on the use of exigent letters; review and redaction of 
NSL-responstve information; the requirement for sufficient and independent 
supervisory and legal reviews; and identification of and procedures for 
submitting possible intelligence violations. 'Tire FBI also has developed a 
new NSL data system wit h model NSLs and approval ECs that are required 
to be used when issuing and reviewing NSLs. These measures should 
eliminate or reduce the types of typographical errors found in the past. To 
reinforce the new policies and guidelines, FBI OGC attorneys provided NSL 
training to 45 FBI field offices and at. least. 3,042 field and .Headquarters 
personnel involved in preparing and reviewing NSLs from March through 
February 2008, An online virtual academy course on NSLs has also been 
developed and will be mandatory for all personnel involved in drafting and 
approving NSLs. (U) 

Beyond responding to the OIG's specific recommendations, die FBI 
has conducted three held reviews on NSL usage to make fin independent, 
assessment of the seriousness of the problem and to determine what 
additional measures were needed. [These reviews are more fully discussed 
In Chapter lliree of this report.) (U) 

However, several actions that are necessary to fully satisfy our 
recommendations are still under deve lopmen t or are in need of additional 
work by the FBI or the Department. Specifically, the FBI needs to continue 
to work on; {U| 

* providing periodic training to all 56 field offices for those 
involved in the NSL process. This mandatory training needs to 
continue indefinitely to address the constant rotation of staff 
into positions that involve NSL-related work; {Ul 

» meeting and working with the Chief Privacy and Civil Liberties 
Officers NSL Working Group to give additional consideration to 
label or tag NSL-derived information and to identify when and 
how ollen this information is used in analytical intelligence 
products and provided to law enforcement authorities- for use in 
criminal proceedings: (0) 

* fully addressing the current reporting chain for CDCs; and IXJ) 

* providing training on "least: intrusive collection techniques" in 
national security and criminal investigations" to tire field. (U) 
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We believe it is too soon to conclude whether the new guidance, 
training, and systems put in place by the FBI in response to our first NSL 
report will fully eliminate the problems with the use of NSLs that we 
identified and that the FBI confirmed in its own reviews. At the same time, 
we believe that the FBI lias made significant progress in addressing these 
issues and that the FBI's senior leadership is committed to addressing 
misuse of NSLs. However, to ensure that adherence, to NSL authorities 
remains permanently embedded in FBI culture and practice, the FBI - and 
the Department - must be aggressive and vigilant in .monitoring compliance 
with NSL authorities by reinforcing the rules governing the use of NSLs, 
implementing a sustained process for field and Headquarters verification 
that NSLs are being handled properly, and ensuring that any violations are 
identified and reported in a timely manner, ill) 

III, Other Corrective Measures Implemented by the FBI and Other 

Department Components (U) 

In this section we describe additional, oversight measures 
implemented in 2007 by the FBI, the NSD. and the Office of the Deputy 
Attorney General relating to the use of national security letters. We describe 
the FBI's establishment of a new Office of Integrity and Compliance {QIC) 
and the NSDfs new compliance reviews, termed national security reviews, 
which review compliance with NSL authorities and other intelligence 
techniques used by the FBI in national security investigations. In addition, 
we examine an August 2007 proposal to the Attorney General by the 
Department's Chief Privacy and Civil Liberties Officer that addresses how 
the FBI uses and retains NSL-derived information, (IJ) 

A, The FBI's Office of Integrity and Compliance (U) 

On July 13, 200?, the FBI announced creation of the OiC.20 The FBI 
Director stated that, the QIC was established to ensure that national 
security investigations and other FBI activities are conducted in a manner 
consistent with appropriate laws, regulations, and policies. According to the 
FBI's description of the QIC, its mission is "to develop, implement, and 
oversee a program that ensures there are processes and procedures in place 
that promo te FBI compliance with both, the letter and spirit of all applicable 
laws, regulations, and policies."21 The OIC is charged with developing 

30 Uaier from the Attorney General and FBI Director to Richard B, Cheney, 
President of the Senate. July 13, 2007, !U) 

-u Deputy Director's Office, Federal Bureau of.investigation, electronic 
communication to Director's Office, Finance Division, and inspection Division, 
Establishment oi New FBI HQ Divisions; Directors Oitice Creation ot the: Office of Integrity 
and Compliance, Jane 5, 2007. it J) 
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compliance standards, training programs, arid risk assessments; ensuring 
that necessary audits are performed; and delivering an annual report on 
compliance issues. {!.!) 

1. Organization Structure and Operations (U) 

Under the organization plan, the Head of the QIC reports to the FBI's 
Deputy Director, Organisationally, the integrity and Compliance Program 
consists of a steering committee (the "FBI Integrity and Compliance 
Council") thai is chaired by the FBI Director and includes as members the 
Deputy Director; the Associate Deputy Director; the Executive Assistant 
Director (EAD) of the National Security Branch; the EAD of the Criminal, 
Cyber, Response, and Services Branch; the .EAD of the Science and 
Technology Branch; the EAD of the Human Resources Branch; the Chief 
Information Officer; the Head of t he OIC; the FBI's Chief Financial Officer; 
and the General Counsel The Council is supported, by the: Executive 
Management; Committees that are responsible for identifying compliance 
risks in live different ill notional areas of tire FBI's operations: the National 
Security Branch, criminal investigations, investigative support, 
administration, and information technology. (UJ 

Each Executive Management. Committee is chaired by the EAD 
responsible far the functional area and includes as members the Assistant. 
Director from the functional area.: a Deputy General Counsel from, the FBI 
OGG: representatives from the OIC; and other members as the chair finds 
necessary. The Executive Management Committees are required to meet, at 
least four times a year to analyze the nature of the compliance risks facing 
their functional areas; identity specific risk areas; and assess and establish 
policies, procedures, and training to mitigate those risks. Within 2 days of 
an Executive Management Committee meeting, the committee chair is 
required to assess and rank the compliance risks, designate a "risk owner," 
and document the results with the OIC. The risk owner is responsible for 
further assessing the risk, determining wit ether corrective actions are 
warranted, and developing mitigation plans. {IJj 

To conduct the risk assessments, the most significant risks identified 
by the Executive Management Committees are to be subjected to- a detailed 
analysis by a compliance risk assessment: team (called a Red Team) created 
by the risk owner with the assistance of the OIC. The Red Teams are staffed 
with a representative- from the OIC, two subject matter experts from the 
organisation hating primary responsibility for the risk area, arid a 
representative from the FBI OGC, The Red Teams will, review the law, FBI 
policies, training, and monitoring requirements related to the issue. The 
Red Teams were directed to produce within 60 days of receiving the tasking 
a report- analyzing the risks and developing a risk mitigation plan. Those 
reports will be provided to the risk owner and the pertinent Executive 
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Management Committee chair for review and implementation of measures to 
mitigare the risks, in addition to reports of in el i vidua! risks, the FBI 
planned to require the CMC to prepare a consolidated annual report on 
compliance risks throughout the FBI. In February 2008, the FBI informed 
us that it. had decided to eliminate the requirements that Red Teams develop 
risk mitigation plans (but did not eliminate the risk assessment, report) and 
that the Executive Management Committees prepare a consolidated annual 
rep art on compliance risks throughout the FBI. in addition, the FBI stated 
that the Executive Management Committees are to provide an annual report 
on "the state of the Integrity and Compliance program." Although it is not 
el ear that the revised annual report will include a consolidated assessment 
of compliance risks, we believe that: such, a consolidated assessment listing 
all identified risks will be valuable to the FBI and the Attorney General, (11) 

FBI officials told the DIG that they also plan to divide personnel 
assigned to the OIC into two emits: the Compliance Operations Unit: and the 
Compliance Policy and Analysis Unit According to the FBh die Compliance 
Operations Unit will support implementation of compliance policy arid 
standards within FBI divisions, including analyzing operations and legal 
requirements; identifying specific compliance risk areas; prioritizing the 
risks; and establishing policies, procedures, and training to ensure 
compliance. Hie OIC's Compliance Policy and Analysis Unit will establish 
compliance policy, including a methodology for assessing risk (described 
below), compliance standards, and monitoring and auditing procedures. 
The Compliance Policy and Analysis Unit also will develop and provide 
training and monitor the overall compliance program, ÍU) 

The OIC is designe el to he independent from, but. expected to work 
closely with, the FBI's Inspection Division to- identify high-risk areas. The 
Bead of the OIC said that the inspection Division would include monitoring 
of identified compliance risks {which wall be incorporated into the inspection 
Division's inspection protocols) in its inspections of Headquarters and field 
divisions. According to OTC documents, the Inspection Division is expected 
to provide the Olí": with inspection data gathered during its inspections to 
support the OIC's compliance monitoring and will conduct audits as needed 
to support, the compliance oversight program. (U) 

As of January 2008, the Attorney General and the Office of 
Management and Budget had approved, the establishment: of the OIC,. 
Congressional committees were notified on November 21, 2007. According 
to the Mead of the OIC, the FBI's Corporate Resource Planning Board (which 
approves the establishment of positions) and the FBI's Position Review 
Board (which determines whether positions me staffed with Special Agents 
or support staff} authorized 12 positions for the OIC, including a Senior 
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Executive Service jxxsitiore 3. Secretary, 1 Special Agent, (on a 
detail/rotation), 5 Attorneys, and 4 Management and Program Analysts,22 

In addition, two attorneys from the FBI's Office of General Counsel were 
later transferred to the QIC, along with the ethics/standards of conduct 
function that they support As of February 2008. the OIC had 12 personnel 
on board. The FBI told us t ha t the OIC will re-evalua.te its staffing and. 
organizational structure as t he program continues to mature. As of 
«January 2008, each of the five Executive Management Committees bad met 
three times, and Red Teams were conducting reviews to analyze the top 
compliance risks in each of the fi ve functional areas. (11) 

2. Risk Assessment Process (U) 

The procedures describing the QIC's operations were still in 
development during the OSG's revi ewe However, the Head of the OIC 
provided information to the OIG on the assessment tool that the Executive 
Management Committees intended, to use to assess and rank identified 
risks. Tire assessment tool allows the Executive Management. Committees 
to assign a numerical value to internal and external factors associated with 
each risk, including such considerations as the complexity of the program 
or activity, environmental factors (such as whether the program is a new 
activity or involves new technology), workforce factors (such as whether 
t.ra tiling related to the activity is available), and potential privacy and civil 
liberty impacts. The tool also includes "weighting" factors, such as the 
frequency and potential magnitude of any potential harm associated with 
the risk.2S Using the numerical values assigned to all the factors, the 
assessment tool calculates an overall score that enables the Executive 
Management Committees to rank the risks. 'The chair of each committee 
provides mdependerii jndgment regarding the reeommended rankings and 
approves the ordering of tire potential risks. The committee Chairs are to 
provide the FBI Deputy Director and the OIC with their committee's 
assessment of the five highest-ranked risks. The FBI Director, as chair of 
the FBI integrity and Compliance Council, is responsible for determining 
whether the risk Identification and rankings are "sound." (U) 

After the most important risks have been identified. Red Teams will 
use an OIC -developed draft compliance check fist to guide their reviews, in 

initially, tire QIC was authorized to have two Speerai Agent positions, but. one of 
the posi tions was subsequently converted to a support, position.. {U) 

33 NSLs vvili not be subjected to the risk assessment process. The Heat! «1 Ore OIC 
told the GIG that, the OIC risk ¡derails eatson process will not be used to assess risks 
associated with NSLs because tire reviews conducted by the OIG in 2006 and 2007 and by 
the FBI inspection Division in 2007 a t rea dy identified those risks arid mn-ective actions 
(including updating pokey and guidance end providing ¡.raining) are being taken in 
response to those reviews, iti) 
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addition, the OK": developed a compliance risk assessment: report format for 
compiling the Red Teams' findings that addresses specific elements related 
to the risk. The risk assessment report format includes; (Uj 

* a summary of the risk,; (U) 

* a review of the legal authorities relevant to the operations being 
reviewed; [U] 

* an assessment, of the internal policies, procedures, and cost 
controls in place; (U) 

* an. assessment of the training provided related to the at-risk 

activity; (U) 

» a listing and assessment of the existing data that management: 
has available to identify or assess potential compliance failures 
related to the risk; (U) 

* a discussion of potent ial compliance failures that already have 
been identified; and (U) 

* a brief assessment of potential corrective actions identified by 
the Red Team to ameliorate the risk, under review. (Uj 

As noted above, the Red Teams' reports should be provided to the risk 
owner and the responsible Executive Management Committee within 60 
days after the initial Red Team, meeting. The risk owner is then expected to 
develop and implement a mitigation plan for ameliorating the compliance 
risks. (U) 

While the OiC is in the developmental stages mid its procedures and 
expected outcomes are not yet. fully defined, we believe it can be a valuable 
tool for the FBI, As planned, the OIC can provide the FBI with a structured 
process for identifying compliance requirements and risks, assessing 
existing control mechanisms, and developing and implementing better 
COM trots to ensure compliance with law, regulations, and policies. Senior 
FBI management, including the FBI Director, tokl us that they are 
committed to supporting the successful implementation of the compliance 
program. [0] 

However, we believe that: the OIC faces significant: challenges in 
fulfilling its mission. One challenge for an internal compliance program -
particularly one staffed with technical experts from the program or office 
under review - is to identify unknown or emerging risks. Consequently, 
such a compliance program may unduly focus on risks that are already 
known and are already being addressed. However, the Head of the OIC told 
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the GIG that the FBI is attempting to meet this challenge by involving 
individuals at all levels of the program or office in the risk identification 
process. Additionally, the FBI stated that the OIC staff, through internal 
and external contacts and reviews, provides advice to the Executive 
Management Committees on information it develops concerning possible 
compliance concerns. (U) 

We also note that a compliance oversight process in which the subject 
program or office that "owns" a set of identified compliance risks also rates 
the severity of the risks may introduce a tendency or bias toward focusing 
on risks or activities most important: to the risk owner. These activities may 
be different from those risk-sensitive activities viewed as most significant by 
an independent entity conducting a compliance review. While the OIG 
recognises that the Executive Management Committees that Identity and 
prioritize risks include members from the FBI OGC and FBI executive 
management who are expected to provide objective compliance expertise (as 
opposed to operational or technical expertise), the final determination of 
how risks are ranked lies with the "risk owning" office. According to the 
FBI, having the owning office rank the risks will provide "buy in" on the 
need to address the risk. However, we believe that objective ranking of risks 
for further assessment and remediation is a critical component, of a 
successful compliance program, Consequently, although the rankings are 
reviewed by the Director and Deputy Director, we believe thai the FBI must, 
he vigilant to ensure that the ranking of risks by the risk owners is 
objective. {U] 

In addition, we note that, the OIC currently has an ai.ithorized 
permanent staffing level of only 14 positions and will depend on FBI 
personnel in other offices to carry out many functions critical to the success 
of the new compliance program,24 As presently envisioned, the OIC appears 
to serve as a coordinator rather than an entity with sufficient independent 
resources and a capability to identify and assess compliance risks. For 
example, as described above, the Red Teams responsible for conducting the 
detailed risk assessments are composed primarily of personnel from the 
risk-owning office and the FBI OGC, while the QIC's role is to facilitate the 
assessment process and receive the results for the Executive Management 
Committees. According to the FBI, this structure is modeled on corporate 
practices. Siimlarly, to conduct, compliance moiUtoring, the OIC will rely on 
Inspection Division personnel to conduct the monitoring or inspections. 
However, we believe this can place FBI agents in a. difficult position when 
they are only temporarily assigned the responsibility to inspect and 
potentially criticize the actions of FBI colleagues and units since after their 

The number of permanently assigned OIC staff is oit.seh tower than the number of 
employees an. tiie Inspection Division, wfaeh currently is assigned 30 ensployees. (U] 
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rotation in the inspection Division, they often return to work alongside the 
FBI employees and supervisors whose actions they reviewed during their 
rotation. Accordingly, to make the difficult judgment, calls regarding 
weaknesses and compliance problems that will arise in the course of the 
QIC's work, we believe that the FBI should consider providing the OIC with 
a substantial permanent stalling level so that it can develop the skills, 
knowledge, and independence to lead or directly cany out: the critical 
elements of a new compliance program. (U) 

B, National Security Division (U) 

In September 2006 the Department established the National Security 
Division (NSD) to consolidate the supervision of the Department's primary 
national security elements within a single division. The NSD was created by 
combining the QiEee of Intelligence Policy and Review (OIPR1 and the 
Coeinterierrorism and Counterespionage Sections that were formerly part: of 
the Criminal Division. In duly 2007 the Department announced that it 
would reorganize the NSD and, as a. pan: of the reorganization, would create 
within the NSD an Office of intelligence to replace the OIPR. The mission of 
the Office of Intelligence is To ensure that national security investigations 
are conducted in a manner consistent with the nation's laws, regulations, 
and policies, including those designed to protect, the privacy interests and 
civil liberties of [U.S.] citizens,"25 Ori September 24, 2007, the Assistant 
Attorney General for the NSD issued a memorandum that detailed the 
structure and operations of the three sections that: comprise the new Olfiee 
of Intelligence.26 However, in February 2008, the NSD informed the OIG 
that the reorganizations announced in September 2007 had not been 
completed, as the Office of Intelligence had not yet been created. We 
describe below the operations of the Office of Intelligence and t he roles of 
each of the three sections as they were announced in September 2007, (U) 

1. Office of Intelligence (U) 

The Office of Intelligence will consist of three sections; the Oversight 
Section, the Operations Section, mid the Litigation Section (see Chart 2,1), 
The Oversight Section will oversee all aspects of the FBI's national security 
program and its use of intelligence techniques to support that program, 
including NSLs. The Operations Section will conduct intelligence operations 
work, such as .representing the government in presenting applications to the 
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court. The Litigation Section will 

a s Letter from the Attorney General and FBI Director to Richard B, Cheney, 
President of the Senate, July 13. ¿007, 1. fU] 

2e Assistant Attorney Gen i ta l NiiUonai Security Division, memorandum to ali 
National Security Division SinpioyeKs, September 24, 200?, {SJ} 



supervise and coordinate criminal, and civil litigation matters related to the 

FISA and other intelligence issues. (U) 

Attorney staffing levels for the Office of Intelligence will r emain the 
same as its predecessor offices - approximately 85 attorneys - and it was 
anticipated that the attorneys would rotate among various units and 
sections within the Office of Intelligence. The majority of the attorneys are 
to be assigned to the Operations Section and may serve on rotating 
assignments among the three units that comprise that section (the 
Counter terrorism Unit, the Counterintelligence Unit, and the Special 
Operations unit). In addition, some attorney positions in the Oversight and 
Litigation Sections will he filled by attorneys from the Operations Section on 
a rotating basis. Attorneys also will be expected to provide support, to other 
sections where appropriate. For example, Operations Section attorneys that 
prepare FISA applications would be expected to provide support to the 
Litigation Section if the FISA applications are at issue in related criminal 
trials. (U) 

CHART 2.1 (UJ 
Organization of the Office of Intelligence (U) 

[Chart Below is Unclassified] 

Source; Department of Justice, Nfitionai Secu rity Division (Uj 
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2. Oversight Section (U) 

According to NSD officials. the mission of the Oversight. Section will 
include functions previously exercised by OIPR as well a,s several new 
oversight functions that represent a significant expansion of the 
Department's oversight of the FBI's investigative operations, OIPR's 
oversight was focused primarily on the FBI's use of Fi-SA authorities and 
included "accuracy reviews" to ensure the accuracy of FBI declarations to 
the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court and "minimisation reviews" to 
ensure that FISA information was handled appropriately. These 
minimization reviews are conducted to assess the FBI's compliance with 
the FISA requirement that the FBI implement procedures "reasonably 
designed . , . to minimise the acquisition and re tendon, and prohibit the 
dissemination, of iionpublicly available information concerning 
tmeo risen ting United States persons. . . ,"27 OIPR also previously 
conducted reviews of FBI notices related to national security investigations 
to ensttre compliance with the Attorney General Guidelines, {U} 

In April 2007 OIPR expanded its oversight functions to include most 
aspects of the FBI's national security program and its use of national 
security tools, including national security letters.28 These oversight 
functions were implemented under OIPR; the NSD did not wait for the 
establishment of the Oversight Section. According to the NSD's 
September 24, 2007, reorganisation memorandum, the Oversight: Section 
will take over the responsibility of reviewing national security investigation 
case files in FBI field offices and f lead quarters divisions to provide guidance 
on a wide range of issues, including compliance with. Attorney General 
Guidelines, the use of NSLs, and the predication for national security 
investigations. In 2007, OIPR began reviewing all FBI referrals to the EOB 
and will report to the Attorney General any recurring problems or trends. In 
addition, as a part of the NSD"s overall mission, Office of intelligence 

a ï 50 tj,S,C. §§ ÎSO 1 fh]i 1S and 182l(4j(A), During the minimization audits, 
attorneys irorn OIP.R visited FBI iiek! offices to assess the FBI's minimization oi the results 
of SA-approved electronic surveillance and physical searches; counsel case agents, 
intelligence analysts, and linguists on specific issues; and provicie txaining to those involved 
sn the minimization process. (0) 

According to an NSL> Associate Counsel, because inteiîigenee investigations 
iypicalty focus more on identifying and addressing threats than ort prosecuting criminals. 
Department attorneys previously had been less involved in the FBI's national security 
investigations than they had been in traditional criminal investigations. In traditional 
crinimnl investigations, ÎJepariment. attomeys approve some investigative steps, obtain 
seareit warrants, and guide the conduct of the investigation in preparation tor prosecution, 
in contrast, the primary involvement oi Department attorneys in national security 
investigations restated from their role as representatives to the Foreign Intelligence 
Surveillance Court. ¡0) 



attorneys will provide training on legal and regulatory compliance issues. 
Each of these oversight activities, which OIPR began conducting in 2007, is 
discussed further in the following sections, (U) 

In response to the OIG's March 2007 report: on NSLs, the NSD 
instituted what it terms national security reviews to examine whether the 
FBI is using a variety of intelligence techniques, Including NSLs. in 
accordance with applicable laws, guidelines, and policies. (U) 

From the time the review process was established in April 2007 
through December 30, 2007, the NSD completed national security reviews 
at 14 FBI field offices and i Headquarters division. The national security 
reviews focused on the initiation and maintenance of national security 
investigations to verity compliance with laws, guidelines and policies, as well 
as the FBI's use of NSLs, According to NSD personnel, the scope of the 
reviews will expand over time to encompass other elements of the national 
security investigative program, such as undercover operations, and how 
information related to national security investigations has been 
disseminated outside of the FBI, {Uj 

The NSD worked with the FBI to select the 15 offices to be reviewed in 
2007, The FBI OGC selected as tire first field office to be reviewed one that 
had received a particularly favorable review in its last, inspection by the 
FBI's Inspection Division, The NSD selected the remaining 1.3 field offices 
and 1 Headquarters division with the FBI OGC's concurrence based on 
several considerations. To gain experience before reviewing a large field 
office, the NSD scheduled the reviews so thai: the first reviews were of small 
and medium-sized FBI field offices. Two larger field offices were scheduled 
for review in the last quarter of 2007, For 2008, the NSD plans to conduct 
reviews at. 14 additional FBI field offices and 1 Headquarters' division. In 

2008, the NSD plans to- select, for national security reviews offices that have 
higher numbers of national security investigations about which the NSD has 
had questions (identified in its review of FBI initiation notices of national 
security investigations) and also to continue to conduct FISA minimization 
and accuracy reviews,29 {Uj 

The national security reviews are conducted by teams consisting of 
NSD attorneys with intelligence experience and representatives from the FBI 
OGC, Personnel from the Office of the Chief Privacy and Civil Liberties 
Officer may also attend reviews but they are not considered part: of the 

— The FBI is required to provide the NSD with approval memoranda signifying the 

initiation of national security investigations. (U'i 

a. National Security Reviews (U) 



review team. The teams conducting the national security reviews typically 
consist of six members; three NSD attorneys, two FBI OGC attorneys, and 
one FBI Special Agent. (U) 

During each of the 15 reviews completed as of December 31, 2007, 
the team members worked in pairs to review approximately 25 selected case 
files. The case files were selected to include; (B case files that had already 
been identified as being of interest: based on OIPRs review of national 
security investigation notices; (2] case files generated in both 
counterintelligence mid counterierrorism investigations: and {3} case tiles 
that included NSLs, For most, case files, the team reviewed each NSL issued 
since January 1, 2006, but selected only a sample from case files that 
contained a large number oFNSLs. (U) 

To guide the reviews, attorneys in OIPR developed a checklist that 
identified the information to be collected from each case Ble. The checklist, 
was modeled on the data collection instrument used by the OIG for our first 
NSL report. It contained additional data points to capture information on 
the initiation and maintenance of national security Investigations and on 
the use of other intelligence techniques and procedures. (U) 

According to an NSD Associate Counsel, prior to on-site visits OIPR 
attorneys provided training to team members on how to conduct, the reviews 
and record their results. On Oct ober 8, 2007, the NSD issued a 
memorandum setting forth details of its process for conducting future 
national security reviews and for communicating results to the NSD's senior 
leadership. (U) 

At the conclusion of each national security review, the team prepared 

a narrative report of its findings. A summary of these reports follows. (U) 

The NSD provided the OIG with reports of its reviews of national 
security investigations in 13 FBI field and Headquarters offices that, it 
conducted from April 2007 through. November 2007.30 The reviews focused 
on tltree areas: examinations of the initiations, extensions, and conversions 
of national security investigations; evaluations of all aspects of the use of 
NSLs issued between January 1, 2006, and the; date; of NSlTs review; and 
determinations as to whether possible IOB violations had been reported to 
the FBI OGC. The NSD generated separate reports for each review that 
included overall observations, along with specific findings regarding each 
investigation and NSL it reviewed. (TJ) 

30 The OIG reviewed the first report that was finalized, along with 12 draft reports. 

After completion of our analysis, the NSD told us that it has finalized all 13 reports. (U) 
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During its reviews, which ranged from 2 to 5 days in length, the NSD 
reviewed a l.oial of I. .047 NSLs in 276 investigations. The NSD reviewed as 
few as 4 NSLs in 2 investigations in I office1 and as many as 130 NSLs in 23 
investigations in another ofBee. The reviewed investigations included 150 
eounterterrorism matters and 126 counterintelligence mailers. We were not 
able to determine from the NSD reports the statute under which all the 
NSLs that it reviewed were issued, However, approximately BO percent of 
the NSLs for which we were able to identify the statute were issued under 
EC PA. fU) 

The NSD's findings were consistent with those identified in our first 
NSL report on the FBI's use of national security letters. Hie NSD reviexvs 
examined overcoiiectio.os. errors in approval ECs and NSLs, inconsistencies 
between approval ECs and NSLs, the inability to locate responsive records, 
failure to include the U.S. person status of tin; subject: of the investigation 
or the target of the NSL, and failure to describe in the approval EC the 
relevance of the records sought to the investigation. The NSD found 
that: £U] 

* The FBI obtained information it did not request or that it was 
not entitled to receive. The NSD observed that a mismatch 
between the FBI's requested date range and the manner in 
which third parties maintained their records often caused the 
ove.re.oHeetions. Additionally, there was little documentation of 
overcolleetions or documentation of the disposition of these 
matters, (U) 

* Emirs occurred in the NSLs and approval EC's because ease 
agents relied on previously drafted documents that were 
outdated or no lunger valid. (Uj 

* There were "disconnects" between the NSL and approval ECs, 
including approval ECs that did not. specifically state the 
information being requested or that differed from the records 
requested in the NSLs. ((.]} 

* The information provided by third parties to the FBI was not 
always retained in the Investigative ease iiles because the 
original documents were provided to analysts or FBI 
Headquarters, (IJ) 

* Tire approval ECs did not consistently reference the U.S. person 
status of individuals, which is required for purposes of 
congressional reporting. (U) 

* The relevance of information requested in the NSLs to the 
underlying investigations was not consistently explained in 
approval ECs. ill) 
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In addition to these issues, the NSD reviews identified other 
noteworthy matters, in our first, NSL report, we noted that a field office 
reported to the FBI OGC that it had obtained information from an asset, 
and had not issued an NSL to obtain that information. The FBI OGC did 
not repeal the matter to the I OB - a decision that we disa greed with and the 
FBI later changed. In its reviews, the NSD found instances in two held 
offices in which assets provided financial records to the FBI, but tire FBI did 
not issue NSDs to obtain the records, as required by the Right to financial 
Privacy Act NSL statute. Neither of these matters had been reported to the 
FBI OGC' prior to the NSD review. The NSD also found instances in which 
the current Patriot Reauthorization Act. .non-disclosure and confidentiality 
models were not being used, the required certifications were missing, or 
there was no stated basis in the approval ECs for imposing these 
obligations, in addition, the NSD identified Instances in which NSLa were 
served during lapses in investigations, contrary to the NSL statutes and the 
Attorney General Guidelines; consumer full credit: reports obtained in 
response to Fair Credit Report Act NSLs seeking limited credit information 
were not successfully redacted and the reports were fully readable; and a 
field office uploaded into the ACS system unauthorized information 
obtained in response to NSLs. (U| 

The NSD made several recommendations to address issues that it 
determined warranted further examination. To address unauthorized 
collections, the NSD recommended that, the FBI develop guidance that more 
specifically provides instruction on; Eli) 

» overcollected information; (U) 

* sequestration of information with the CDCs; (U) 

• destruction or other disposition of Improperly obtained 
information; {0) 

• uploading of information into FBI databases; and fill 

* verification of removal {of overcollected information) ironi FBI 
electronic files and databases. (Uj 

To prevent the receipt of unauthorized Information, the NSD also 

recommended that, the FBI work more closely with NSL recipients by 

revising the standard language used in NSLs in describing the time periods 

for which records are requested. ̂  (U) 

:ii I b i s NSD recommendation may have already been addressed when, la May 
200& Urn FBI OGC revised the model attachment for ECPA toll record NSLs, The NSD 
reviewed NSI.e. issued on or after January 1, 2006. Since we are unable to detemiine the. 
dates of the NS-Ls U mi the NSD reviewed, wt; are unable to determine whether the* 

¡Cont'd.) 
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To address errors and inconsistencies between the NSLs and approval 
EC's, as well as missing required language, certifications, or an established 
nexus between the investigation and the records requested, the NSD 
reoommeiided thai:; (U) 

» standardized NSL forms from the FBI OGC website be used; (Uj 

* case agents be provided instruction and training to ensure that 
the information requested in the NSl^s matches what is 
requested in the approval ECs; and (11} 

* ease agents be provided ins truci.ion and training on the 
importance of describing in NSL approval ECs a suiticient 
nexus or relevance between the investigation and the 
information requested. (U) 

To address the FBI's inability to locate records received in response to 

NSLs, the NSD recommended tir at; fU) 

• ease agents keep original results in the investigative case files 
and provide copies to analysts and FBI headquarters; and (U) 

* the FBI OGC initiate a tracking system so case agents can 
determine whether NSLs have been served and whether the NSL 
recipients have provided responses to the FBI. ill] 

The NSD also recommended that the Department establish a working 
group of representatives from the NSD, the FBI, and the Office of the Deputy 
Attorney General to review the results of the NSD's national security 
reviews. Tire NSD suggested that the NSL Working Group recommend 
changes to guidelines, practices, and training to establish clear, concise, 
v/elbdocumented, and consistent procedures for implementing the NSL 
statutes and Attorney General Guidelines, ill) 

As directed by the Attorney General in March 2007. the NSD also is 
responsible for reviewing all FBI r eports of possible intelligence violations to 
die IOB in order to identify recurring problems and assess the FBLs 
response to such violations. According; to NSD officials, the review process 
focuses on. whether these reports indicate that a change in policy, training, 
or oversight mechanisms is warranted. The Oversight Section also will 
report, to the Attorney General, twice a. year and inform the Department's 

unauthorized colfeGtiwui occurred prior to or after the issuance of the new model 
attachment {U] 

b. Reviews of FBI Reports to the IOB (U) 
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Chief Privacy and Civil Liberties Officer of any referrals thai raise "serious 
civil liberties or privacy issues." (U) 

As of November 30, 2007, the NSD had forwarded its initial 
semiannual report to the Attorney General. The report provided a statistical 
summary and description of reports t o the 10B from January 1. 2007, 
through dune 30; 2007, and reported the NSD's observations regarding 
trends and patterns in the notices of reports to the IOB. Chief among these 
were observations relating to the. reporting of national security 
investigations by FBI field offices, compliance with Foreign intelligence 
Surveillance Court orders, and maintaining current, investigative authority 
for ongoing operations. The NSD report recommended that existing policy 
regarding reporting by the FBI to the NSD of the initiation of national 
security investigations needed to be modified. In addition, the NSD 
recommended additional guidance and training to avoid lapses in 
investigative authority and to clarify the scope of records that may be 
obtained through. ECFA NSLs. (11] 

c. Training and Outreach (U) 

In addition to conducting national security reviews, the NSD plans to 
provide training on legal and regulatory compliance issues for its attorneys 
and for FBI agents and analysts and to conduct outreach to other members 
of the1 Intelligence Community. (U) 

DIG Analysis (If) 

Based on our review of documents describing the NSD's national 
security reviews, our interviews of NSD officials, the data co ¡lee don 
instrument, and the report of the results of the first national security 
review, we believe the national security reviews are important additions to 
other audits and oversight measures implemented by the FBI (described in 
this chapter and in Chapter Three of this report). In particular, we believe 
the experience of NSD attorneys and other personnel in the new Office of 
Intelligence will bring important expertise to the oversight of NSLs and other 
intelligence techniques, (Uj 

We also believe that the scope of the NSD's reviews is reasonable, 
These reviews examine compliance with laws, guidelines, and policies 
relating to the FBI's use of various intelligence techniques, in cluding NSLs, 
Further, the NSD's plan to shift: the focus of its reviews over time to 
encompass other aspects of the FBI's national security investigations seems 
reasonable and appropriate. |U) 

However, it is important that sufficient resources be allocated, both in 
the FBI arid NSD, to keep pace with the plans to complete approximately 15 
national security reviews per year. Moreover, as the results of the FBI's 
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three 2007 NSL reviews [discussed in Chapter Three of this report] are fully 
evaluated, the NSD should re-evaluate whether adjustments to the scope 
and focus of the national security reviews are warranted. (U) 

C. National Security Letter Working Group [U) 

In response to a directive in the Patriot Reauthorization Act and our 
first NSL report, the Attorney General directed the Department's Privacy 
Officer, working with tire Civil Liberties Protection Officer of the Office of lire 
Director of National intelligence (DN1), to convene a working group (NSL 
Working Group] to examine how NSL--derived information is used and 
retained by the FBI.3'2 In addition to the Privacy Officer and the DNFs Civil 
Liberties Protection Officer, the NSL Working Group included the senior 
privacy official of the FBI and representatives irons the Department's Office 
of Legal Policy, NSD, and the Office of the DN1 Director. (U) 

in our iirst NSL report, the OIG noted the proviso in the Attorney 
General's NSI Guidelines that national security investigations should use 
the "least intrusive collection techniques feasible"' to cany out the 
investigations.33 Hie OIG reported that we found no clear guidance on how 
Special Agents should reconcile the Attorney General Guidelines' limitations 
with the expansive authority provided in the NSL statutes, Our concerns 
over the lack of formal guidance were magnified because of the volume of 
NSL« generated by the FBI each year and because the information collected 
is retained for long periods in databases available to many authorized la w 
enforcement personnel. To better identify NSL-derived data retained by tire 
FBI, we recommended, mnoiig other things, that the FBI consider measures 
to label or lag NSL-derived information in its databases, (U) 

In August 2007 the NSL Working Group completed a proposal for 
minimization and retention of certain NSLa'ierived information and sent the 
proposal to the Attorney General for approval.34 The proposed policy and 

32 Section 110(f) of the Patriot Reauthorization Act, suites: (U) 

Minimization Procedures Feasibility - Not iater than February 1, 2007, or upon 
completion of review of the report submitted under subsection {cj(U, whichever is earlier, 
the Attorney General and the Director of Niitiomil intelligence shall jointly submit to the 
Committee on the Judiciary and the Permanent Select Committee oil Intelligence ol die 
Hot! st; of Representatives and the. Committee on the Judiciary and the Select Committee on 
intelligence of the Senate a report on the feasibility of applying minimization procedures in 
the. context of national security letters to ensure the protection of the constitutional rights 
of United States persons. (U) 

33 NSI Guidelines, § UBif2}. (U) 

The NSL Working Group adopted the definition at 'minimization procedures" as it 

is used in F3S.A 50 U.S.C, § 1801 (hi: (U) 

(Cont'd.) 
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recommendations relate to data obtained by the FBI in response to NSLs 
seeking ñtianeiaí and consumer credit information as well as data obtained 
In response to NSLs seeking telephone billing records, telephone and e-mail 
subscriber information, and electronic communication transactional 
records,35 However, the recommendations of the NSL Working Group were 
not acted upon by the Attorney General, In. February 2003, the Privacy 
Officer told the OIG that the proposal had been withdrawn from the Office of 
the Attorney General and that the Privacy Officer intended to reconvene the 
Working Group. According to the Privacy Officer, the Working Group needs 
to make specific enhancements to both the proposal and related procedures 
to describe more fully the research, clarify the Working Group's findings, 
and potentially strengthen its recommendations. Below, we describe the 
imdings, reasoning, and recommendations contained in the proposal 
submitted to the Attorney General by the NSL Working Group, followed by 
our analysis and recommendations. We offer these comments for the NSL 
Working Group to consider as it prepares to re-examine these important 
issues. (IIJ 

i . Evaluation of Existing Controls and Guidelines (U) 

The NSL Working Group initially examined existing controls and 
guidelines that protect privacy interests regarding the acquisition and use of 
NSL-derived information. The report of the NSL Working Group noted that 
NSi.s can only be used in connection wit.li national security investigations, 
must be approved by a senior FBI official, and provide access only to limited 
information. Further, the report noted that NSL-derived information is 
subject, to standard agency records retention rules; must be disseminated 
and, retained only in accordance with applicable Atl.iir.ney General 
Guidelines, and can only be accessed through FBI databases by authorized 

{1} specific procedures , . , that Eire reasonably designed in light of the purpose and 

teeimiqite of [NSLs] to mmhnfee the acquisition and retention, and pmhihit the 

dissemination, of .n<m-pufciiely available information concerning unconsenting United 

States persons consistent with the need of the Urn ted States to obtain, produce, ami 

disseminate foreign intelligence information: (2) procedures that require that non~ 

publicly available information, which is; not foreign intelligence inibrraatkm . , + shall 

not be disseminated in a manner -which identifies any United Stales person, without 

such person's consent, miles» st.ieh person's identity is neeessary to tinder stand 

foreign, intelligence in format ton or assess its importance. {0} 

Chief Privacy and Civil Liberties Offieer, U.S. Departrnoa of Justice, memoranda»! to She 

Attorney General, U.S. Department of Justice, August 17. 2007, 8, (NSL Working Group 

Memorandum!, (U! 

35 The report stated that the .Department planned to use the findings of the NSL 

Working Group in preparing the rerjort to Congress required by § 119(1] of the Patriot 

keau0iorization Act on the "feasibility of applying minimisation procedures in the context of 

national security letters to ensure the protection of the constitutional rights of United 

Slates persons." NSL Working Group Memorandum, 1. (U) 



individuals for official purposes. Based on this evaluation, Ore N-SL Working 
Group concluded that "significant limitations already exist governing the 
proper use of NSLs/36 (U) 

The NSL Working Group's report concluded that the FBI has made 
"significant progress in identifying and recti tying concerns about the FBI's 
compliance1' with NSL authorities,37 For example, the NSL Working Group 
cited the FBI OGC's June 1, 2007, Comprehensive Guidance EC that directs 
Special Agents to review information received in response to NSL- requests; 
improvements to the FBI's electronic data systems; the establishment of the 
FBI OIC; and the new oversight activities oí'the NSD. (U) 

The NSL Working Group report concluded that controls provided by 
existing statutes and guidelines. If properly followed, effectively minimize the 
collection of information on U.S. persons and protect privacy interests. 
However, the NSL Working Group also stated that further enhancements to 
privacy safeguards, which we discuss in the next section, would be 
appropriate. (U) 

2. Additional Privacy Enhancements Recommended by 
the NSL Working Group (U] 

To improve privacy safeguards for information acquired wit h NSLs, 
the NSL Working Group proposed initial minimization procedures applicable 
to information derived from RFFA, FCRA, and ECPA NSLs. Some of the 
proposed procedures amplify recently implemented requirements imposed 
by the FBI in response to the OIG's first NSL report. The NSL Working 
Group stated that its recommendations recognized that, "information thai; 
appears to be of little value today" may later become significant. It also 
stated that private business practices calling for routine destruction of older 
records helped guide the group's recommendations.38 (Uj 

a. Financial and Credit Information (U) 

According to the NSL Working Group's recommendation, NSL-dcrived 
financial arid credit; information should initially be reviewed by the case 
agent or analyst to determine whether the information has "investigative 
value." Hie NSL Working Group defined information as having 
"investigative value" if the inibnuatioii "contributes to a national security 
investigation or to an authorised intelligence collection requirement The 

id. Ht 5, tu) 

37 td. at 6, ¡11) 

3S Id. at 6-7. (Ü) 

39 NSL Working Gimip Memorandum, Attachment, 3. (UJ 
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determination, of whether information has investigative value is to be made 
by "the case agent or other employee familiar with the scope of the 
investigation and its objectives."50 (U) 

The NSL Working Group noted that information requested in an NSL 
may be produced in paper or electronic form and therefore established 
slightly different procedures for making the "investigative value" 
determination given the different formats. The NSL Working Group stated 
that financial or credit information received in electronic form should be 
uploaded onto a desktop computer and reviewed to identify non-responsive 
data and to determine if it has investigative value, Under the proposal, data 
from responsive financial or credit paper documents may also be 
temporarily entered into a desktop computer - but not into an FBI-wide 
database - so that it may be more easily reviewed to determine if it has 
investigative value. (U) 

Under the NSL Working Group's proposal, FBI personnel may upload 
into FBI databases and include in analytical products only financial and 
credit information that is determined to have "current or reasonably 
potential" investigative value. The electronic media and paper copies of all 
responsive documents, whether determined to have investigative value or 
not, are to be retained in designated sections of the investigative file. (U) 

Under the proposal, info sanation derived from EC PA. NSLs (telephone 
toll billing records, telephone and e-mail subscriber information, and 
electronic communication traits actional records) need only be determined to 
be responsive to the NSL in order to be uploaded into any appropriate FBI-
wide database (such as the ACS system or Telephone Applications 
database). Unlike the limitations imposed on NSL-derived financial and 
credit information (requiring an initial determination that the information 
has "investigative value"),, the NSL Working Group's proposal would not 
restrict the initial uploading of these records into FBI databases. The NSL 
Working Group concluded that electronic communication transactional 
information cannot be evaluated in isolation, but must be uploaded so that 
link analysis and oilier analytical measures can. be used to determine its 
investigative value. The NSL Working Group also st ated that it based its 
recommendation on reduced privacy interests associated with EC PA NSL 
records. As with financial and credit data, the NSL Working Group's 
proposal requires retention of the electronic media containing the data hi 
designated sections of the investigative file. (U) 

b. Electronic Communicat ion Transactional 
Data (U) 

i 0 id. iti) 
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3. Other Enhancements Considered but Not 
Recommended (U) 

According to its report, the NSL Working Group also considered but 
decided not to recommend additional minimization procedures. The NSL 
Working Group also recommended against applying any time limitation on 
the retention of NSL-derived information bey and the existing routine agency 
data retention protocols relating to investigative files. Instead, the NSL 
Working Group stated that information found to have investigative value 
should remain available for unrestricted access by authorized users of the 
ACS system or the Investigative Data Warehouse until it is archived in 
accordance with applicable National Archives and Records Administration 
disposition schedules.41 (Uj 

in addition, the NSL Working Group recommended against "tagging" 
NSL-derived information so that it would be identifiable as such if it is used 
in analytical intelligence products or transferred, to other Intelligence 
Community-wide computer systems, concluding this would cause "an 
undue burden on the operation of such an important tool." Further, the 
NSL Working Group stated that planned enhancements to the FBI's 
information technology systems will allow NSL-derived information to be 
segregated in the FBI OGC's NSL tracking database, Consequently, the NSL 
Working Group concluded that "tagging" NSL-derived data would not 
provide "any measurable value for privacy protections . _ , fU) 

The NSL Working Group decided against recommending that the FBI 
elelete NSL-derived data from its data systems when cases are closed. 
According to the NSL Working Group's report, requiring the deletion of NSL-
derived data upon case closing would have potential negative impacts on the 
investigative process because closing a case is not necessarily indicative of a 
subject's innocence. For example, the FBI sometimes closes 
counterintelligence cases when the subject leaves the country, but. may re-
open the case if the subject returns. Further, the NSL Working Group 
stated that information gathered during an investigation that is closed could 
have investigative value in other cases. (U) 

41 The length of time that die FBI retains investigative information, whed jer in 
paper or electronic format, depends on several factors, including the case type (for example, 
intelligence or criminal iin'esi ligations) and other characteristics of the case {for example, if 
it Involved a "most wanted" suspect), in general, information related to intelligence 
investigations is retained hi the FBI's files (either in the paper ease file or in the FBI's 
electronic systems) for 30 years after a ease is closed, and information related to criminal 
investigations is retained for 20 years after a case is closed. After thai, time, the case 
information is reviewed, and information that is identified for permanent retention is 
transferred to the National Archives and Records Administration (MARA) for storage. Any 
eases not meeting the criteria for perm tin en t retention and transfer' to theNARA are 
destroyed, (tl) 



4- OIG Analysis of the NSL Working Group's Report and 
Recommendations (U) 

The GIG believes that the NSL Working Group should consider further 
whether and how to provide additional privacy safeguards and measures for 
mininiizing' the retention of NSL-derived information. (U) 

First , the NSL Working Group's conclusion that "significant 
limitations already exist governing the proper use of NSLs" could easily have 
been written in March 2006 when die Patriot Reauthorization Act directed 
the OIG to review the FBI's use of NSLs, At that time, the NSL statutes. 
Attorney General Guidelines, and internal FBI policies established a highly 
regulated system for controlling the approval process and for identifying 
violations of these statutes, guidelines, and policies. Yet, notwithstanding 
these controls, we found serious abuses of national security letter 
authorities, which we described in our first NSL report. These included 
improperly obtaining consumer full credit reports, obtaining information 
beyond the time period specified in the NSLs, mid issuing improper requests 
under the cited NSL statutes. Accordingly, contrary to die NSL Working 
(.Troup's conclusions, we do not believe that existing controls are a sufficient 
basis upon which to rely in evaluating the need for additional privacy 
protections for NSL-derived information. (U) 

Second, as we elaborated earlier in this chapter and elsewhere in this 
report, while we agree that the FBI has made significant progress in 
addressing the findings in our first. NSL, report, we believe It is too soon to 
say that the FBI has rectified all of the problems we identified. Moreover, we 
believe it is too early to fully assess whet her the new systems and controls 
developed by the FBI and the Department (including mandatory NSL 
training, the creation of the new NSL data system, the establishment of the 
OIO, and the NSD's national security reviews) will eliminat e fully the 
improper or illegal uses of NSLs thai, we and the FBI have identified. 
Therefore, we believe the NSL Working Group should not base its 
recommendations on new and untested measures, some of which have only 
recently been implemented, some that are riot yet implemented, and none of 
which have been evaluated by internal or external evaluators, {LI) 

Third, the NSL Working Groups proposal does not explain the basis 
for two of its major conclusions. First, it does not explain hew i:he new FBI 
data system for tracking issuance of NSLs relates to the principal FBI 
databases that store NSL-derived information. The memorandum does not 
explain how the "structured storage of info.nna.tion and NSL information can 
be segregated in the database" and the reasons for its conclusion that 
"individual tagging, as that term is commonly understood . . T did not 
provide any measurable value for privacy protections at this time.." Second, 
the memorandum does not explain what options, including use of "meta 
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tags," the NSL Working Group considered and rejected or the basis for its 
conclusion that such measures would "place an undue burden." on the 
operation of NSLs. In later discussions, the ITivacy Officer indicated that 
these matters would be more fully explained in ehe revised NSL Working 
Group report and recommendations. tU) 

Fourth., we are concerned that the NSL Working Group's proposed 
standard for uploading and retaining NSL-derived financial and credit 
information provides no meaningful constraint and requires no balancing of 
privacy interests against genuine Investigative needs, The NSL Working 
Group's proposal, would allow any information that a Special Agent believes 
"contributes" to an investigation to be uploaded and retained. As described 
by the NSL Working Group, it is difficult to conceive of responsive 
information that a Special Agent could not find contributes1' to an 
investigation in some way. Consequently, we believe the standard is so 
broad as to be meaningless. When we discussed ehe standard with the 
Privacy Officer, the Privacy Officer stated that the standard was intended to 
be limiting, although he stated that the August: .17 memorandum did not. 
provide appropriate clarity to ensure that the intended protections were real 
and not illusory. (U) 

Fifth, we are concerned that the NSL Working Group did not. 
sufficiently assess whether to establish any time limits on the retention of 
NSL-derived data, sufficiently explain its reasoning lor its conclusion, or at 
least consider more modest measures such as requiring that information 
derived from NSLs be reviewed during annua! ease reviews, when eases are 
closed, or after a reasonable period following the closing of Investigations 
(for example, 3 or 5 years alter closure). While we understand die NSL 
Working Group's radonate regarding the difficulty In predicting at a fixed 
point, in time the investigative value of certain information, we are not 
convinced from the analysis contained in the NSL Working G roup's 
memorandum that measures short of retention for 30 years are not feasible 
or workable. In particular, we do not find the NSL Working Group protocols 
sufficiently protective of the privacy interests of individuals who have been 
determined not to be of investigative interest, [lil 

For example, according to OIG Interviews with FBI Special Agents, 
a primary use of NSLs is to close leads and eliminate suspects. Yet, 
information from NSLs for which the primary investigative value is to 
eliminate a suspect or close a lead falls within the NSL Working Group's 
broad definition of information having "investigative value" and may be 
uploaded and retained for many years. Under this approach, information 
related to individuals determined not to be of interest or concern to law 
enforcement also would be retained on the chance that the information 
could become relevant in the future. However, the argument that large 
amounts of data from NSLs that eliminated a suspect or closed leads should 
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be retained for many years because it may not. be available in tire future 
should be weighed against the individual's privacy interests, it is not clear 
t hat the NSL Working Group did this, and we do not believe it adequately 
explained its reasoning for rejecting alternatives other than the FBI's general 
retention policy regarding hi ve» rigati ve information. In light: of the vast, 
amounts of digital information that the FBI can collect on eommumcaüon, 
financial, and credit transactions, we believe the NSL Working Group did 
not give sufficient weight to the valid privacy interests that weigh against 
retention and accessibility of such data, for 30 years, We believe the NSL 
Working Group should reconsider this significant concern when it 
reconvenes, ill) 

For the above reasons, we be l ieve the NSL Working Group should 
reconsider its reasoning and conclusions thai: there should be no periodic, 
review of d a t a to determine whether the i nves t i ga t i ve value overcomes 
reasonable privacy interests. While we acknowledge t h a t i n many, and 
perhaps most, instances under such a review, the Special Agent or other 
official r ev iew ing t he case f i le may determine t h a t the d a t a should be 
retained, we believe that determination should be made only after a 
considered judgment, rather than by application of a low st andard that 
almost always will result in retention. {Uj 

We also believe that the NSL Working Group should reconsider its 
proposal to allow unlimited uploading and retention of electronic 
communication transactional data regardless of its invesiigatrve value. We 
understand that: info raía ti on derived ifom EC PA NSLs must be uploaded 
into appropriate databases for link analysis and other examination to 
detenni nei if it. has investigative value. However, we are concerned that the 
NSL Working Group did not. adequately consider or explain why it: rejected a 
proposal that die FBI remove information that, upon analysis, is determined 
to have no investigative value after some reasonable period of time. {11} 

We also are not convinced by the NSL Working Group's initial 
assessment that the reduced privacy concerns associated with electronic 
communication transactional data, as compared with financial or credit 
data., fustify rejection of any limits on uploading all responsive information. 
To the; contrary , we believe that, the volume of electronic communication 
transactional data collected, as well as the wide accessibility of that data, 
should be given more weight in balancing the need for additional privacy 
protections. As we describe elsewhere in this report, the vast: ma jority of the 
FBI's NSLs are requests for electronic communication records under the 
ECPA. Further, much of the information in FBI databases is periodically 
transferred to the Investigative Data Warehouse. According to the FBI, the 
Investigative Data Warehouse contains data from 53 different sources and is 



available to over 13,000 Special Agents, analysts, and law enforcement 
partners around the world.42 Consequently, the Working Group should 
identify ways to establish meaningful controls to ensure thai: NSL-derived 
electronic communication transactional data, including information that 
has no identified investigative value:, is not. made widely available to the 
world-wide law enforcement, community. (Uj 

In sum, we believe it was premature for the NSL Working Group to 
conclude that current mechanisms to control the use and retention of NSL--
derived information are adequate to protect the privacy and civil liberties of 
U.S. citizens. The NSL Working Group's preliminary conclusions are 
based in part on corrective measures that, have not. been fully implemented 
or demonstrated to be effective. We therefore believe that the NSL. Working 
Group's recommendations related to the retention of NSL~derived 
information require further examination and explanation regarding how to 
balance the legitimate privacy interests of individuals against potential 
investigative needs. The NSL Working Group should consider whether and 
how to extend additional privacy safeguards to data, obtained in response 
to the thousands of NSL requests issued each year that result in the 
collection of data on how U,S, citizens communicate, bank, and spend their 
money, (U) 

IV. OIG Conclusions and Recommendations fU) 

In conclusion, we believe the FBI arid the Department have made 
significant progress in implementing the recommendations from our first 
NSL report and in adopting other corrective actions to address problems we 
and the FBI identified in the use of national, security letters. We also found 
that the FBI has devoted significant energy, time, and resources toward 
ensuring that its field managers and agents understand the seriousness of 
the FBI's shortcomings in its use of NSLs and their responsibility for 
correcting these deficiencies. {UJ 

For example, the FBI Director and Deputy Director have underscored 
the significance of the OIG's findings with senior Headquarters officials, 
SACs, and other personnel tlirougliovrt the ranks of the FBI; stressed that 
compliance with NSL authorities is a major priority; and emphasised that 
personnel involved in. drafting, reviewing, and approving NSLs will be held 
accountable for infractions. The Deputy Director and the General Counsel 
have reinforced these messages with SACs a i d CDCs. The FBI also has 

Federal Bureau of Investigation, "By the Kumbers - FBI Transformation Since 
2001," September G, 2006, http://www,fhi,gov/page2/septexnber 06/mmibers09060Q,lilrn 
{ameased November 30, 2007). (U) 
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generated comprehensive legal guidance on use of NSLs; provided 
mandatoty NSL teaming to Assistant Special Agents in Charge, Supervisory 
Special Agents, Special Agents, and Intelligence Analysis; underscored the 
responsibility of CDCs in reviewing and approving NSLs and of case agents 
in ensuring thai, NSLs do not generate unauthorised records; and developed 
enhanced information technology tools that should facilitate the preparation 
of NSLs, reduce or eliminate errors, and improve the accuracy of 
congressional and public reporting on NSL usage. We believe that these and 
other steps taken in the last year underscore? the FBI's commitment to 
ad tires sing the problems we identified in our first NSL report:, (CI 

The FBI's efforts to promote better compliance with NSL authorities 
also have been enhanced by other FBI initiatives and by the national 
security reviews conducted, by the MSI.') and the FBI, The information 
developed from the FBI's 2007 NSL audits and the NSD's national security 
reviews is also likely to provide additional insights into problem areas and 
form the basis for additional guidance and compliance measures. (U) 

However, because only a year has passed since the OIG's first NSL 
report was released and some measures are not fully implemented, we also 
believe it is too early to definitively state whether the new systems and 
controls developed by the FBI and the Department will elitmnaie fully the 
problems with the uses of NSL« that we and the FBI have identified. We 
believe the FBI must implement all of our .recommendations in the first NSL 
report., demonstrate sustained commitment to the steps it. has taken and 
committed to take to improve compliance, implement additional 
recommendations in this second report, consider additional measures to 
enhance privacy protections for NSL-derived information, and remain 
vigilant in holding FBI personnel accountable for properly preparing and 
approving NSLs and tor handling responsive records appropriately. (U) 

In addition to the steps taken to date to address the recommendations 
in our first. NSL report, we recommend that the FBI: (II) 

1, Create blank mandatory fields in the database- supporting tire 
NSL data system for entering the U.S. person/non-LLS. person stains of the 
targets of NSLs and for entering the number of NSL requests in order to 
prevent inaccuracies that, may otherwise result: from the current default 
settings, fU) 

2, Implement measures to verify the accuracy of data entry into the 
new NSL data system by including periodic reviews of a sample of NSLs in 
the database to ensure that, the training provided on data entry to the 
support staff of the FBI OGC National Security larw Branch (NSLB), other 
Headquarters divisions, and held personnel is successfully applied in 
practice and has reduced or eliminated data entry errors. These periodic 
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reviews should also draw upon resources available from the FBI Inspection 

Division and the FBI's new Office of Integrity and Compliance [ O l d (U) 

3. Implement measures to verify that data requested in NSLs is 
checked against serialized source documents to verify that the data 
extraeteel from the source document and used in the NSL (such as the 
telephone number or e-mail address) is accurately recorded on the NSL, and 
the approval EC. (II) 

4. Regularly monitor the preparation of NSL-related documents and 
the handling of NSL~derived information with periodic reviews and 
inspections. This includes requiring that during quarterly file reviews, 
squad supervisors conduct, at a minimum, spot cheeks of NSL-related 
documents in investigative files to ensure1 adherence to NSL authorities, 
Attorney General Guidelines, and internal FBI policies governing use of NSL 
authorities. (US 

5. Assign NSLR attorneys to participate in pertinent meetings of 
operational and. operational, support units in the Counte.rter.ro r!sm and 
Counterintelligence Divisions. (UJ 

8. Consider increasing the staffing level of the OIC so that if: can 
develop tire sufficient skills, knowledge, and independence to lead or directly 
carry out critical elements of the OIC's work, (U) 

We also recommend that the Department: (U) 

7, Direct that the NSL Working Group, with the FBI's and the NSD's 
participation, re-examine measures for {a} addressing the privacy interests 
associated with NSL-derived information, including the benefits and 
feasibility of labeling or tagging NSL-derived information, and (b) minimizing 
the retention and dissemination of such information. (U) 
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THE FBI'S 2007 REVIEWS OF NATIONAL SECURITY LETTERS 
IN RESPONSE TO THE OIG'S FIRST NSL REPORT (U) 

In this chapter, we describe additional efforts iindeit.aken by the FBI 

in response to the OIGs 2007 report to review the FBI's compliance with 

statutes, guidelines, and internal policies governing the use of national 

security leiters. Section I describes three FBI reviews of NSLs conducted in 

2007 in response to the OIG's findings. These three FBI reviews were 

undertaken to assess the extent of ¡he errors in NSL usage. The FBI 

conducted; 11} a review of NSLs issued by FBI tick! offices from a random 

sample of 10 percent of all national security investigations active at airy 

time from 2003 through 2006; (2) a separate review of 10 percent of NSLs 

issued by Headquarters divisions dining the same period; and {33 a review of 

NSLs issued in counterintelligence investigations pursuant to the Fair Credit 

Reporting Act (FCRA) from 2002 fi trough 2006. (U) 

The OIG analyzed the results of these three reviews to assess their 
methodology and accuracy. Section II describes the results of the GIGs 
analysis. (U) 

lire FBI's reviews were initiated soon after the issuance of the OIG's 
first NSL report in March 2007. In that report, the OIG had examinee! a 
judgmental sample of 293 NSLs from 77 national security investigation ease 
hies. In our sample, we identified 22 NSL related possible intelligence 
violations, which, represented a possible intelligence violation rate of 7.5 
percent4^ These errors included both improper requests from the FBI and 
unauthorised collections due to third party errors, (II) 

As discussed later in this chapter, the findings of the FBI's three NSL 
reviews generally confirmed the OIG's findings as to the types of errors .made 
by FBI agents in their use of NSL authorities as well as the unauthorised 
collections caused by third parties that provided the FBI with infonnation 
that was not requested. Current FBI policy requires that substantive errors 
in the use of NSL authorities by FBI personnel as well as errors caused by 
third parties resulting in overproduction of information to tire FBI be reported 
to the FBI OGC and the FBI Inspection Division as potential Intelligence 
Oversight Board (10B) violations {PIOBst The FBI OGC reviews these reports 
and determines if the FBI has reason to believe that such conduct "may be 
unlawful or contrary to Executive Order or Presidential Directive," the lOB's 
reporting standard under Executive Order 12863. Although the types of 

43 The FBI OGC emiciuded. that only 5 of the 22 matters identified by the OKVs iirst 
NSL report as possible intelligence vioIatkjTts should be reported to the iOB,. (0) 
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possible K)B violations identified by the GIG- in our first NS.L report and in the 

FBI's NSL reviews were similar, the FBI's field review of a larger sample 

ease hies, found a higher overall possible violation rate (9.43 percent.) than 

the GIG found in its sample (7,5 percent.).44 ££>) 

However, when we analysed the FBI's 3 0- percent held office review, 
the OIG identified additional possible intelligence violations missed by the 
FBI. Moreover, inspectors were: unable to locate records obtained in 
response to 6,S percent of the NSLs selected for the field review, 
Consequently, we believe that the rate of possible violations identified by the 
FBI in its 2007 field review is still understated, and therefore the FBI's field 
review does not provide a fully reliable baseline from which to measure 
improvement in compliance with NSL authorities in the future. (II) 

l ire OIG's review also found that the FBI reclassified as 
"administrative errors" some issues that initially were reported as possible 
intelligence violations during the held review. For some of these 
deficiencies, we are concerned that use of the phrase "administrative error" 
appears to understate the severity of the possible violation, (Uj 

The FBI's 2007 reviews also identified two issues involving die use of 
NSLs that previously had not been fully addressed by the FBI. The FBI's 
reviews determined that: {!.} FBI field offices received and retained Social 
Security Numbers and date of birth information in response to NSLs seeking 
subscriber information pursuant to the Electronic Communications Privacy 
Act (ECPA), even though this information was not requested in the NSLs; 
and (2] field offices and Headquarters operating divisions were often unable 
to locate records obtained in response to NSLs, (U) 

The FBI's 2007 reviews further demonstrated that the FBI's 
mechanism for identifying and self-reporting possible intelligence violations 
had been ineffective in the years since enactment of the Patriot Act in 
October 2001 (U) 

44 The FBI used a statistically valid sample that allowed its results to be projected 

to the universe of all NSLs issued by the FBI during the 2003 through 2006 review period, 

hi our ftrst NSL report, the OIG used a judgmenfai sample, and the results could not be 

statistically projected to the universe of all NSLs issued during the review period. (TJ) 

'Hie problems locating responsive records likewise affected the FBI's other 

reviews: records provided in response to SB percent of NSLs examined in die 

Headquarters review were not initially located, a m i la the FCliA review, i 3 of the 56 field 

offices (23 pereent] reported being unable to locate responsive records far 1 or more FCRA 

NSLs. (U1 

45 The term "USA PATRIOT Act" is an acronym for the United arid Strengthening 

America by Providing Appropriate Toois Required to lnreree«r and Obstruct Terrorism Act of 

(Cont'd,) 
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In sum, we credit the FBI for using a reasonably sound methodology 
in conducting its .reviews of NSL activities, for committing significant 
resources to the reviews, and for making the examination and analysis of 
the results a high priority. Its reviews confirmed the problems that, the 
OlCVs first NSL report identified. Although our analysis of the FBI's held 
and Headquarters reviews shows thai: the FBI was not able to ascertain the 
hill extent of the possible* violations of NSL authorities in national security 
investigations, the GIG nonetheless believes that the results of the FBI's 
reviews can help guide the corrective action t hai: the FBI is implementing to 
enhance compliance with NSL authorities. These reviews again demonstrate 
that the additional remedial measures being implemented by the FEU are 
necessary and should remain a priority. (11) 

in the following sections, we discuss in more detail the FBI's 2007 

reviews and our analysis of them. (U) 

I The FBI's 2007 Reviews of National Security Letters (II) 

In tills section, we examine the methodology and findings of three 
reviews conducted in 2007 by the FBI's inspection Division in response to 
the OIG s first NSL report,: (1) a review of NSLs issued by FBI field offices 
from a random sample of 10 percent of all national security investigations 
active at any time from 2003 through 2006; {2} a separate review of 10 
percent of NSLs issued by Headquarters divisions during the same period; 
and (3) a review of NSLs issued in all counterintelligence investigations 
pursuant: to the FCRA from 2002 through 2006. (U) 

A, The FBI's 2007 Field Review of National Security Letters 

In response to the OIG's first. NSL report, the FBI conducted a special 
review to assess whether FBI held offices complied with NSL statutes, 
Attorney General Guidelines, and internal FBI policies governing the use of 
NSLs and whether certain field offices had higher than a verage PI OB 
violation rates. The FBI assigned a huge number of senior inspectors to 
conduct the reviews quickly, and the FBI made the review and analysis of 
the results a high priority. The FBI used a statistically valid stun pie and 
audit methodology that allowed its results to be projected beyond the 
sample of NSLs it reviewed to the universe of NSLs issued by the FBI during 
the review period. (U) 

2001, Pub. I,. No, 107-56, 115 Stat. S72 (200:!.). It is commonly referred to as "the Patriot 

Act" ill) 

CU) 
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1. Methodology of the FBI's 2007 Field Review (U) 

let conduct its held review, the FBI selected a random sample of 
10 percent, of the case files in the three types of investigations in which 
NSLs may lawfully be issued: connterterror!sm, eouriterintelligence. and 
foreign computer intrusion cyber investigations. Hie FBI determined that 

•)f these types of investigations were active at any time between 

January 1, 2003, and December 3L 2006, and randomly selected 
case files for review,47 The FBI assigned 170 inspectors to review the ease 
bites at 56 field offices over a 5-day period (March 18. 2007, to March 20, 
2007). The inspectors were instructed to review every NESL and related 
document, in each selected file to determine if any possible intelligence 
violations occurred. When the review was completed, the inspectors had 
reviewed 7,863 NSLs issued during the 4 years covered by the review,4*5 ($) 

Because many of the inspectors conducting the held review had no 
training or experience in issuing NSLs or with national security 
investigations, the FBI provided training and guidance on conducting tire 
review. Inspection Division supervisors and FBI OGC attorneys told us that 
they repeatedly instructed the inspectors to "err on the side of over-
reporting" possible intelligence violations even if they did not involve an 
NSL-reiated violation,49 Also, the Chief Division Counsels (CDC) at each 

¡1 
The FBI samp!« was proportional by ease type [eonn tene rrorism. 

countednieMigenee, and cyber investigations! and field office. Th< cases included 

investigations for which tire FBI OGC NSL traciking database showed tirai one or more NSLs 
had been is seed as well as investigano n s in. which the database showed no .NSL«, The 

of the cast; files. Tire number of ease files reviewed at each 
n the New York 
in Knnxvlile to 

inspeeten-
•reU aj 

toned NSLs id 
fiftìsì office ranged fro« 
í ici ti oí Fice. The number of NSI 

J.Î1 the Washington, D,C.< iieki offices. 

in the Kt Paso said Anchorage field offices k E 
er of 'NSLe reviewed in each field office ranged frotij [i 

[ fn the Washington, D.C., tick? offices. The FBI's random sample included! eases that 

were designated as FBI Headquarters investigations. There were 16 NSLs wifrkb these ease 

tilt's, and these NSLs were reviewed as a pert of the FBI's field audit, not: the Headquarters 

audit, ^ f 

However. the FBI inspectors could trot locate records in response to 532 NSLs. 
ami 1.175 !*íSLs (including these 532} were not fully reviewed because the inspectors could 
not find ¿til relevant documents i approval electronic con niai raead on {EC)1, NSL, and 
responsive records) or were unable to make a determination as to wliedrer a possible 
in tei 3 igenee violation had occurred. We did not include in our calculations oí thé 
unauthorized. collection portion of thé PlOB error rates MSLs for which responsive records 
•could not be located, fût 

Inspection Division personnel supervising the audit told ¡is that. they instructed 
the insj>eetors not to seareh case bies for infractions unrelated to national stxiuity letter 
author i ties (for example, if investigative activity unrelated to NSLs occurred after 
authorisation ibr the investigation had lapsed). However, il they encountered such 
violations, referred to as ''other" reportable possible intelligence, violations, they were 
instructed to document the possible violations, (Uj 
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field office were made available to answer questions from the inspectors 
while they were on site at the field offices. 0J) 

When the inspectors noted possible violations during the field review, 
they were instructed to give a paper copy of the NSL, the associated 
approval memorandum (referred to as the approval Electronic 
Communication or EC), and a PIOB violation form to the field office's CDC. 
The inspectors also transmitted the results of their reviews to the inspection 
Division on a daily basis. The Inspection Division aggregated this 
information into a consolidated database for analysis. (U) 

For each possible intelligence violation the FBI inspectors identified 
and reported to the Inspection Division the CDCs were Instructed to make a 
preliminary decision as to whet.her the matter should be reported to the FBI 
OGC as a possible intelligence violation based on guidance issued by the 
FBI OGC in November 2006, These preliminary decisions were forwarded to 
the Inspection Division. Regardless of these initial decisions, the CDCs were 
instructed to then make mi "official" determination in writing and forward 
those decisions, along with all NSL'.related documentation, to the, FBI 
OGC.5« As edFebruary 2008, the FBI OGC was in the process of 
adjudicating which matters in fact were reportable to the FBI OGC and 
determining which matters should be reported to Che FOB. {U} 

2. The FBI's Post-Field Work Analysis fU) 

Upon completion of the field review, supervisors in the inspection 
Division analyzed the results reported by the inspectors to identity the 
extent of the NSL-related possible in te l l igence violations in. each FBI field 
office. During their preliminary review of the results, the supervisors 
discovered that: (Uj 

• some information entered by the inspectors was incomplete or 
contradictory; fU} 

• some forms reported possible intelligence violations that the 
supervisors did not believe rose to the level of being reportable; 
and (U) 

• certain field offices had significantly lower rates of possible: 

Intelligence violations compared with other field offices. (US 

50 As of Deeember 4, 2007, an inspection Division supervisor toki us that alt 56 
CDCs had forwarded documentation, of the reported possible ini.ejiigen.ee violations to the 
FBI OGC- However, some CDCs did not make official determinations of whether the 
matters reported to them were possible intelligence violations; instead, these CDCs merely 
forwarded the facts and documents related to the potential intelligence violations to the FBI 
OGC for its review and determination. (U) 
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To resolve contradictions in information submitted by inspectors and 
determine whether possible intelligence violations had occurred, Inspection 
Division supervisors performed what they termed a "scrubbing process" 
during which they examined each form to identify and resolve a ny 
discrepancies. Specifically, the supervisors reviewed the PIOB forms to 
determine why some forms were submitted without identifying a possible 
intelligence violation and to resolve contradieTions between possible 
violations noted and the inspectors' comments. {IJ) 

Simultaneously, die inspection Division supervisors requested 
guidance from the FBI OGC regarding violations that, the supervisors did not. 
believe rose to the level of a possible intelligence violation, such as instances 
in which inspectors were unable to locate the signed copy of an NSL,53 Hie 
FBI OGC agreed with the supervisors that, certain types of errors noted by 
the inspectors did not: constitute an NSL-related possible intelligence 
violation. Consequently, the FBI OGC attorneys created a list of 11 NSL-
related infractions they termed "administrative errors." Table 3.1 provides a 
list of tire infractions the FBI OGC deemed NSL-- related adm i nisi rati.ve 
errors. Using the FBI OGC's list, the Inspection Division supervisors re-
examined the entries on the FIOB forms and determined whether they were 
reportable NSL-related possible int elligence violations or administrative 
errors. (U) 

SJ As we reported in our first NSL report FBI policy did not, require retention of 
signed copies of MSLs. in March 2007, in response lo the OiG's recarnmendiitiens, the FBI 
directed that signed copies ofNSLs must be retained in the investigative fife to which the 
request relates. See Records Management Division, Federal Bureau of hwcsUgsaioo (FBI), 
electronic communication to all Divisions, Procedural and Operationa; Issuances, March 9 ; 

200?, As described fully in Chapter Two of this report, FBI policy now requires that, the 
NSL itseif mast be uploaded as an NSL document into the Automated Case Support (ACS) 
system, id, (Uj 
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TABLE 3,1 

NSL-Related Infractions Identified in the FBI's 2007 Field Review Later 
Classified by the FBI as "Administrative Errors" (U) 

(Table below is Unclassified] 

Nature of NSL Infraction 
dumber of 
Infractions 

I tinabie to locate NSL resu its/records submitted by the NSL recipient 532 

Approval EC kicked detailed information on. specific record« requested I 4-33 

compared with dri.nl« in She NSL 

Approval EC did rax cite specific statutory authority for issuing the NSL j 138 

Unable in ka;ah: signed NSL 

Unable to determine if the NSL was served 

l ie able in locate iniU aled / approval EC requesting issuance oi NSL 

Approval EC requesting issuance of NSL Jacked appropriate approvals 

Records requested in approval EC differed from records requested in the 
NSL 

Statutory authority d ted in the approval EC differed from the citation in 

the NSL 

Error in typing/recording iff NSL date 

Error in (ypitsg/rccon:ii; tg oi' approved EC dnie 

M i "'" ~~~ ti'trt 

Finally, regarding the variation in PÎOB violation rates between field 
offices, tire Inspection Division supervisors were concerned that the 
inspectors who reported low PIOB violation rales for the field offices to 
which they were assigned may have missed possible intelligence violations. 
To determine whether that had occurred, the Inspection Division conducted 
follow-up visits to sis field offices to re-review the files examined during the 
initial inspection. The supervisors* concerns proved correct During the 
initial field visits, the inspectors had identified one NSL-related possible 
intelligence: violation in these sis offices. Inspectors assigned to the follow-
up visits found 83 additional possible intelligence violations that were 
missed by the Brst inspection teams. (.11) 

3. The FBI's Findings (U) 

After the Inspection Division supervisors completed the scrubbing 
process, they reported to the OIG that as of November 2007, they had 
identified 640 NSL-related possible intelligence violations In 634 NSI^s.52 

These 640 matters included: (U) 

55 The data presented, be lore describing the 840 NSL violations is a summary of the 
initial decisions made by CDC-s during the FBI's field review and does not reflect the final 
decisions that will be made by Hie FBI OGC, As we previously rioted, as of February 2008 

"(Cant'cU 
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* Improper Authorizations. Approximately 6 percent i «volved 
violations of internal FBI policy designed to ensure appropriate 
supervisory and legal review. These included instances in 
which NSLs were issued from investigations that were inactive 
or had not been properly authorized, lacked documentation of 
predication, lacked documentation of required approvals, or did. 
not document: the relevance of the request ed mfonnation to the 
underlying investigation- in the approval ECs. (U) 

* Improper Requests. Approximately 4 percent involved NSLs 
that: requested information the FBI was not authorized to 
request, ÍU) 

* Unauthorized Collections. The majority {90 percent) involved 
the receipt of records not requested in the NSL or the receipt, of 
information not. relevant to an FBI investigation.. (TJ) 

"Unauthorized collections" is a phrase used by the FBI and the OIG to 
describe several circumstances in which the FBI receives information in 
response to NSLs that was not requested or was mistakenly requested. For 
example, many unauthorized collections occur due to emars on the part of 
NSL recipients when they provide more in format: ion than was requested 
(such as records for a longer period of time or records on additional 
persons). The FBI sometimes also refers to these matters as "over 
collections" or "overproductions." We refer to these as "initial third party 
errors" because, while the NSL recipient may initially have provided more 
information than requested, die FBI may or may not: have compounded the 
initial error by using or uploading the information. Other unauthorized 
collections can resxtit from FBI errors, such as when a typographical error in 
the telephone number or e-mail address results in the acquisition of data on 
the wrong person or e-rnail address. When we present data on 
"unauthorized collections1' in this report we note whether the infraction 
occurred due to initial third party error or FBI error, ill) 

Table 3.2 provides more specific information on the types of NSL-
rekited possible intelligence violations identified during the FBI's field review 
and shows how many times each type occurred. In the table below and 
elsewhere in this report we use the phrase "initial third party error" to 
describe a mistake initially attributable to the NSL recipient of providing 
more information than requested by the FBI. In some instances, FBI 
employees identified such overproductions and segregated the iníbrmatíon, 

tire FBI OGC had not rem pie ted reviewing and adjudicating all of the possible intelligence 
violations ide.ntiiied daring tire FBI's field review. The FBI OGO will niefce the 
determination as to the types of pete of ia! intelligence violations that die field should report 
to the FBI OGO as well as hie violations the FBI deterio tries arc reportable to die IOB, {(If 
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rather than using' it. or uploading the information into FBI databases. 
However, we found that in all but 1 percent of the instances identified by 
the FBI's Held review (4 of 5571, FBI personnel failed to identity the 
improperly provided information and thereby failed to take .required steps 
for sequestering the information from the ease file and ensuring that the 
information was not used or uploaded into FBI databases.53 Because these 
553 matters were not. identified by held agents or supervisors, they were not 
self-reported to the FBI OGC as required, ill} 

TABLE 3.2 
Possible NSL-Relafced IOB Violations 

Identified in the FBI's 2007 Field Review (2003 through 2006) (U) 

|Table below is Unclassified} 

Category 
Possible NSL-Related 

JOB Violation 

Improper 

Authorisations 

[FBI error) 

improper 
Requests 
(FBI error) 

i MSI, is»!ted with no authorized investigation (no 
|ei5seevero|>enea) _____ 

j NSL lacked predication or sikik.kak 
| justification. or' information so right: not relevant 
yte the investigation ^ 

j NSL issued irr a preliminary investigation prior 
j to January 16. 2003 __ ______ 
! NSL issued in a preiinskerry investigation under 
| FCRA between January 16, 2003, arid 

! December 31. 2003 
- •••• 

j NSL lacked approval of Senior Executive Sendee 
| official __ 
! NSL requested before or alter authorized period 
: or investigation 

Number ; Percentage 

Total Im^xopm-

NSL issued under FCRAv for a consumer full 
credit report in a coLmterimeliigence case with 
no nexus to inirnuuionai terrorism 

NSL-rtiquested information beyond the scope 
permissible by statute 

I t T 

.14 1 

to 

Totai Improper Requests 24 3.75'a. 

A« discussed in Oltapirf Severs, on August 1, 2007, the IOB directed the kEU 
OGC to report third party o w s that are compounded by die FBI, Alter this direction, FBI 
OGC officials toid us that they began evaluating third party errors to determine if the FBI 
eoaipounded tire errors by using the inappropriately provided information or uploading it 
into FBi databases. l i the FBi compounded a third party error. FBI OGC officials toid us 
they would r eport the matter to the IOB, (U) 



^mfEHgf -g. 

Category 
Possible SSL-Related 

JOB Vioiation Number Percentage 

Unauthorized 

Collections 

(FBI error or 

initial third 

party error} 

The NSL recipient provided data in excess of the 

NSL request (initial third party error) 
364 Unauthorized 

Collections 

(FBI error or 

initial third 

party error} 

The I^SL recipient furnished records or 
information not requested in the NSL 
(initial third party error! 

312 

Unauthorized 

Collections 

(FBI error or 

initial third 

party error} 

bTSL issued with typographical mistakes in 
names, addresses, telephone numbers, account 
nun;hers, ete. (LB! email 

It) 

Unauthorized 

Collections 

(FBI error or 

initial third 

party error} 

Note: The total of the three roue; above must be [ (1191 

adjusted In account lor NSLs that had j 

violations reported in more than one category j 

Total I"«.tutbind^ed Collections 376 90:flO\ 

Note; We derived the percentage of violations by dividing the number of occurrences by 
640, the total number of NSL-related PiOB viDUvUons, ¡Ui 

As shown in. 'fable 3.2, 578 of 840 (90 percent) possible intelligence 
violations were the res nit of the uoaiifhorized collection of telephone or 
e mail transactional records, financial records, and credit records pursuant 
to the ECFA, RFPA, and PCEA. NSL statutes. These unauthorized 
collections occurred due to errors made est tier by NSL recipients (initial, 
third party error) or by the FBI. For example, these incltided instances in 
which; (U) 

L Hie NSL recipient erred by providing data in excess of the NSL 
request sueb as providing information for a full billing cycle 
rather than providing records for the shorter period requested 
in the NSL.54 ill) 

2. Thé NSL recipient erred by furnishing records or information 
not requested in the NSL. such as in formation on individuals 
who used a particular telephone number or e-mail address 
during dates before or after the subject of the FBI 
investigation.^5 Certain NSL recipients also produced Social 
Security Numbers and da tes of birth in response to EC PA NSLs 

?A In May 2006, the FBI QGC approved use of a revised attachment for ECFA toll 
record NSLs thai included information 'wiueb encompasses the billing cycle that is used 
wth'i respect to the accou nt (si inibrnaitton requested" among die types of records that may 
be considered by the recipients to be "toll billing records, * EU} 

FBI. OGC attorneys told its that if die date range in tire NSL was reasonable when 
the NSL was issued, and tire records received were within the date range of the NSL, the 
FBi OGC' does not consider such records to be cu¡authorized collections. (It) 
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seeking subscriber information, even though this information 
was not requested in the NSL.56 (U) 

3. The FBI erred by requesting information on the wrong telephone 

number, <2-mail account, or Interact Protocol address in the NSL 

dne to FBI typographical errors, iU) 

4. Comparison of Findings in the FBI's 2007 NSL Field 

Review and the OIG's First NSL Report (U) 

The findings of the FBI's 200? NSL held review were generally 
consistent with the OIG's findings in our March 2007 NSL report as to the 
types of errors made by FBI agents in their use of NSL authorities. 
Although the types of possible Intelligence violations identified by the OIG 
and in the FBI's 2007 field review were similar, the FBI's review found a 
higher overall violation rate and a higher rate of errors attributable to third 
party unauthorized collections than the OIG found. fU) 

In the OIG's judgmental sample of 77 national security investigation 
case files maintained by 4 field offices, we identified 22 possible violations in 
the 293 NSLs we examined that we believed should have been reported to 
the FBI OGG.57 Of those 22 violations, 10 involved unauthorized collections 
due to third party error. In its 2007 iield review, FBI inspectors reviewed 
6,888 NSLs for which all relevant NSL documents were: available, (approval 
EC, NSL, and responsive records) and found 634 NSL« that contained 640 
possible violations. Of those 640 violations, 557 involved unauthorised 
collections attributable to initial third parly errors. A comparison of these 
findings for the two reporting periods is illustrated in Chart 3.1. (U) 

iSi As discussed in ChapterTwo of this report, in August 2007 the FBI OGC 

requested a legal opinion troni the Department's Office of Legal Counsel 40LC! on whether 

the FBI may lawfully retain Sfidai Security Numbers and date of birth information provided 

to the FBI in response to NSLs seeking subscriber information pursx.iant to the Electronic 

Communications Privacy Act (ECPAL I S U.S.C. § 2709(ci. As et February 2008, ti re OLC 

had not issued its opinion, (la 

Following issuance « four first NSL report, die FBI OtlC instructed pertinent tieid 

offices to report the 22 potential iOBs to the FBI OGC, The FBI OGC determined that only 

five were reportable to tlie IOE. The live matters that were reported to the JOB wore 

issuance of an NSL without obtaining required approval to extend the ìnv-<a;tìgaié:m : 

issuance of an NSL for material that arguably constituted prohibited canteni; issuance of 

an NSL citing the ECfA. NSL statute that requested the Right to Fmcuickil Privacy Aei {RFPA} 

financial records associated with e-mail accounts; and issuance ot Uvo NSi^s requesting 

consumer tuli credit repotts pursuant to 15 LbS.C. § Ì6SÌV in a count e ria teìligence case 

with ¡Kt inter national terrorism nexus.. (Hi 
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CHART 3.1 

Comparison of Possible NSL-Relate<3 IOB Violations Identif ied i n the 

OIG's First NSL Report and the FBI's 2007 Field Review jU) 

¡Chart below is Unclassified] 

OEG NSL i {'2003 - 2005) 
FBi Field Review' 

{'2003 - 2006) 

m FBi NSL HOB* 4.10% 1,10% 

m Third Party NSL PIOBs 3.4}.% 8.33% 

DTotal NSL PIOS Rate 7,53% 9,43% 

B* The FBI's 2007 Headquarters Review of NSLs (U) 

As a rest.iIt. of the OIG's findings hi our first NSL report, the FBI 
Inspection Division also conducted a special review of NSLs issued by 
Headquarters divisions to determine the nature and extent of any problems 
associated, with these NSLs, in this section, we describe the Inspection 
Division's review of NSLs issued by Headquarters divisions from '2003 
til rough 2006, Including the FBI's methodology, findings, and subsequent 
re co rumen d a ti on s. (t.J) 

X. Background |U| 

In our first NSL report, the DIG found that FBI Headquarters 
personnel issued approximateiy 300 NSLs exclusively from control files 
rather than from investigative files, if NSLs are issued exclusively from 
control files, case agents and their supervisors cannot determine whether 
the requests are tied to substantive investigations that, have established the 
required evidentiary predicate for issuing NSLs, Issuing NSLs from control 
files is contrary to interna! FBI policies, (U) 
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2. FBI Methodology fU) 

To determine the extent of NSL-related possible intelligence violations 
in FEU Headquarters divisions, in April and May 2007 the FBI Inspection 
Division reviewed a random sample of approximately 10 percent of 2,440 
NSLs {249 were selected for review) issued between January F 2003, and 
December 31. 2006, by FBI Headquarters divisions.53 The FBI searched the 
Automated Case Support (ACS) system to identify the universe, of NSLs 
issued from Headquarters.® Once the universe of NSLs was identified and 
the sample was selected, the process used to conduct the Headquarters 
review was similar to that used for the field review: inspectors manually 
and electronically (through the ACS system) reviewed documentation, 
including the approval EOs. the NSLs. and information received in response 
to the NSLs for compliance with NSL statutes, Attorney General Guidelines, 
and internal FBI policies, (U) 

3, The FBI's Headquarters Findings (U) 

The inspection Division's review of Headquarters-issued NSLs 
produced much higher violation rates t han those the FBI reported, in the 
field review. In total, the FBI inspectors identified 165 possible violations in 
the 249 Headquarters NSLs they reviewed. The 249 Headquarters NSLs 
were tied to 25 ease files, of which IS were investigative files and 10 were 
control files. The Headquarters review also identified a type of error -
issuance of NSLs solely from control Hies that, was not: identified in the 
FBI's field review and thai accounted for a significant proportion of the 
possible intelligence violations. Over 50 percent (125} of the NSLs in the 
FBI's Headquarters review sample were issued exclusively from control files, 
in violation of internal FBi policy. As a result of these NSL«, the overall 
PlOB violation rate for Headquarters-issued NSLs was 71,5 percent, 
compared with a 9.4-per cent violation rate in the FBI's field review.60 (U) 

m The inspectii«i Division's review of the Bead qcarters• issued NSLs consisted of a 
10-perceni; sample of fvSLs issued irani T-feadquarters, This was a different, methodology 
than thai used in the held review; which consisted of a, review of all NSLs continued witiiiii 
the 10-percent sample of randomly selected national security investigation case tiles, {tij 

'Hie Inspection Division used a keyword -search on approval ECs in tire ACS 
system to identify its universe of NSLs. However, tills search would have missed those 
NSLs issued without approval JSCs, Additionally, die NSLs selected for the review of 
Headquarters' case files eonfcl not be identified by cast trie number through the ACS system 
because NSLs issued by Headquarters officials did not always have a ease tile associated 
with the NSLs, [U] 

Bi:t Ttie FBI's Headquarters review found NSLs issued fros n control iites because the 

FBI had not issued specific guidance on this issue until 200? . As iuscussed in our first 

NSL report, many of the NSLs issued from Headquarters control files related to classified 

{Cont'd,} 
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Even if the 125 NSLs issued from control files Eire not included, the 
resulting violation rate of 22,4 percent would place Headquarters among 
those Held offices having the highest violation rates. Only 3 of 56 field 
offices had higher violation rates than Headquarters. (Li) 

Table 3,3 provides specific information on the types erf possible 
violations found during the FBI's Headquarters review and identifies how 
many times each violation occurred. (I!) 

TABLE 3.3 

Possible NSL-Relafced IOB Violations Identified in the FBI's 2007 
Headquarters Review (2003 through 2008} (U) 

[Table below is ttoe!assi£iedj 

Category 
Number 
of 
Errors 

Rate of 
Error 

NSL issued from control file with no open investigation (FBI error) 125 50.2% 

NSL lacked predication or sniPioient ptstttieatiore or information 
sought no!; relevant to the investigation (FBI error! 

5 2.0% 

NSL requested tniarmatkm beyond. die scope permissible by 
statute (FBI error) 

2 

NSL issued with, typographical mistakes in names, addresses, 
telephone numbers, account mnaheis; |FBI error] 

I 0.6% 

NSL recipients provided data in excess of the NSL request or 

tarnished records or information not requested in the NSLs (initial 

third party error} 

32 17,9%* 

i i i i '">•>! U * 
"The rale oí third perry error is based only on the 179 NSLs for which inspectors were able 
to fócate and review records obtained in response to the NS.bs. When responsive 
information could not fee located during the Headquarters review, the O.ÍG eliminated tit ose 
NSLs from the third party errar rate calculation. {Ü! 

The FBI inspectors reviewing Headquarters -issued NSLs had greater 
difficulty locating signed copies of NSLs and records provided by NSL 
recipients than inspectors who reviewed NSLs during the field review. 
During the review of Headquarters- issued NSLs, inspectors were unable to 
locate signed copies of 225 of the 249 NSL« identified for the review and 
were tillable to locate the records provided by the NSL recipients in response 
to 70 NSLs (28 percent)/5' In addition, the inspectors found 1.68 approval 
ECs that did not reference preliminary or full investigations, which made it 

special projects. See NSL I, 93--¡03. The FBI Inspection Division reported chat 8i> of these 
3 25 NSLs (70 percent] were generated f rom these class!-tied special projects. (01 

5i At tire time ef the Headquiirters review, responsive records eon id not be located, 
inspection Division personnel told us that these records were later located in Headquarters 
closed tiles and were reviewed to determine if there were overcoiiection. {if) 
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difficult to determine if the NSLs were issued from authorized investigations 
as required by the NSL statutes and the Attorney General's Guidelines for 
FBI National Security Investigations and Foreign Intelligence Collection {NS1 
Guidelines), (U) 

To address the deficiencies identified in its review of Headquarters-
issued NSLs. the Inspection Division recommended that: (1) the Assistant 
Director for the Comrterterrorism Division (CTD) perform a file review every 
90 days of all Headquarters national security investigation ease files to 
ensure NSL compliance, and 12) internal controls should be strengthened to 
ensure that each Headquarters NSL can be verified and associated with its 
responsive records. The Inspection Division also recommended that, the 
Assistant Director for the CTD and the FBI General Counsel provide 
appropriate training to CTD personnel on the proper use of NSLs and that 
the Assistant Director for the CTD take action to facilitate the appropriate 
reporting of possible NSL-related intelligence violations to tire FBI GGC. As 
of October 2007, a draft e-mail had been prepared for the signature of the 
Assistant Director instructing the FBI Headquarters divisions to review the 
possible intelligence violations identified by the Inspection Divisions review 
of Headquarters-issued NSLs. The Headquarters division personnel were 
also instructed to provide a. written response to the Inspection Division with 
specific information on each possible intelligence violation, stating whether 
they agreed that a possible violation existed and to report those findings to 
the internal investigation See Li ear to the CTD. and to the FBI OGC. (Li) 

C. The FBI's Review of FCRA NSLs Seeking Consumer Full 
Credit Reports in Counterintelligence Investigations (U) 

fn response to the findings of the DIG in the first NSL report, the FBI 
recognized that some of its employees did not understand that a FCRA NSL 
could not be used to obtain a consumer full credit report in a. 
counterintelligence investigation that does not have a nexus to international 
terrorism. Accordingly, to ensure that, no such credit reports were in its 
files, the FBI ordered a review of all FCRA NSLs that had been issued in 
counterintelligence matters from January I, 2002 through December 31, 
2006, in all 56 field offices. In this section, we provide a brief summary of 
the OIG s findings in our first NSL report, on the FBFs use of FCRA NSLs 
from 2003 through 2005. We then describe the results of the FBI's 2007 
review of FCRA NSLs issued in counterintelligence investigations during the 
5-year period the FBI reviewed. {0} 

1. The OIG's Findings on FCRA NSLs in Our First NSL 
Report {U) 

In our first NSL report, the DIG examined the potential intelligence 
violations self-reported by FBI personnel to the. FBI OGC in 2003 through 
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2005 and found that only one involved an improper request for a consumer 
full credit report in a eouni.enntenigen.ce investigation with no nexus to 
international terrorism,62 This matter subsequently was reported to the 
iOB>'"- However, during our review of investigative case files in four FBI field 
offices, we identified two additional Improper requests for consumer full 
credit reports in counterintelligence investigations. These improper 
requests were not reported to the FBI OGC pursuant to the mandatory self-
reporting requirement:.84 After examining these two additional matters, the 
FBI report ed both to the IOB in 2007, (U} 

in addition to noting the potential intelligence violations involving use 
of FOR A NSLs summarised above, we found in our first NSL report, that FBI 
field personnel sometimes confused the two NSL authorities under the 
FCRA. Although the National Security Law Branch (NSLB) attorneys sent, 
periodic guidance and e-mails to all CDCs to clarify the distinctions between 
the two FCRA NSLs, we found that, problems and confusion persisted. 
Accordingly, we recommended that tire FBI issue additional guidance to held 
offices to clarify the two authorities and improve the identification of 
possible intelligence viola tions arising from the use of FCRA NSLs.65 {UJ 

2. The FBI's 2007 Review of FCRA NSLs (IT) 

a. Directive to the Field (U) 

On March 5, 2007, the FBI's Executive Assistant Director ibr the 
National Security Branch (BAD NSB) directed the FBIs 58 field, offices and 
the Counterintelligence Division to review all FCRA NSLs issued from 
January I . 2002, "through December 31, 2006, in counterintelligence 
Investigations.1^5 The purpose of the review was to determine whether any of 

'Hie FCiiA was enacted in 1970 to protect personal information collected by 
credit reporting agencies, hi 200 i , the Patriot Act amended the FCRA to add a new 
national security letter authority, referred to as FCEAv NSLs, which suthorfKes die FBI to 
oh ä ain a credit rejsjfijrtg agency's reports find "all. ether" eon.sanier m fan nation in its tiles. 
Thus, the FBI een now obtain full credit reports on individuals during national! security 
investigations upon certification that the information is "necessary for" the FBFs 
"investigations oi, or intelligence or counterintelligence arrivistes or analysis related to, 
international terrorism, . . See NSL F. 14 a5. (U) 

Id. at 70-72. (U) 

*> id, at 79-81. iUl 

We discuss this guidance in Chapter Two of this report in connection with 

Reconrmendaiion 4 in our first NSL report. !U} 

et' Na tional Security Branch, FBI, electronic.' communication to ail Field Offices and 
Counterintelligence, Guidance on Use of Fair Credit Reporting Act NSLs in 
Counterintelligence investigations; Review of Fair Credit Reporting Act NSLs Issued in CY 
2008 in Co is nteri n tell ige nee Investigations, March 5, 2007, In response to the directive 

(Cont'd.) 
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these NSI-s requested consumer full credit reports or resulted in the receipt, 
of such reports to violation of the NSL statutes, Attorney General 
Guidelines, or internal TBI policies. The directive stated that if any such 
reports were requested or obtained in the absence of ihe required nexus to 
international terrorism, the incidents were to be reported to the FBI OGC as 
possible intelligence violations regardless of whet her the information was 
requested by the FBI or was erroneously produced by the credit reporting 
agency. The directive also stated that the consumer full credit reports must 
be sequestered with the field office's CDC pending the issuance of the FBI 
OGC's opinion as to whether the matter should be sent to the IOB,67 ÎU) 

In response to the directive, 41 FBI field offices reported that they had 
identified one or more FCRA NSLs that constituted improper requests or 
resulted in unauthorized collections. The two types of 'unauthorized 
collections included instances in which the response to the FCRA request 
exceeded the scope of the request by providing the following; (U) 

* The NSL requested FCRAujal financial, institution-identifying 
information or FCRAu(h) eons timer-i d en til yi.ug information but: 
the response included a consumer full credit report, (U) 

• The NSL requested FCJRAufb) consumer-identifying information 
but the response included financial imhtu Lion-iden trying 
information. (U) 

Thirteen of the 56 field offices {23 percent) reported being unable to locate 
the results of at least 1 FCRA NSL. One office reported being unable to 
locate the results of 97 FCRA NSLs. Table 8.4 summarizes the potential 
violations reported by the FBI field offices to the FBI OGC in response to the 
EAD NSB's directive. Each type of violation is described further in the 
following section. (Ul 

front flic EAD NSB. each of tlie 56 tieid offices reported their résulte via EC. These are the 
documents the QFG reviewed in order to perform ite analysts of vi te results of the. FBI's 
FCRA NSL review. The Counteriatelîigenee Division responded that it hstd not issued any 
FCRA INESL-s during the review period. (Oi 

fe. Summary of Findings (U) 
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TABLE 3,4 

Possible FCRAIOB Violations Identified in the FBI's 2007 
Review of NSLs Issued in Counterintelligence Investigations 

(2002 through 2006} (13) 
[Table below is Unclassified! 

FCRA PIOBs Reported by 
FBI Field Offices | No. of 

j Meld 
j Offices 

i 

No. of 
[ NSLs 

No, of 
Consumer 
Full Credit 
Reports 
Provided to 
the FBI 

No, of 
PiOBs 
Previously 
Self-
Reported 

NvS.L requests far consumer full credit 
reports in ex»u,nterioteHi gence 
investigatfons with no nessus t:j 
international terrorism (FBI error) 

j 

11 

i 

i 
! 

33 29 ... 

NSL requests for limited credit 
information for which consumer i'nH 
credit reports were provided 
jitiitiai third |>n:r(,y error) 

35 233 233 6 

NSL requests for consnnrer -identiiyaig 
information ibr which financial 
institutiori ~ideiidiving information was 
provided iiratia! third parly error) [ 1 \ 

1 1 N/A 0 

e. Improper Requests (U) 

Of the 58 FBI field offices, 11 reported that they had issued a total of 
33 FCRAv NSLs in counterintelligence investigations with no nexus to 
international terrorism,63 However, in one instance, a ease agent and 
supervisor thought, that the original FCRAv request was justified because 
the investigation later developed a nexus to international terrorism,69 In 
another four instances* the requesting field offices did not receive the 
consumer h i l t credit reports that they had improperly requested. 
Consequently, of the 33 FCRAv NSLs .reported by the field offices, 33 were 
improper requests and 29 were improper requests for which the FBI 
obtained unauthorised information (consumer full credit reports). Of the 33 
improper FCRAv NSLs identified in the review, only 2 had previously been 
repo.rt.ed to the FBI OGC pursuant to the mandatory self- reporting 
requirement, |XI) 

SB Three ofthese 33 FCRAv NSLs coot juried a reference to the FCRA.it NSL statute, 
but the text of the NSL requested "credit reports" or "ail information in the tile." Hie FBI 
categorized these as improper requests. {U} 

m FBI 0 0 C attorneys told the OiG that the nexus la international terrorism must 
exist at the time the NSL is issued. (11} 
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d. Unauthorized Collections (U) 

Thirty-five of the FBI's 56 field offices reported that they had obtained 
unauthorized collections in response to NSLs seeking limited credit 
information pursuant to 1.5 U,S,<1 § 1681 u(a). These field offices had 
issued a total of 233 PCRAu NSLs requesting limited credit information, in 
response to which credit, reporting agencies had produced consumer full 
credit reports,7'3 During the review period, the FBI had issued a total, of 

PCRAu NSLs of whic: 
[percent of these; 

^vere issued in counterinte 11 ige.uee eases. 
NSLs resulted in unauthorized Thus 

collections. Of these 233 unauthorized collections, only 8 percent) had 
previously been reported to the FBI OGC pursuant to the mandatory self-
reporting requirement j^) 

In another type of unauthorized collection, one FBI field office 
repotted that, it had obtained financial Institution-identifying information 
(permissible in response to 1,5 U.S.C, § 1681u(a) NSLs) in response to an 
NSL seeking consumer-identifying information pursuant: to 1.5 U.S.C. 
§ 1681u(b).^ (Ü) 

bl 
b3 

If. The OIG's Analysis of the FBI's 2007 NSL Rev i ew (U) 

in this section, we provide the OiG's analysis of the three NSL reviews 
conducted by the FBI in 2007, described above. ill] 

A. The OIG's Verification of the FBI's 2007 Field Review of 
NSLs (U) 

To assess the accuracy of the FBI's Held review, the OIG visited three 
field offices and re-examined case files that had been reviewed by FBI 
inspectors during the field review. We found that, the FBI's field review used 
a sound sampling methodology but that FBI inspectors missed a significant 
number of NSL-related possible intelligence violations as they were 
reviewing the case files, thereby understating the actual rate of possible 

w Among the 2-33 unaulhorii.Ked eoHeetions was one inst-anee in which the ease 

agent eontd easily i ea< 1 the (ext. of lite isa is i iow iuM credit report, evert though tire credit 

reporting agency attempted to redact this information. Moreover, tire ease agent relied on 

the poorly redacted information received from the credit, reporting agency to later issue two 

NSLs seeking financial information par so ant to the Ri^hi to Financial Prieocy dct (RFPAj 

NSL statute. (Ui 

7 ! The FCR&uia) NSL statute, 15 U.S.C.- § X68iu{a}, authorizes the FBI to obtain the 

names arid addresses of alt financial institutions at which a consumer main, tarns or has 

maintained an account. The PCRAu(h) NSL statute, l a U.S.C. § i6$Xu{h), authorises the 

FBI to obtain the eonaonier'a nanie+ address, i'onncr addiosses, places of employment, or 

torrcier places of employment, [til 

TT i 
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intelligence violations, in this section, we describe the methodology of our 
review, our findings, and our analysis, (U) 

1. The GIG's Methodology (U) 

The DIG reviewed a judgmental sample of the ease files examined by 
FBI inspectors at three field offices during the FBI's March 2007 field 
review. The OlG's review was not designed to question OH; judgments of the 
CDCs or t he Inspection Division determinations regarding whether 
violations identified by the inspectors were reportable to the iOB. Instead, 
our objective was to determine if the inspectors had identified ail of the 
NSL-related possible intelligence violations In the files. Therefore, in 
selecting our sample for review, the DIG did not include any NSLs that were 
previously identified by the FRfs inspectors as containing possible NSL-
related intelligence violations. (Uj 

The three field offices we selected for our review had an average NSL 
violation rate below the FBI held review's overall. 9.43-percent: v io la t ion 

rate.72 Jus t as the Inspection Division did when selecting its field offices for 
re-visits, Lite OIG selected, field d ikes with, NSL violation rates below the 
overall average to test the assumption thai, these lower-than-average rates 
were the result of FBI inspectors missing violations .in some of the NSLs they 
reviewed. (Li) 

Using a judgmental sample, the GIG selected 15 case files in each of 
the 3 field offices, and from those tiles identified up to 80 NSLs in each held 
office to review.73 The OIG selected ease files that contained possible 
intelligence violations previously identified by the FBI inspectors during 
their review {and later confirmed by the CDCs), as well as case files in which 
no possible intelligence violations were identified by tire inspectors. We 
reviewed the NSLs using t he same criteria that, the FBI inspectors were 
instructed to use during the FBI field review, ft!) 

2. Findings of the OIG's Review (U) 

The OIG's review found that t he FBI's field review did not identify a 
significant number of NSL-related possible intelligence violations. In the 42 

At the 3 field offices- we visited, the FBI inspectors had previously' reviewed a total 
of 1,114 NSLs ami identified 33 NSLrdsited possible intelligence viohuioos in those NSLs. 
for a PIOB violation rate of 2.96 percent far the 3 offices, individually, the PiOB viol at ion 
rates for the three offices wer« 2.56 per eerie 2.4? percent, and 6,30 percent, fU) 

i a 'Hie OIG selected sufficient samples to allow for cases that were riot available for 
review. Wo ultimately reviewed 13 liseo in Field Office 1, 14 files in Field Office 2, and 15 
files, in Field Office 3, for a total of 42 tiles. From those 43 files, we reviewed a. total of 169 
different leSts. iUi 
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case files re-examined by the OIG, the FBf s inspectors had previously 
reviewed 396 NSLs and identified 13 possible intelligence violations, for a 
violation rate of 3.28 percent The OIG re-examined 169 of the N'SLs in 
which the FBI inspectors had identified no possible intelligence violations, 
and we Identified an additional 15 possible intelligence violations, for a 
violation rate of 8.88 percent74 Overall, the violation rate identified by the 
OIG was almost: 3 times high fir than the violation rate found by the FBI in 
these 42 case files. Table 3.5 describes the type and number of violations 
identified by the OIG in these case files. As rioted above, we use the phrase 
"initial third party error" to describe instances in which the NSL recipient, 
provided records beyond those requested in the NSLs. However, the FBI 
may at times have compounded the initial third party error by using or 
uploading the improperly provided information. (U) 

TABLE 3.5 

Possible NSL-Related IOB Violations Identified by the OIG Not 
Identified by FBI Inspectors at Three Field Offices During the FBI's 

2007 Field Review (XS) 
[Table below is Unclassified] 

Category NSL-Related PtOB Violations Number 

Improper 
Authorization 

NSL lacked predication, sufficient justification, or 

di)c?.mit;ntaii<!i"i of relev;mce to the: investigation 

[FBI error} 

2 

Subtotal 2 

Unauthorized 
C'uSJectien 

.NSL issued rath typographical mistakes; m names, addresses, 
telephone numhess, ¡iixnmti numbers, etc. 
(FBi error) 

2 Unauthorized 
C'uSJectien 

NSL resulted in collection of data requested in rti e NSL but tor ei 
longer (or different] period than was designated in the NSL 
(initial third party en or] 

6 

Unauthorized 
C'uSJectien 

NSL resulted in coiled ion of data not requested in the NSL or 
v/biiii was not relevant to th« irrvesUteeton 
(initial third party ennr) 

5 

Subtotal 18 

Chart 3.2 compares the error rates identified in the 42 case flies at 
the 3 field offices vtsited bv both the FBI and the OIG. The chart illustrates 
the. rate of errors attributable to the FBI or initial third party error. (U} 

71 The O IG was unab le to locate records responsive to 15 of the 169 NSLs we 

reviewed. The 8,88 percent violation rate therefore did not inc lude possible intelligence 

violations that may have resulted from records obtained in response to the.se 15 NSLs. (LT) 
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CHART 3,2 

Comparison of Possible NSL-Related IOB Violations 
Identified by the FBI and the OIG (by category) in NSLs 

Reviewed in Three Field Offices (U) 
[Chart below is Unclassified] 

Table 3.6 illustrates the number of NSLs reviewed, the number of 
possible intelligence violations found in the 42 case files reviewed by the FBI 
and re-checked by the Oi G, and the rate (occurrence of errors) at which the 
PVBI and the OiG found possible intelligence violations within the sample 
reviewed. (U) 

TABLE 3,6 
Comparison of Possible NSL-Related IOB Violations Identified by 

the FBI and the OIG at Three Field Offices (0) 
[Table below is Unclassified] 

PIGB PIOB 
NSLs Violations FBI PIOB NSLs Re- Violations OIG PIOB 

; Field Reviewed Identified Violation Reviewed identified Viola titm 
i Office by FBI by FBI Rate by OK» by OIG Rate 

! #1 

j #2 

210 

121 

5 

3 ' 

2.38% 57 ! 2 3.51% ! #1 

j #2 

210 

121 

5 

3 ' 2:43% 56 3 5.36% 

! #3 65 5 7,69% 56 10 17.86% 

! Total« 396 ! 13 3.28% 169 15 8.8S% 
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Most of the possible intelligence violations identified by the DIG 
should have been identified by FBI inspectors if the in spec tors compared the 
data provided by the NSL recipient with the data requested in the .NSL and 
determined whether the data provided was relevant, to the investigation, 
The violations were readily apparent, to the GIG upon a review of the ease 
files. For example, we identified instances in which the dates on Che 
fn.formati.on provided by the NSL recipients did not: match the dates 
requested on the NSI.-s. (U) 

Tire five most, serious possible intelligence violations ident ified by the 
OIG that were missed by the FBI's inspectors were: (U) 

* The receipt, of telephone toll billing records for the "family plan" 
(multiple telephone numbers) of individuals who were not-
relevant to an airthoil2ed investigation; these telephone toll 
billing records were not sequestered and were .maintained in 
an FBI case file. They were not uploaded into FBI data 
systems.75 (U) 

* The NSL requested data on a wrong telephone number due to an 
FBI rypographical error hi the area code: diese telephone toll 
billing records were not sequestered and were maintained in an 
FBI ease file, They were not uploaded into FBI data systems, (U) 

* Hie NSL recipient provided telephone toll billing records for 1 

year earlier than ttie time period requested by the FBI. fU] 

* Two instances in which documents reflecting receipt of 
responsive records specifically incorporated Social Security 
Numbers and date of birth information on individuals who were 
not relevant to lite underlying investigation; the error was 
compounded when these documents were electronically 
uploaded into the AOS system bv the field office that sewed the 
NSL,78 (tl) 

The records obtained from the provider showed that the individual who was 
relevant: to a» author tod investigatloo was associated with the telephone number for the 
last 21 days of the 7-month pertad requested by the NSL. The PBS received additional 
telephone records related in two previous subscribers of die telephone number identified in 
the NSL, There was no indication that either of the previous subscribers were subjects of, 
or relevant to, any FBI investigation. The records of tine of the previous subscribers 
included ttsli billing records for the telephone mmjhef listed in She .NSL ;as weil as multiple 
"family phm" lines for a period of 2 TO months within the 7-montti period. During its review 
of the case itle, the OIG identified these records ibr the two prior subscribers more than a 
year after the records were provided to the case agent. (U) 

y" H ie case agent in the field otJiee that issued the NSL had noted on the responsive 
records: "individual account records not relevant to this matter, New subscriber not 
related to subject. Dont upload," (U) 
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The OIG's re-examination of ease files in three FBI field offices 
demonstrated that the procedures implemented by the FBI for reviewing 
case files were not effective in ensuring that all NSL-related possible 
intelligence violations wen; identified. While the OTG is unable to calculate a 
revised NSL-related PiOB violation rate for all field offices, our determination 
that the FBI's possible intelligence violation totals are understated is also 
supported by additional data from the FBI's field review. Specifically, in the 
FBi's follow-up reviews of NSL-s in 6 field offices in which FBI inspectors had 
initially identified only 1 possible intelligence violation during the field 
reviews the FBI identified 83 additional NSL-related possible intelligence 
violations., (U) 

B. DIG Analysis fU) 

1, The OIG's Conclusions Regarding the Field and 
Headquarters Reviews fU) 

Despite the short period of time that the FBI devoted to planning and 
conducting Its nationwide NSL field review, we believe the FBI used a 
reasonable methodology in conducting the review, committed significant 
resources to the efihiL and made examination and analysis of the results a 
high priority. The FBI's 2007 field and Headquarters NSL reviews confirmed 
that the types of deficiencies identified by the CHG in our first NSL report 
occurred, throughout the FBI from 2003 through 2006. Moreover, the FBI's 
2007 reviews demonstrated that these deficiencies occurred in even greater 
numbers than the OIG found in our first. NSL report. 

However, we also concluded that the FBI's held review did not: provide 
a fully reliable baseline from which to measure future improvement in 
compliance with. NSL authorities. The OIG's re-examination of case files in 
three field offices that were included in the FBI's March 3007 field review 
demonstrated thai; the FBI's review missed a significant number of possible 
intelligence violations arid therefore understated the percentage of possible 
violations. We believe this occurred, because of: EUJ 

* the short time period devoted to planning the review, {U) 

* the inspectors' lack of prior experience in conducting national 
security investigations or handling NSLs« and (U) 

« the Inspection Division s inability i.o conduct effective quality 

control during the review at the field offices due to time 

constraints it imposed on the review. (U) 

In addition, we believe the results of the FBI's field review likely 
understated the rate of possible intelligence violations because of the extent 
to which the FBI's inspectors were unable to locate information, provided in 
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response to NSLs. The inspectors were unable to locate or properly analyse 
the responsive records (such. as iinaneia.1 records, credit reports, or 
telephone toll billing records) for almost. 15 percent, of the FBI's sample of 
NSLs issued within the 2003 to 2006 review period.77 Without finding or 
fully reviewing the responsive records, FBI inspectors could not. determine 
whether an unauthorised collection had occurred.7'5 Given that 
unauthorized collections represented the substantial majority (576 of 640, 
or 90 percent) of NSL-related possible intelligence violations identified 
during the FBI's field review, it is likely that more possible intelligence 
violations would have been identified if all the responsive data, for the NSLs 
reviewed by the FBI inspectors had been located and reviewed.79 ill) 

Also, we note the FBI's categorization of 557 of the 576 instances of 
unauthorised collections (97 percent) as third party errors rather than FBI 
errors.-10 While the initial mistakes may be attributable to NSL recipients 
who provided more information than was requested in the NSLs, the FBI 
compounded the errors by the manner in which it handled the information. 
Significantly, upon receiving unauthorized information from third parties, 
case agents did not consistently recognize that they had received 
unauthorized information or. if they did. they did not take appropriate steps 
to sequester the information and self-report, the violations to the FBI OGC,81 

77 As noted, previously, the FBI inspectors could not locate records in response to 
532 NSLs, and i . ] 75 NSLs taehidiog die 532j were not tally reviewed because the 
inspector's could not find all relevant documents {approval EC, NSL, and responsive 
records) or were unable to make determinations as to whether a possible intelligence 
violation had 00:0;¡red, (U) 

The FBI was able to identify only one instance of tmau.tharised collection without 
reviewing the NSL-responsive records, (U) 

>"J In light of the OIG's findings in our first NSL report thai NSL-derived information 
could not consistently be located in the four field offices we visited, the FBI OGC issued 
guidance in January 2007 requiring thai NSC-derived records be reviewed before uploading 
into FBI databases.. This requirement was reiterated and expanded in the J tine 1. 2007, 
Comprehensive Guidance EC requiring that ease agents ensure die NSL-derived 
information is responsive to the request and stored iri the appropriate investigative file, ¿aid 
dial, receipt is documented, This and other recent NSL guidance are described in Chapter 
Two of this report. [!.)} 

As shown in Table 3-2, FBI iriSfMicttirs klcntibod 676 d iird party errors {these: 
inoiters sire included in the 304 and 33 2 totals).. However, in i 17 instances, the S O U K * 

violation, WSLS reported in both third party error unauthorised collection totals and, in 2 
additional Instances, were also reported as FLU typographical errors. When the duplicate 
entries are removed, the balance is 557 violations dne to initial third party errors, {Us 

si Guidance to the field is seed by the FBI OGC on November 16, 2006, slated that 
if the field improper iy or ttiiin ten lion ally acquires information through an NSL, the ease 
agent, should sequester the information wi iii the CDC pending resolution of the potential 
intelligence violation by the FBI OGC- 'The FBI QOC thereafter advises the. field whether the 
information may be nsod or whether the. in tor ¡cation roust be returned to the carrier or be 

{Cont'd.) 
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As noted above, of the 557 identified possible intelligence violations that 
resulted initially from third party errors, ease agents self-reported only 4 
(less than 1 percent).82 We determined in our field office reviews that 
because the unauthorised information was not identified and sequestered, 
FBI agents incorporated the information into their case files. Additionally, 
in some cases, according to an FBI Inspection Division supervisor, this 
information was uploaded into the FBI's Telephone Applications database, 
which iii turn is shared with other members of the Intelligence Community. 
Pursuant to the ÏOB's August, I , 2007, directive, the FBI OGC will be 
assessing whether the FBI compounded initial third party errors in the 
matters reported to it from the FBI's 2007 reviews. [Uj 

The OIG also is concerned with the FBI's characterisation of various 
infractions as "administrative errors," Many of these matters involved 
violations of interna! controls designed to ensure appropriate supervisory 
and legal review of the use of NSL authorities. As we noted in our first NSL 
report. adherence to these internal controls is necessary to ensure that the 
FBI's NSL authorities are used appropriately and to facilitate appropriate 
supervisory and legal review of NSLs.83 By calling these "administrative 
errors," the FBI diminishes their seriousness and fosters a perception, that 
compliance with FBI policies governing the FBI's use of its NSL authorities 
is annoying paperwork. We believe that proper supervisory and legal review 
of all NSL-related documents are required to ensure compliance with NSL 
statutes, the Attorney General's NSI Guidelines, as well as internal FBI 
policies. We discussed this issue with senior FBI officials during the course 
of our review, and they agreed that the administrative error label could send 
the wrong message regarding the seriousness of violations of statutes, 
guidelines, or policies governing the use of NSLs. These officials agreed to 
consider using a different label, such as "lapses in internal controls/" to 
describe these types of eieiiciencies, (U) 

destroyed with appropriate documentation to the tile. On November 30. 2006, the FBI OGC 
issued internal guidance stating that case agents are required to report to the FBI OGC the 
unauthorized collection oi inhumation obtained in response to NSLs. but that Chest; matters 
are not reportable to the IOB. National Security Law Branch (N3LB), Federal Bureau of 
Investigation, memorandum to NSLB Attorneys. Guidance for Drafting IOB Opinions, 
November 30, 2005, 6-7. However, on August 1, 2007, the tQB directed the FBI to report 
instances in which the FBI "compounds a third party error by utilizing the inappropriately 
provided inform aUon or uploading the informatfon into Bureau databases . , - tUj 

The FBI's iaiiure to seJL report violations was not limited to unauthorised 

collections, Only 2 ot the other 64 possible intelligence violations (640 mi tins 576) 

determined to be improper requests or improperly authorised NSLs bad previously been 

reported to the FBI OGC through mandatory self-re porting, iUj 

» NSL I, 103-107, (iJ) 
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2. The OIG's Conclusions Concerning the FBI's FCRA 
Review fU3 

in our first, MSL report the OIG identified instances in wliieh 
consumer full credit reports were; obtained or requested through an NSL 
issued pursuant to the FC!\Av NSL authority in eonntenntelügenee 
investigations unrelated to international terrorism, a violation of the FCRAv 
NSL statute. The FBI responded by undertaking a comprehensive review of 
all such FCRA NSLs issued from January 1, 2002, through December 31, 
2006, to determine whether these NSLs improperly requested 16Blv 
consumer full credit reports or resulted in the receipt of unauthorized 
collections of consumer full credit; reports in the absence of an international 
terrorism nexus. The review confirmed that such violations of the FCRA 
statutory requirements had occurred. For example;, the FBI review 
identified 33 improper requests seeking consumer full credit reports and 
233 unauthorised collections of these reports. {0} 

To put these violations of the FCRA in perspective, we calculated the 
number of violations identified in the FBI's 2007 FCRA review in relation to 
the total number of PC HA NSLs issued in coun te rmte l l i g imee investigations 
during the 2002 through 2006 review period: (0) 

- The 33 improper FCRAv requests represent, an error rate olj | 
T^rcprit Kinrp the PP>) msi ipd iYTfiA-v NK5 Ä in CRAv NSLs ill " J i 

ions during the 5-year review 
percent since the FBI issued 
counterintelligence investlga 
period,64 " 

The 233 unauthorized collections obtained in response to IS) 
PCRAu NSLs represent an error rate of| percent since the 
FBI issued t.'RAn NSLs in. coum:ormte]iigence iSi 
investigations during the review period.^ 

The results of the FBI's FCRA review demonstrate that confusion or 
lack of knowledge of the statutory requirements was present among case 
agents, supervisors, and CDCs throughout 2008, Consequently, the FBI's 

This calculation is based an data we analysed from the FBf OGO's NSL tracking 
database, (1.15 

®> We compared the I li possible FCRAv in teUigenee violations identified in the field 
review to the 33 possible FCRAv intelligence violations? licit the FBI identified in its 
100-percent: review of coa n termteUigenee investigations between 2002 and 2006 hi which 
FCRAv NSL« were issued without a nexus to international terrorism. We assumed thai all 
1.3 FCRAv matters would bo among the 33 FCRAv- identified hi the 100-percent review. We 
had sufficient information to definitely match 11 of the 13, We couki not match the other 
few matters. In. one, the held office reporting in the 100 percent review did not include 
sufficient identifying inforaiation. in the other matter, the field review reported that a 
FCRAv NSL was issued but. the responsive records esnhd not be located, (U) 
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mandatory self-reporting mechanism was not effective: onhj [>f thd I 
FCRA NSLs issued in counterintelligence investigations that were either 
improper requests or resulted in unauthorized collections - 3 percent - were 
self-reported to the FBI OGC,ss It appears that case agents, their 
supetvisors, the CDCs, and the Special Agents in Charge did not recognize 
that they made improper requests under the FCRA. Similarly, neither the 
case agents nor the analysts who reviewed records responsive to these NSLs 
recognized that they had received unauthorised information in response to 
FCR^V NSLs. For the most part, FBI field offices offered no explanation for 
the results they reported to the FBI OGC. {$} 

i n . OIG Conclusions and Recommendat ions (O) 

In conclusion, we found that the violations identified during the FBI's 
2007 Headquarters and field reviews, as well as the CMC's 2006 and 2007 
field reviews, d em cms trace that the additional remedial measures being 
implemented by the FBI are necessary and should remain a priority, These 
measures are required to ensure that: if) the FBI adheres to national 
security letter authorities. Attorney General Guidelines, and internal FBI 
policies: (2) supervisors and CDCs provide close and independent, reviews of 
NSLs; and (3} possible intelligence violations arising from the use of NSL 
authorities are promptly identified and accurately reported to the FBI OGC 
and, when required, to the IOB, Based on the results of the FBI's FCRA 
NSL review and other information about FCRA NSLs discussed elsewhere in 
this report, and the high percentage of instances in which the NSL-derived 
information could not be located by FBI and OIG inspectors, we believe the 
FBI must continue to reinforce the distinctions among the FBI's FCRA NSL 
authorities and ensure that any improperly obtained information is 
identified, sequestered, and reported as appropriate, and. develop guidelines 
to improve the ability to locate NSL-derived irdbr illation,. (O) 

We therefore recommend thai: the FBI: (U) 

1, Reinforce the distinction between the FBI's NSL authorities 
pursuant to fee Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCI^A) throughout ait levels of the 
FBI's Nation til Security Branch at FBI Headquarters, in new agent training, 
in advanced training provided to agents and supervisors assigned to 
counterterrorism and counterintelligence programs, and in training 
provided to Assistant Special Agents in Charge and Special Agents in 
Charge, (U) 

m The 268 total is composed of 33 improper requests pins 233 uaautiwrixed 
collections. (IJ) 
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2. Add procedures to include reviews of FCRA NSLs issued in 
counterintelligence investigations in the FBI Inspection D nisi on's periodic 
reviews and in the National Security Division's national security reviews 
(described in Chapter Two of tills report). (U) 

3. Reiterate in its continuing discussions with major credit reporting 
agencies that the agencies should not provide consumer full credit reports 
ixr response to FCRAu NSLs and should ensure that they provide only 
requested information in response to all FCRA NSLs. (U) 

4. Ensure that guidance and training continue to identify the 
circumstances under which FCRA NSL matters must be reported to the FBI 
QGC as possible intelligence violations. fU) 

5. issue additional guidance addressing the filing and retention of 
NSL-derived information that will improve the ability to locate NSL-derived 
information. The guidance should require that all NSL-derived information 
be appropriately documented, stored, easily identified, and readily available 
for intentai and external review. (U) 

6. Include in its routine case file reviews and the National Security 
Division"s national security reviews an analysis of the FBI's compliance 
with requirements governing the filing and retention of NSL-derived 
information. (U) 
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CHAPTER FOUR: 
NATIONAL SECURITY LETTER REQUESTS 

ISSUED BY THE FBI IN 2006 (0) 

ID this chapter, we describe the FBI's data on the use of national 
security letters during calendar year 2006. However, for reasons discussed 
in our previous report on NSLs. we believe that the data provided by the FBI 
from the Department's semiannual classifier! reports to Congress and the 
FBI Office of the General Counsel (FBI QGC] national seeitrity letter tracking 
database (OGC database! do not. accurately reflect the total number of NSL 
request:» issued in 2006 . fU) 

In our first NSL report we documented various technical and 
structural problems with, the OGC database that resulted in Inaccuracies 
and a significant understatement, of NSL requests in the Department's 
reports to Congress. White noting the limitations of ¡.he OGC" database, we 
provided in our first NSL- repent a summary and analysis of dat a derived in 
large part, from the database because that database was the only centralized 
repository of data reflecting the FBI's use of national security letter 
authorities. (Uj 

Moreover, in our investigation of lite FBI's use of exigent letters, which 
will be described in our forthcoming NSL report, we found additional 
inaccuracies in the Department's semiannual classified reports to Congress 
and the OGC database. We det.entt.ined that the FBI sought or obtained 
records or other information on thousands of telephone numbers outstde 
the normal approval process, some of which were associated with improper 
NSLs, exigent letters, or other informal requests. Among these non-routine 
NSLs were 11 "blanket" NSLs that sought, telephone data on approximately 
3,S60 telephone numbers (8 percent: of all NSL requests captured by the 
QGC database in 20063, These NSLs were issued in an attempt to validate 
the FBI's earlier acquisition of data from three commriuioation service 
provider's pursuant to contracts with tixe FBI. The requests contained in 
these NSLs were not uploaded into the OGC database because they were not. 
documented by electronic communications ¡EC] with leads sent to FBI OGC 
•for puiposes of compiling data for congressional reporting. The FBI told us 
that, ¿liter eliminating duplicates, there were: 2,196 unique telephone 
numbers In the i 1 blanket NSGs. iUj 

Our forthcoming NSL .re pott mi l describe in more detail the 
circumstances surrounding issuance of these NSLs, including the. fact that 
the FBI did not generate approval ECs before these NSLs were signed by 
senior FBI officials; some of the NSLs were signed by FBI personnel who were 
not authorized to sign NSLs; and some NSLs did not comply with Che Patriot 
Reauthorization Act requirements regarding non-disclosure provisions, (U) 
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With these caveats, we discuss in the balance of this chapter the data 
on NSL usage that was contained in the OGC database and in the 2006 
semiannual classified reports to Congress, In Section i we discuss the 
methodology we used to collect and analyze the FBI data on NSL use in 
2006, In Section 11 we report on the number of NSL requests issued in 
2006, In Section III we present data on overall trends in the FBI's NSL 
usage from 2003 through 2006. (U) 

I. Methodology (U) 

For this review, the DIG analyzed data in the FBI OGC database 
related to NSLs issued during calendar year 2006.6 7 The FBI used this 
database to collect the data it needed to prepare the Department's annual 
public reports and semiannual classified reports to Congress on NSL usage. 
We also examined these annual public reports to evaluate NSL requests in 
2006 and to analyse trends in NSL usage from 2003 through 2006, (U) 

CHA3&T 4 1 
We examined the NSLs and NSL R»i«tkHwid* i«tiw«. instigations, 

requests issued during the three types of KSLS.JMD NSL REQUESTS^ zoos (uj 

investigations in which NSLs are 
authorized: counter terrorism, 
counterintelligence, and foreign 
computer intrusion cyber 
investigations. In our analysis, 
we refer to the number of 
national security- letter requests 
rather than the number of 
national security letters 
because one NSL may include 
more than one request, For 
example, one NSL to a. 
telephone company may 
request information on many 
telephone numbers. The data 
presented in the Department's 
semiannual classified reports to Congress and in its annual public reports 
are the numbers of requests made, not the number of letters issued. In this 

¡Chart below igjSSSSSSiq. 0J| 

CY 2006 

ì Ì lnvof,:|;iga*iv)n s 4.H97 

• NSLs 1 f < . - '•>'•: 

• NSL Rwawsi.s 48 noti 

SiiUi'Ci*:- PBI e o e «aiab&sc.as of M:w 2007 ;U) 

HV After we completed our analysis of the FBI OGC NSL database, the FBI provided 
the OfG with an updated database in January 2008 that included a small amount of 

jS additi on til data for the third and fourth quarters of the semiannual classified reports to 
Congress for' 2006. The January 200S version of the databasi, ineh.idetj |(0,5 percent) 

4 percenti more NSL requests than the Mae 2007 database that we 
We determined thai this small amount of additional NSLs and NSL 

more NSLs and 
used lor our analyses, 
requests would not materially change our analyses, {; 

b l 
b3 
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report we follow that same approach. Chart. 4,1 shows the relationship 

between the numbers of investigations, NSLs, and NSL requests in 

2006, (U) 

We used the OGC database for this information because it was the 

only centralized, source on die Departments use of NSLs during 2006. As 

noted above, our first NSL report, documented flaws in die internal reporting 

of N,SLs and structural problems with the OGC database that affected die 

accuracy and reliability of the Department's semiannual, classified reports to 

Congress.88 Since the OIG issued its first NSL report, the FBI has taken 

steps to upgrade the technology it uses to generate NSLs and related 

d o c u m e n t s . ( U j 

The Department was required to file semiannual classified reports to 
Congress describing the total number of NSL requests issued pursuant to 
four of the five NSL audio rifles; Right, to Financial Privacy Act (financial 
records), Electronic Con urmnicatioiis Privacy Act {telephone toll hilling 
records, elect ronic communication transactional records and subscriber 
information (telephone or e- mail.)}, and two Far;* Credit Reporting Act 
authorities (for consumer and financial institut.ion - identiiying information 
and consumer full credit reports].90 In addition, beginning in March 2006 
pursuant to amendments to the NSL authorities in the Patriot 
Reauthorization Act, the Department was required to provide annual public 
reports on certain aspects of its NSL usage. {U) 

in its classified reports, the: Department described; (Uj 

( Ij the number of investigations of different persons or 

organisations that generated NSL requests and {U) 

(2) the number of requests made in those investigations. (U) 

^ See MSI, L 31-30. iU) 

Iw Chapter "i\ve of this report, wo provide a description end our analysis of hie 

FBI's efforts to ttiipnm; the accuracy of the OGC database and the; public: and classified 

reports to Congress that are generated using this data. (U) 

33 Prior to the Patriot Reauthorization Act. the Department was required to provide 

reports to Congress only on its use of its NSL authorities under the Right to Financial 

Privacy Act (IIFPaJ, the Electronic Communications Privacy Act fECPA), and under the Fair 

Credit Reporting Act fFCRA) for consumer and financial ir.ist i tution -id en ttfying information. 

The Patriot. Reauthorization Act requires the Department aLo to report on use of its NSL 

authority pursuant to the FÜRA for eon sinner full credit reports. See § 118(b) of the Patriot 

Reauthorization Act. Hie Department is not required to report, the number o f NSL requests 

issued pursuant, to the National Security Act NSL statutes {authorizing the FBI to obtain 

i'inarteial reeerds, other .financial inforiiiiition, and eo.rrsraoer reports], {Ui 
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Based on data uploaded into the OGC database and the semiannual 
classified reports to Congress, we separated these totals trito different 
categories for investigations of "U.S. persons or organisations" and isnon-
U.S. persons or organisations."{US 

II . National Security Letter Requests Issued in 2006 (0) 

In this section, we describe the FBI's use of NSLs in 2006 as 
documented in the OGC database. We describe the total number of NSL 
reqtsesi s as well as NSL requests relating to investigations of U.S. persons 
and non-U ,S, persons. We also include a breakdown of the proportion of 
NSL requests issued during counter terrorism, comiterintelligence, and 
foreign computer intrusion cyber investigations, (U) 

in 2008, the FBI issued a total of 48,106 NSL requests pursuant to 
four of the five national security letter authorities.92 As shown in Chart 4,2, 
the oveivvhelming majority of these requests sought telephone toll billing 
records information, subscriber information (telephone or e-mail), or 
electronic communication transactional records under the Electronic 
ConuTiumcafiottS Prfcacy Act (ECEAJ NSL statute,93 The seeonii_most 

frequently used NSL- authority, accounting for approximately percent of 
' the total, sought: records from financial institutions, such as hanks, credit 

card companies, and finance companies under the Righi to Financial Privacy 
Act [RFPAi authority, These records include open and closed checking and 
savings accounts. The remaining bercerà; of the NSL requests were issued 
pursuant to the two Fair Credit Rejx)riing Aci ÌFCRA) NSL authorities and 
sought: either financial in si itution-- or cons umer-i den tifying in too n at ion or 
consumer full credit reports,-4 

at. 50 U.S.C, § 1801(1) defines a "Oct tied States Person" as; (UJ 

a citizen of the United States, an alien lawfully admitted for permanent 
residence.. , am unincorporated association a substantial number of 
members of which are citizens of the United States or alieas lawfully 
admitted for permanent residence, or a corporation which is incorporated in 
the United States iU) 

FBI records shew that rio national security letters were issued pursuant to the 
Nationf.il Secunty Act NSL statute m 2006, ^ 

Electronic commu;as.eattor.t transactional records (e-mails) may include e-mail 
addresses associated with the account, screen Barnes, and billing records and method of 
payment for the account, !'U} 

A detailed description of the number of NSL requests for each of the four types of 
NSLs in eounterterrorism anil counterintelligence investigations is included in the 
Classified Appendix to this rep on. (Uj 
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CHART 4,2 
NSL Requests (2006) (U) 
iOhart heinw is fWRrWJETI 

Source: FBI OGC NSL doihihase as of May 2007 (U) 

As shown in Chart 4.3, the majority of NSL requests issued in 2006 
were generated from investigations of U.S. persons. (U) 

CHART 4,3 
NSL Requests Relating to Investigations 

of U.S. Persons and non-U.S. Persons (2006) (U) 
[Chart below is Unclassified] 

non-US 

Persons 

19,279 

US 

Persons 

28,827 

Source; FBI OGC NSL database as of May 2007 (U) 

FBI data showed that in 2006 approximately 
requests were issued during c ounterterrori sm invofengs 

""percent were Issued in. counterintelligence investigations, and 

Dercenc of all NSL 
turns, approximately 

approxi.m.at.eH percent were issued, in foreign computer intrusion cyber 

investigations {Chart 4.4), 
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CHART 4.4 

NSL Requests in Count« rterrorism, Counterintelligence, and Foreign 

Computer Intrusion Cyber Investigations (2006) (U) 

Source; FBI OGC NSL database as of May 2007 fU) 

FBI data showed that on average approximately one third of all 
cottnterterrorism, counterintelligence, and cyber investigations that, were 
open at any time during 2006 used NSLs. NSLs were used in 

j i counterintelligence investigation af percent) t 

LUUIILCJ uc:u' 

l a n m 

3 » 

orism investigations | percent) or cyber investigations 
De.rceni) in 2006, as shown m more detail in the Classified Appendix to 

this report. ^ 

HI. Trends in National Security Letter Usage from 2003 through 
2006 IV) 

In this section, we describe the general levels and trends in the FBI's 
NSL requests from 2003 through 2006 as documented in the Department's 
semiannual classified reports to Congress and the OGC database, when 
applicable. (U) 

According to the Department's semiannual classified reports to 
Congress from 2003 through 2006 and information in the OGC database, 
the FBI issued a total of 192,499 NSL requests pursuant to its RFPA, EC PA, 
and FCRA NSL authorities during this 4-year period.95 The total number of 

As we reported in our first NSL report, this total mdude l NSL requests for C 
the consumer full credit reports issued from. 2003 through 2005 that the Department was not 

required to include in its reports to Congress, See NSL I, 36. fSi 
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NSL requests issued by the FBI rose slightly (approximately 5 percent) in 

2006 over the 2005 levels. Chart 4.5 illustrates the total number of NSL 

requests issued during each of the years from 2003 through 2006. (Uj 

CHART 4.S 
NSL Requests (2003 through 2006) (U) 

[Chart below is Unclassified] 

10,000 -

2003 2004 2005 2006 

Sources: DO J semiannual ciassiiied reports to Congress and FBI OGC dttiabase 
as oi May 2006 (for 15 U.S,C. § I6Slv NSL requests in 2003 through 2005) (U 

FBI data-shmved that from 2003 through 2006, the overwhelming ivea n 

bercent.) of the FBI's NSL requests sought telephone toll 

Information, subscriber information (telephone ore-mail), or 

majority (abou 
billing records 

electronic communication transactional records under the ECPA NSL 
statute. The second most frequently used type of NSL request, accounting 
for approximate!) percent of the total, sought Financial records (for 
example, open anoclased cheeking and savings accounts) from financial 
institutions such as banks, credit card companies, and finance companies 
under the RFPA authority. The remaining percent of the NSL requests 
were issued pursuant to tb.e two FCRA NSL authorities and sought either 
financial institution- or consumer-identifying information or consumer full 
credit reports.56 

NSL Requesis Reiating to U.S. Persons and non-U. S. Persons: FBI data 

also showed that the percentage of NSL requests generated from 

We provide ii more detailed analysis of trends m the FBI's use of each of the rout-

types of NSLs over the 4-year period in the Classified Appendix to this report, ill) 
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investigations of U.S. persons versus non-LLS. persons shifted over the 
4-yeax period. In 2003, approximately 39 percent, of NSL requests were 
generated in the course of investigatiens of U.S. persons. However, the 
number of NSL requests generated from investigations of IJ,S, persons 
almost doubled from 6.519 in 2003 to 13,517 in 2006, which represented 
57 percent of all NSL requests in t hat year. During the same period, the 
number of NSL requests generated from investigations of nomU-S. persons 
declined from 10,232 in 2003 to 8,605 in 20067 {U} 

The Executive Assistant Director of the FBI's National Security 
Branch fNS.B) provided several reasons tor the increase in NSLs involving 
U.S. persons over the 4-year period, fie stated that, as tire FBI has moved 
forward from the investigations of the September 1 j. attacks, it has focused 
OIK Investigations of possible sleeper cells in the United States and 
conducted follow-up investigations of terrorist activities in the United 
Kingdom and elsewhere to determine if there is a U.S. nexus to those 
events. He also pointed to the FBI's interactions with state and local law 
enforcement agents, the work of the FBI's Held Intelligence Groups, and the 
investigations conducted by »Joint Terrorism Task Forces, all of which have 
generated leads involving U.S. persons that result in the initiation of 
national security investigations and the issuance of NSLs. (Li) 

Chart 4.6 depicts the number of NSL requests generated from 
investigations of U.S, persons and non- U.S. persons from 2003 through 
2006»'' (U) 

w Chart. 4.6 does not contain the same totals as Chart 4.5 because the FBI is not 
required to report the U.S. person status oi targets of subscriber NSLs. Specifically, 
117,111 NSL requests seeking subscriber ì:ufo;n:oat,ion ior telephone numbers ¿aid in ternet 
e niaii accounts in 2003 through 2008 did not identify the subject's status as a U.S. person 
or non-U.S, person. Similarly while the FBI captured data ori the status of persons who 
were the targets et consumer tint credit, reports issued m 2003 through 2005, the 
Department was not required to Include this data in its reports. Beginning ia 2006, ihe 
Patriot Reauthorization Act required the Department to report to Congress the stains of 
targets of its NBL requests tor consumer fail credit, reports. Thus, we do not include hi 

{ S j Chart 4.6 th-
¡Si in 2003 through 2005 and th-

J'SL ;eq>ij-sis the OOC database identified as having been issued 
SL requests reported to Congress in 2006 for 

consumer iuii credit reports pbr^mrrt. to 5 5 U.S.C. § 168io. (M 
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CHART 4-6 
NSL Requests Relat ing to U.S. Persons and 
non-U.S. Persons (2003 through 2006) (U) 

[Chart below is Unclassified] 

(9 
V 
a 
tr & 

03 

33.000 t 

11,000 

9,000 

7,000 

X 

-er 

5,000 -
2003 2004 2005 2006 

K on ••U.S. Persons I'd, 232 8,494 8,536 8.603 

U.S. Persons 6,519 8,943 9.475 1.1.5.17 

Source: DOJ semi annual classified reports to Congress (Ü) 

(S) 

NSL Requests Issued During Counterterrorism.. Countenntelligence_, and 

Foreign Computer intrusion Cyber Investigations: Chart 4,7 shows the 

distribution of NSL requests issued from the three types of investigations 

during the 4-year period. Overall. NSL requests Issued in counterterrorism 

investigations accounted for a substantial majority of all requests. The 

proportion of NSL requests issued in counterintelligence investigations was 

iS) 
iSL 

n 20041 bercent} than in 2003, 2005, and 2006 (ranging iron 

iSt 
iji 

(Si 

percent in. 2003 ix percent in 2006),98 The data also showed that the 
• ^ r , ' I- fc 1 V 1 ' I ' . » . • ' ' t 

proportion of NSL requests issued in foreign computer intrusion cyber 
investigations was |tn 20061 jpercent) than in previous years (less 
than! percent). 

bl 
b3 

l,s in. 2004, the FBI issued 0 NSLs seeking subscriber irsformation on 11,100 
telephone numbers in connection with a single investigation, (U) 
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CHART 4.7 

NSL Requests in Counterterrorism, Counterintelligence, and 
Foreign Computer Intrusion Cyber Investigations (2003 through 2006} (U) 

fCharts below are SECH.ET1 

Source; FBI OGC NSL database as of Mav 2000 and May 2007 |U) 
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CHAPTER FIVE; 
THE EFFECTIVENESS OF NATIONAL SECURITY 

LETTERS AS AN INVESTIGATIVE TOOL (U) 

In our first NSL report we examined, the effectiveness of national 
security letters in different types of national security investigations 
conducted between 2003 and 2005. Based on our interviews of 
Headquarters and field personnel and our examination of ease files in four 
FBI field offices, we described the value of each type of NSL as well as the 
analyses developed from NSLs that enable the FBI to .identify 
communication and financial links between subjects of its investigations 
and others.^ (LI) 

Our first NSL report, also described the principal uses of NSLs: to 
develop evidence to support applications for Foreign intelligence 
Surveillance Act. orders; assess communication or financial links between 
investigative subjects or others: collect Information sufficient to fully develop 
national security investigations; generate leads for other field divisions, 
members of Joint Terrorism Task Forces (JTTF), or other federal agencies, or 
to pass to foreign governments; develop analytical, products for distribution 
within the FBI, other Department components, other federal agencies, and 
the intelligence community; develop information that is provided to law 
enforcement authorities for use in criminal proceedings; collect information 
sufficient to eliminate concerns about, investigative subjects and thereby 
close national security investigations; and corroborate information derived 
from other investigative techniques. (U) 

We reported that the FBI uses information derived from NSLs (and 
other investigative tools) to generate a variety of analytical intelligence 
products, including Intelligence Information Reports, Intelligence 
Assessments, and intelligence Bulletins, information derived from NSLs is 
stored in various FBI databases, shared within the Department and with 
JTTFs, and disseminated to other federal agencies and the intelligence 
community. The FBI also provides information derived from NSLs to law 
enforcement authorities for use in criminal proceedings. (U) 

In tins review, our examination of case files and interviews of FBI 
Headquarters officials and personnel in three FBI field offices confirmed that 
NSLs continued to be important tools in the FBI's national security 
investigations conducted in 2006, Many FBI personnel told us that NSLs 
are an essential and indispensable intelligence tool. (Uj 

09 See NSL I, 45-65. (U) 
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FBI personnel provided the following examples of the value of NSLs 
Issued pursuant: to the Right to Financial Privacy Act (RFPA), the Fair Credit 
Reporting Act (FCRA), and the Electronic Comimuricalions Privacy Act (ECPA) 
in advancing national security investigations they conducted in 2006: (U) 

• A held office reported that information from national security 

letters enabled case agents to identify pertinent e-mail 

addresses, telephone numbers, and bank accounts that were 

used to support a subject's terrorist activities. The investigators 

used information derived from the ECPA and RFPA NSLs to 

identify the extent of a subject's circle of associates and his 

financial network. Case agents stated that, information on the 

subject's financial network was essential in developing the 

money laundering portion of the case, fU) 

• In 2006, while investigating a plot to conduct terrorist activities, 
a field office served ECPA and RFPA NSLs to obtain financial, 
telephone subscriber, and telephone toll records for the subjects 
and their associates. Using this information, investigators 
identified the financial associates of several of the 
investigation's subjects while ruling out the possibility that a 
larger terrorist organization was financing the plot,. (11) 

• A field office opened a eounterterrorism. investigation in the 
spring of 2006 and issued numerous ECPA and RFPA NSLs to 
communications providers and financial institutions, 'lirese 
NSLs assisted the investigators in confirming the identities of 
tlie subjects and were used in support of an application for 
authority to use additional investigative techniques. NSLs also 
identified financial institutions that the subjects used, which in 
turn led to the discovery of certain purchases. (U) 

• In the summer of 2005, the FBI received inforraadon suggesting 
that individuals associated with two e-mail addresses were in 
contact with known extremists. The FBI issued ECPA NSLs to 
two Internet service -providers (ISP) associated with these e-mail 
addresses to determine the identity of the users. This 
information was insufficient to positively identify the users of 
the e-mail accounts. However, information received indicated 
that the majority of log-ins for both e-mail accounts could be 
traced to two different ISPs, 'Hie FBI served ECPA NSLs on 
these ISPs, Responsive records enabled the FBI to determine 
where the users of the e-mail addresses were located, (U) 

• in June 2006, the U.S. military! 
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ieeatise of the t>3 
potential tmeat, tne t't.ii initiate el preliminary investigations OTt 
the U.S.-based subscribers of two telephone numbers and 
issued EC PA NSLs to identify the subscribers. The investigation 
is continuing. (K) 

• Two individuals in possession, of weapons were stopped by law 
enforcement officials and an FBI national security investigation 
was initiated. Over the next few months a source reported that 
one of the subjects was planning to travel abroad to engage in 
armed jihad against U.S. and Coalition troops. A number of 
RPPA and EC PA. NSLs were issued seeking financial 
information, credit reports, toll records, and e-mail account 
information on the primary subjects in this group. (U) 

• The FBI is investigating the foreign intelligence activities of a 
subject involved with a foreign government. An NSL has been 
saved to assist the FBI in investigating a network for procuring 
illicit dual -use technology for use in a weapons of mass 
destruction program. (U) 

• In an FBI national security investigation, the FBI has issued 
NSLs that have helped to identify two FBI assets who were in 
contact with the subject of the investigation ™ contacts 
previously unknown to the FBI. l ite NSLs identified the 
subject's e-mail accounts, which in turn led to the issuance of 
additional NSLs, FBI counterintelligence personnel said that 
the imposition of the non- disclosure provisions in the NSLs ha.s 
been critical in keeping the FBI's interest in the subject from 
coming to the attention of the foreign government involved in 
the matter. (U) 
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l i i l f t r l i i 'K , o i A . 

OIG FINDINGS ON THE FBIS COMPLIANCE WITH THE 
PATRIOT REAUTHORIZATION ACT S NON-DISCLOSURE AND 

CONFIDENTIALITY PROVISIONS (U) 
Section 1 i9{b)(3j{E) of the Patriot Reauthorization Act directed the 

OIG to perform an audit of national security letters issued after the Act 
became effective in March 2006 to determine the number of occasions in 
which NSLs were issued "without the certification necessary to require the 
recipient of such letter to comply with the nondisclosure and confidentiality 
reqruremerits potentially applicable under law." (U) 

hi Section I of this chapter we describe the new certification 

requirement in the Patriot Reauthorization Act, the steps taken by the FBI 

to implement the new measures, and the methodology of the OlG's audit of 

the FBI's compliance with the certification requirements. Section II provides 

our findings and analysis, and Section III contains our conclusions and 

recommendation. (U) 

I. Background {IT) 

A. The Patriot Reauthorizat ion Act (U) 

As initially drafted, the NSL statutes imposed non-disclosure and 
confidentiality obligations on all NSL recipients.10" The national security 
letter provisions of the Right to Financial Privacy Act (JRFPA), Electronic 
Communications Privacy Act (ECPA). and die Fair Credit Reporting Act 
(FCRA) authorized the FBI to advise recipients that, they were prohibited by 
statute from disclosing to anyone that the FBI had sought or obtained 
access to the requested records.301 (U) 

Hie non-disclosure and confidentiality provisions of the three NSL 
statutes pinvoked significant public controversy and generated the first 

i!X! Throughout the national security letter statutes and Sections i 16 and 1 17 f.tf 
the Patriot Reauthorization Act, the terms aion-dtseiosure' and "confidentiality" are used 
interchangeably, (TJ) 

.toE prior U> the Patriot Act, the ECPA and the RFPA provided that no wire or 
electronic eommnmcation service provider or tinancial Institution "shall dispose to any 
person that the Federal. Bureau of Investigation has sought or obtained access to 
information or records." 18 U.S.C. § 2709[c)(2000}; 12 U.S.C. § 3414(a)(3)(2000}. The 
PORA authorized disclosure only to "those officers, employees, air agents of a consumer 
reporting agency necessary te fulfill the requirement to disclose' information te tire Federal 
Bureau of Investigation . . . ." 15 U.S.C. § 16SIu(dj(2000). (UJ 
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judicial challenge to any of the Patriot Act amendments to the NSL statutes. 

See Doc v. Ashcroft, 334 F, Supp. 2d 471 (S.D.N.Y. 20041 vacated by Doe v. 

Gonzales, 449 F.3d 415 (2d Cir. 2008) Doe v, Gonzales, 386 P. Supp. 2d 689 

CD. Conn. 2005), dismissed as moot Doe v. Gonzales. 449 F.3d 415 (2d Cir. 

2006), upon remand Doe v. Gomiai.es, 500 F. Supp. 2d 379 (S.D.N.Y. 2007) 

(hoicling non-disclosure provision in the Patriot Reauthorizadon Act, 

18 U.S.C. § 2709, to be unconstitutional under the First Amendment). (Ui 

The Patriot Reauthorization Act modified the non-disciositrc and 
confidentiality obligations on NSL recipients. The Act authorized lite FBI to 
impose these obligations only upon certification of specified harm that might 
arise; in the underlying investigation if a disclosure occurred. Specifically, 
after March 9. 2006. if the FBI seeks to impose non-disclosure and 
confidentiality disclosure requirements on an NSL- recipient, the Patriot 
Reauthorization Act requires the FBI Director or Ms designee to certify that 
disclosure of the FBI's demand for information might result in: (1.1) 

* danger to the national security of the United States; (U) 

* interference with criminal, counterierrorism, or 
counterintelligence investigations; (U) 

* interference with diplomatic relations; or {(J) 

* danger to the. life or physical safety of any person,102 (U) 

If the certifying official determines that confidentiality is necessary, 

Section 116 of the Patriot Reauthorization Act: requires thai: recipients be 

notified of three specific obligations; (tJ| 

U) that receipt of the NSL must remain confidential and cannot be 
disclosed except as required to comply with the NSL or to obtain 
legal advice from an attorney; (U) 

(2) if the recipients disclose the existence of the request to anyone 

(either to comply with the request or to obtain legal advice from an 

attorney), they must inform those individuals of the non-disclosure 

and confidentiality requirements; and (U) 

(3) upon request of the FBI Director or his designees, the recipients 
must: reveal the identities of the individuals to whom they disclosed 
the existence of the NSLs,Ki3 (0) 

Patriot Reauthorization Aee § 116 (2006). The Act pnivtik-.s that the nireeior's 

designee must not be its a position lower than a Headquarters Deputy Assistant Director or 

iieid division Special Agent in Chiirge designated by the Director, id, {US 
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B. The FBI's Implementation of the Patriot Reauthorization 
Act Non-Disclosure and Confidentiality Requirements (U) 

On March 9, 2006, the date the President signed the Patriot 
Reauth orixation Act, the FBI OGC notified all Special Agents in Charge 
(SAC) and Chief Division Counsels (CDC) that the NSL models that had been 
posted on FBI OGC's National Security Law Branch [NSLBj Intranet, website 
could no longer be used to generate NSLs. 'The FBI OGC advised FBI 
personnel that all NSLs thai; had been prepared but not yet served would 
have to be redrafted to conform to tlie new requirement in the law. £U] 

To implement the new law, on March 9, 2006, the FBI Direetor 
clelegated certification authority to all SACs and cither designated senior 
officials,K>4 in the delegation memorandum, the FBI OGC advised that 
non-disclosure certifications "should not and may not be made in a 
perfunctory mariner." The delegation also stated that the individual signing 
the NSL must .make an assessment that liiere is "a genuine need for non-
disclosure' based on one of the possible dangers listed in the statute that 
could result from disclosure.! fU) 

The FBI OGC concurrently disseminated guidance on tlie provisions 
of the new law to FBI Headquarters and field divisions. Also on March 9, 
the FBI OGC distributed revised NSL approval ECs and NSL- models to all 
SACs and CDCs and posted the new models on the FBI OGCs Intranet 
website. ' im The FBI OGC advised that the non-disclosure provision could no 

NSL recipients are not required to divulge to the FBI that they intend to consult 
¡«1 -attorney tit obtain legsil advice or legal assistance about the NSL. Patriot 
Kcautliartaatkin Aci, § 116(2006;- iUf 

1<M In addition in fiie SACs, tlie Director delegated certification signature authority, 
non-disclosure certification authority, and non-disclosure. rece.rtdk^raon authority for NSLs 
to the followirig FBI senior officials: Deputy Director; Executive Assistant Director and 
Assistant Executive Assistant Director for tlie National Security Branch; Assist suit Directors 
and ali Deputy Assistant Directors of the C rxi nter terror ism. Courier intelligence, and Cyber 
Divisions: General Connssl and Deputy General Counsel for tlie National Security Law 
Branch; and Assistant Directors in Charge of the New York. Washington, D.G., mid 
Los Angeles fiekS offices, (U\ 

Office of the General Counsel, Federal Bureau of Investigation, electronic 
communication to all Divisions, Delegation of Non-Disclosure Certification Authority, 
March 9, 2006, at 4. P ) 

lfi(i FBI policy requires that all NSLs arid approval ECs contain certain information. 
NSL approval ECs must provide "predication" for the NSL by explaining why the 
iriionnaiion sought is relevant to an authorized investigation; document approval oi the 
NSL by appropriate personnel; certify the necessity for no nd io closure and confidentiality 
when applicable; include information needed to fulfill congressional reporting requirements; 
arid document transmittal informal.ion for tlie NSLE, tlie resptMisible Headquarters division, 
and the division that is asked to serve the NSL, The NSL mrist: identify the statutory 
arti hority for the request and types of records requested: contain identifying information for 

iCo.ata.l 
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longer automatically be included in NSLs and explained the certification 
process. Hie FBI OGC repeatedly emphasized through e-mails to all CDCs, 
communications with individual CDCs, and the new models it generated 
that certifications for imposing the non-disclosure obligation were not to be 
perfunctory or automatic, (U3 

On March 15, 2006, the FBI OGC issued further guidance reiterating 
that the non-disclosure provision was "no longer automatically included in 
the NSTC and that the FBI must ensure that, there is a "genuine need" for 
non-disclosure prior to use. To amplify the statutory directive, noted above, 
the FBI OGC! guidance explained that when the non-disclosure provision is 
sought, the approval EC must provide a factual predicate to justify 
imposition of the provision.107 The guidance listed die 4 potential harms 
noted in the Act (quoted above) and suggested the following 13 adverse 
consequences that case agents should consider in articulating the factual 
predicate justifying non-disclosure; (U) 

1 Disclosure mav 

X 

2. Disclosure m a v 

X 

3. Disclosure maj 

X 

4. Disclosure may 

'j 
X 

the targeted individual or account; certify that the records are relevant to an authorized 
investigation; certify, when applicable, that disclosure may result in an adverse 
CTtnsequence; arid provide the notifications listed above to the recipient. For a mon-
de tailed description of tirese requirements, see NSL I. 22-27, (Ï.0 

107 According to. the NSLB Intranet website, "lit] a non-disclosure provision is 
sought, the EC must set forth a tactual predicate to require such a provision." {U) 
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The FBI OGC also advised ease agents to identity in their approval LCs any 
other reasons for imposing non -disclosure and confidentiality requirements 
if they were not: on the list. (U} 

C. Methodology of the OIG Review (03 

1. Random Sample of NSLs Issued After March 9, 2006 

m 

To perform our audit of tire FBPs compliance with the non-disclosure 
and confidentiality provisions of the Patriot Reauthorization Act, we 
identified a statistically valid random sample of all NSLs issued from 
March 10, 2006, through December 31. 2006. By reviewing those NSLs to 

bl 
b3 
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determine the number et NSLs that imposed non-disclosure and 
confidentiality obligations, we could project, how many NSLs issued 
throughout the FBI during that period imposed these conditions, (U) 

The FBI provided us with the FBI OGC NSL tracking database for 
calendar year 2006, which we used to determine the universe of national 
security letters issued dining the relevant time period. The database 
contained 15,187 records, each rep resenting one national security letter 
issued from March 10, 2006, through December 31, 2008- We determined 
that: a sample si&e of 375 NSLs would permit: us to project, from the sample 
to the universe of ail NSLs issued from March 10, 2006, through 
December S i , 2006, at a 95 percent confidence level. We then sequentially 
numbered the 15,187 records and used a random number generator to 
produce a list of 500 numbers (to ensure an adequate list of NSLs if the FBI 
was unable to produce every NSL we requested). We used the first. 375 
random numbers to locate the corresponding NSL in the OGC database, and 
we obtained copies of the NSLs and corresponding approved ECs.uta (li) 

Our random sample included NSLs from 51 different FBI held 
offices and Headquarters divisions. The number of NSLs from each office 
ranged tram 1 to 37,109 Counter terrorism investigations generated 243 of 
the 375 NSLs in the sample, counterintelligence investigations generated 
127 NSLs, and foreign computer intrusion cyber investigations generated 
5 NSLs.' ffj) 

As we noted in our first NSL report, during the period 2003 through 2005 the 
FBI did not require ease agents or others to retain copies of signed NSLs, As described in 
Chapter Three of this report the directive to retain signed copies of .NSLs was issued La 
March 3007 in conformity with one of our recommendations in our first NSL report. 
Accordingly, to perform this audit we had to use unsigned copies of NSLs that we obtained 
from it query of the FBI Automated Case Support (ACS) system, tip 

For n variety of reasons, the FBI was unable to provide 5« NSL approval ECs and 
corresponding NSLs from our original list in respease to one request. These reasons 
included instances in which NSLs were not electron! eally uploaded into the FBI AOS 
system, the requested documents were subject to access restrictions or had been 
permanently "charged out" or removed from the database, or the case file or seriai numbers 
did net exist. When this occurred, we requested replacement records based on the random 
numbers we had generated, (U) 

!-i!ii Three NSLs in our random sample were Issued from FBI Headquarters ease, 
files. {Us 

[ IS The distribution of NSLs among the eounterierronsni. ecuraletiatolligcncc. and 
to the distribution cyber investigative programs in our random sample wa: 

recorded in tile FBI NSL tracking database for NSLs issued throughout 2006, an issue we 
address in Chapter Fora- of this report . Our itiialysis of the OGC database found that , 

lof all NSLs issued r^n-if»? year 2006 were generated from 
counter terrori sui ùive stìgabon S; 
3 pereeut from cyber investigations, Tìiis is 

irom counterfnteìlfgenee investigations, and 
to the distribution we 

(Cont'd.) 
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For purposes of evaluating compliance with applicable non-disclosure 
and confidentiality requirements in the Act and other FBI policies, we 
reviewed bot.ii the NSL approval ECs and the NSL«. We examined the 
approval ECs to determine whether they: (U) 

* identified a national security investigation or foreign computer 
intrusion cyber investigation file number; and (UJ 

• contained either a certification that disclosure that the FBI 
sought the requested information would result: in the adverse; 
consequences listed in the statute or a determination dial the 
case did not warrant activation of the non -disclosure 

pro vision.11J ill) 

We then determined whether the approval EC included a justification 
for non-disclosure and conf ident ia l i ty , j f a j u sti l l cation was included, we 
next determined whether that justification referenced any of the 13 possible 
adverse consequences listed on the FBI OGC I n t r a ne t website or identified 
other adverse consequences. We also examined the NSL« to determine 
whether they included non-disclosure and confidentiality obligations. (LJ) 

2. Other 2006 NSLs Identified During the Review fU) 

in addition to our analysis of the random sample of 375 NSLs, we 
identified 8 "blanket" NSLs issued alter March 9, 2006, that we found did 
not comply with the Patriot: Reauthorteatioii Act non-disclosure and 
confidentiality requirements. We identified these blanket NSLs in our 
investigation of the FBI's use of exigent letters. In that investigation, we 
learned that the FBI's Co u nterterra rism Division issued at least 11 follow-
up blanket. NSLs to "cover" information obtained by personnel in the FBI's 
Communications Analysis Unit at FBI Headquarters in response to exigent 
letters or other informal requests. These NSLs sought telephone toil billing 
records for 3,880 telephone numbers (which corresponded to approximately 
2,196 unique telephone numbers) pursuant to the ECPA NSL statute. None 
of these NSLs was accompanied by approval ECs, a violation of FBI policy. 

lhund in our random sample] generated, fmrn ^¡•mnfero-r mi-is-m investigations. 
rom eonnterial elligenee. investigations. and honi cyber 

investigations. ^ 

*n The Attorney Generals Guidelines for FBI National Security investigations and 
Foreign Intelligence Collection require that NSLs be issued only in connection with national 
security investigations, FBI policy requires that NSLs he issued from investigative files, not 
from control files. See NSL I, 100-104. We reviewed the approval BCe accompanying U le 
375 KSLs to determine whether they complied with this requirement. Q; die 375 approved 
ECs we examined, we found 1 instance in which an approved 15C indicated that the FBI 
relied exclusively on an FBI Headquarters control file rather than an Investigative file to 
initiate approval for the. issuance of an NSL. {US 
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As a result, we were unable to determine whether the senior FBI officials 
who signed these NSLs considered whether there was adequate predication 
to impose the non-disclosure and confidentiality obligations that were 
referenced in 8 of the 11 NSLs. We will provide more details and our 
analysis of these NSLs in our forthcoming NSL report. (U) 

II. OIG Findings and Analysis {U( 

A. NSLs That Invoked Non-Disclosure and Confidentiality 

Of the 375 NSLs we examined in our random sample, 365, or 
97 percent imposed the non-disclosure and confidentiality obligation 
established in the Patriot: Reauthorization Act, Based on that, result, we 
projected that of the 3 5,187 NSLs the FBI issued from March 3 0, 2006, 
through December 31, 2006, 34,782 NSLs imposed die non-disclosure and 
confidentiality obligations. (U) 

CHART 6.1 

NSLs that Imposed Non-Disclosure and Confidentiality Obligations 
{March 10, 2006 through December 31, 2006) (U) 

[Charts below are Unclassified] 

As noted above, we examined approval ECs to determine whether the. 
recitals required to be made when seeking to impose the non-disclosure and 
confidentiality obligations matched the text of the NSLs, We found that the 
language of the approval ECs was not consistent with the corresponding 
NSLs in only 2 of the 365 instances. In one instance, the approval EC did 
not include the SAC'S certification of the need for the requirements, and in 
the other the approval EC contained internally inconsistent recitals about 
the necessity for invoking the provisions. (Uj 

Of the 364 NSL approval ECs that included justifications for imposing 
the obligations, 225, or 62 percent, included i of the 13-justifications listed 
in the FBI OGCJs March 15, 2006, guidance discussed above. Of these 225 
approval ECs, 184, or 82 percent, stated that disclosure could prematurely 

Obligations (Uj 

OIG Sample 

365 

Projected 

14.7B2 

1 2 4 
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reveal a national security investigation to the target or persons affiliated 

with the target or the subject matter of the national, security investigation 

and cause them to change their behavior patterns and circumvent 

detection. This justification also was cited in 23 additional approval ECs in 

conjunction with 7 other justifications from FBI OGC's list. The remaining 

IB approval ECs cited other justifications suggested by the FBI OGC. (Ill 

The balance of the approval ECs (139 of 364, or 38 percent) referred 
to adverse consequences from premature disclosures that were not 
specifically referenced on the FBI OGC's list. The adverse consequences 
described in the certifications ranged from perfunctory justifications to 
detailed descriptions of the specific consequences that might result from 
disclosure. The detailed descriptions included how disclosure would affect 
the behavior of suspects or the effectiveness of the FBI's investigative 
techniques and overall investigations. (U) 

Of the 364 approval ECs we examined that; sought approval to impose 
the non-disclosure and confidentiality obligations, till but 17 (5 percent) 
contained justifications for imposing the non-disclosure and confidentiality 
obligations that complied with the FBI OGC's guidance. The remaining 
approval ECs contained justifications for imposing the obligations that were 
case-specific. 'Examples of these justifications were that disclosure; (U) 

will have a detrimental effect on the instant investigation for a 
rnd his associates would 

•Si 

'Si 

(Si 

¡Si 

iSi 

number of reasons. First, 
likely conceal their activities from the FBI and therefore 
frustrate FBI efforts to collect evidence of terrorist, activity, 
Seeonc lv 
discuss 
PR? f finri 

Would re: 5rain from using the telephone to 
matters which would undermine 

exposure ot an FBI interest in 
terrorist financing investigation oi 
FBI recruitment efforts, ($i| 

Third, premature 
jwohld jeopardize the 

and possible 

.Due to 

iSi 

1 :ommu.nications with subjects ir 
who've been detained on terrorism related charges since 

and his communication and association with 

subjects ot several [full investigations], disclosure of this 

request may detrimentally effect [sic] the outcome of the foreign 

prosecutorial efforts of charged terrorists ir md 

ongoing intra-divisional counterterrorism investigations, 

Examples of perfunctory justifications that we found to be insufficient 
were; (U) 
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You should remind I |lhat it is prohibited from 

U 

disclosing that the FBI has made this request, since it .may 

ifls interfere with an |siej counterterronsm investigation. 

* * & 

A Preliminary international. terrorism investigation of subject., a 
Non-U.S, Person, was authorized In accordance with Attorney 
General Guidelines because the subject is or may be engaging, 
or has or may have engaged, in activities constituting a. threat 
to the national security for or on behalf of a foreign power. The 
subject may or may not be involved with international terrorist 
activities, or knowingly conspired with or aids and abets such a 
person in such activities. (Uj 

B. NSLs That Did Not Invoke Non-Disclosure and 
Confidentiality Obligations (0) 

Our review determined that 10 of the 375 NSLs we examined, or 3 
percent, were issued "without the certification necessary to require the 
recipient of such letters] to comply with the nondisclosure and 
confidentiality requirements potentially applicable under law."112 We 
reviewed the approval ECs associated with these 10 NSLs and found that 4 
of these approval ECs contained representations that the tacts of the eases 
did not warrant imposition of the non-disclosure and confidentiality 
obligations under the applicable NSL statute. Therefore, it appears that, the 
absence of the next- disclosure and confidentiality provisions in the NSLs 
was deliberate in these four eases arid not an oversight., (ft) 

in contrast, 6 of the 10 approval ECs were inconsistent with the 
corresponding NSL«, In five .instances, the non -disclosure and 
confidentiality provisions were not included in the NSL despite the fact that 
the SAC had certified the need for the requirements in the approval ECs.113 

in cme instance, the approval EC failed to address the basis for the S.AC's 

b7D 

— Patriot R^mthonKiUim Act, § 119 fb)0HE)> (U) 

n ; î We determined that In three of the five itist3.iices die approval ECs contained the 
certifications justifying imposition of the non-disrfosure and confidentiality" obligations, but 
tiie ease agents used outdared KSL models that did not contain the appropriait: provisions. 
In. two other insUmees, the approval ECs contained the certiikations justifying imposition 
of the non-disclosure and confidentiality obligations, but the provisions were missing from 
til e associated NSLs, {U| 
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determination that, the facts did not warrant imposition of the non-
disclosure and confidentiality obligations.134 (U) 

Based on our sample, we project that, in total, the FBI issued 405 
NSLs from March 10, 2006, through December 31, 2006, that did not 
impose the non-disclosure and confidentiality obligations. (U) 

C. "Blanket" NSLs Issued in 2006 (U) 

As noted above, in the course of our exigent letters investigation we 
examined 11 NSLs issued by FBI Headquarters officials in the 
Counterterrorism Division hi connection with efforts to issue legal process 
to cover information already acquired tl trough exigent letters and other 
informal requests. (U) 

Eight, of these 11 improper NSLs imposed non-disclosure and 
confidentiality requirements on the recipients that did not comply with the 
Patriot Reauthorization Act certification requirement for invoking these 
provisions.115 The individuals who prepared these NSLs appear to have 
relied upon outdated NSL models that did not include the required 
certification. These eight NSLs included the pre-Patriot Reauthorization Act 
language to the effect that the recipient was prohibited under 18 O.S.C. 
§ 2709(e) from disclosing that the FBI had sought or obtained access to 
information or records under the ECPA.1 i B (U) 

In addition, none of these 11 blanket NSLs complied with internal FBI 
ptilicy requiring the preparation and approval of memoranda establishing 
tire existence of an open investigation and the relevance of the information 
sought, to the underlying investigation, FBI policy requires that such 

1 !4 We determined that the ease agent used an outdated approval EC thai did not. 

provide options for including or omitting the noil-disclosure and confidentiality provisions 

m the NSL. (U) 

The other three blanket NSLs imposed a NON-disclosure requirement OTI the 

recipients that complied with the Patriot Reauthorization Act certification requirement for 

invoking those provisions. ¡Uj 

As we will describe in detail in our next NSL report, we determined thai, five of the 

eight NSLs that failed to contain (he required ECPA certification violated the ECPA NSL, 

statute tor two additional reasons: two of the live NSLs were signed by FBI personnel who 

were not authorized to sign NSL« and at least four of tire five sought records that were not 

relevant to an investigation of international terrorism, (1J) 

116 Tiit- FBI officials who signed these NSLs were an Assistant Director, a Deputy 

Assistant Director, two Acting Deputy Assistant Directors, and a SAC. hi addition to being 

non-cornpliant wit!) the iKm-dii.eios.ure arid confidentiality requirements, these jMSLs were 

iinpro[>er for other reasons that wili be discussed in the OIG s forthcoming NSL report. We 

determined that none of these. NSLs was reviewed by FBI OGC attorneys. {UJ 
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memoranda accompany the submission of NSLs for approval; be approved 
by ibe squad supervisor and Assistant. Special Agent, in Charge; and contain 
a statement, by the official signing the NSL that non-disclosure is necessary', 
together with tacts to justify the non-disclosure and confidentiality 
obligations. Since November 28. 2001, FBI policy stated that NSLs should 
also be reviewed by CDCs to ensure legal sufficiency.1X7 OJ) 

III , OIG Conclusions and Recommendation (U] 

The vast majority of the NSLs and approval ECs we examined in our 
random sample substantially complied with the Patriot Reauthorization Act 
certification! requirement and. FBI policy related to non-disclosure and 
confidentiality requirements. We believe this compliance record was largely 
due to the prompt guidance the FBI OGC is sited on the date the Act was 
signed, the availability of new NSL- forms on its Intranet website, and 
periodic guidance FBI OGC attorneys provided to the field as questions 
arose, (U) 

Our analysis also showed that at least 97 percent of the NSLa we 
examined in the random sample imposed the non-disclosure and 
confidentiality obligations on recipients. The majority of the approval ECs 
supporting' these NSLs referenced the assertion that disclosure of the NSL 
couldl bl 

Case agents b 3 

feeeiung approval ot tnese i t o r tne mont p an auopnva ¡¿ugges'tions by the 
FBI OGC as to the possible adverse consequences that could result from 
disclosure. JSfc; 

In general, FBI employees complied with the requirement to provide 
substantive justifications for the non-disclosure certifications. We found 
that only 5 percent of the approval ECs in the random sample contained 

m ' The November 23, 2001, FBI OGC memorandum states that Ipfrior to 
certification, every NSL and cover EC issued by the fieki division should be reviewed by , , . 
the Office of the Chief'Division Counsel . . , C The iTiemeriindnm provides that "[i]a\vyers 
reviewing NSt packages should use the checklists provided with this ¡.-ounnunieatkm to 
ensure legal sufficiency." Office of General Counsel NaUoied Security Law Ume federal 
Bureau ol Investigation if'BIl, electronic communication to ail Field Ofhees. National 
Security f i t ter Matters, November 28, 2001. The FBI Director's March 9, 2006, delegation 
memorandum authorized the NSLB to issue guidance regarding the revisions of the 
naiionid security letter statutes. NSLO's Intranet website stated in 2006 that "NSLs are 
reviewed by CDCs at the field office level." On June I , 2007. the LBi OGC: issued a 
comprehensive guidance ICC to ail divisions far die first time stating drat "all Field Office 
NSLs sou st be reviewed by CDCs or ADCs for legal sufficiency" prior to forwarding the NSLs 
to the SAC for approval, The comprehensive guidance EC is described in Chapter Two of 
this report, {IJJ 
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petfunctory justifications for invoking the requirements. En these instances, 
lire ease agents apparently failed to read or to follow FBI guidance plainly 
stating that such periunetory reasons were not satisfactory. In addition, the 
ca.se agents' squad supervisors, CDCs, and SACs accepted and approved 
these insufficient justifications. While the number of non-compliant NSLs 
in our random sample was small, we are concerned thai some case agents 
and their supervisors failed to adhere to FBI policy requiring sufficient 
justification for imposing non -disclosure and confidentiality requirements 
on NSL recipients, (U) 

.Although we did not seek x;o verify whether the facts cited to support 
imposition of the nondisclosure and confidentiality obligations were 
accurate, we note that, many of the approval ECs seeking to impose these 
obligations recited one of the FBI OGCs rationales without providing 
additional supporting d e t a i l s . T h e FBI's comprehensive guidance EC 
dated. June 1, 2007, directed thai: "FBI officials must make a case by case 
det eraiinatlon whether disclosure of the NSL" may cause one of the 
enumerated, dangers to arise. We recommend that the FBI reiterate that 
ease agents and supervisors must give individualized scrutiny to the 
circumstances of each case before seeking to invoke the non-disclosure and 
confidentiality requirements and that the FBI's inspection Division and tire 
Department's National Security Division consider including whether these 
justifications are factually supported in their periodic audits,119 (Uj 

We found that a small number of NSLs and approval ECs in our 
random sample (8 of 375) contained Inconsistent recitals with respect to the 
need for invoking the non-disclosure and confidentiality obligations. Case 
agents and their supervisors, as well as CDCs. failed to identify and correct, 
these errors. To address this and other data entry discrepancies, the FBI 
has implemented several corrective measures, including a new NSL data 
system that FBI officials believe will eliminate this and other data entry 
errors hi the creation of NSL-s and approval E C s . ( U ) 

More troubling, 11 blanket NSLs issued by Plead quarters officials in 

2006 that, sought telephone data on 3,860 telephone numbers did not 

us We believe the justification required by FBI policy she old he described in tire 
approval EC and that it is not sufficient that the justification is documented elsewhere in 
the investigative file. Squad supervisors and CDCs {or internal and external auditors) 
should not be expected to search through nm I te volume investigative files to locate reasons 
for invoking no si--disclosure anil confidentiality obligations, in light of the FBI OGC's 
J one 1, 2007, comprehensive guidance EC, approval ECs timsfc now contain facts 
supporting imposition of these obligations. (U) 

m i 'these periodic audits are described in Chapter Two of this report. (Ui 

520 The corrective meijsyres nripfemented by the FBI in response to era' first NSL 
report are described in Chapter Two of this report, {U} 
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comply with the Patriot Reauthorization Act requirements respecting these 
provisions, internal FBI policy, or both. We are concerned by the failure of 
senior QTu.nterterrorism Division officials to comply with statutory 
requirements and internal policy regarding the issuance of NSLs and their 
failure to consult legal counsel. As noted previously, we will examine the 
circumstances that led to the issuance of these blanket: NSLs in the OIG's 
forthcoming NSL report. fU) 

Based on our review and to ensure that non-disclosure and 
confidentiality provisions tire imposed only when appropriate, we 
recommend that the FBI; (U) 

1. Periodically reissue guidance and training materials reminding 
case agents and supervisors assigned to national security investigations 
that, they must carefully examine the circumstances surrounding the 
issuance of each NSL to determine whether there is adequate justification 
for imposing non-disclosure and confidentiality requirements on the NSL 
recipient. (U) 
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IMPROPER OR ILLEGAL USE OF NATIONAL 
SECURITY LETTERS REPORTED BY FBI PERSONNEL 

IN 2006 (U) 

The Patriot Reauthorization Act directed the OIG to describe 
"improper or illegal uses" of the NSL authorities «1 2008«. similar to the 
requirement in our first NSL report., hi this chapter , we report some of our 
findings on improper or illegal use of NSL authorities that were identified 
and reported to the FBI Office of the General Counsel {FBI OGC} by FBI 
personnel in 2006. Ho we vet. our main findings on the most serious 
Improper or illegal uses of NSL- authorities will be described in our next NSL 
report, which will include the results of our detailed, investigation of the 
FBI's use of exigent letters. That investigation expanded on the results of 
our exigent letter review in our first NSL report by examining, among other 
topics, the scope of the practice: the FBI's efforts to issue legal process alter 
the fact to cover the information obtained from the exigent letters and other 
improper requests; ottr assessment of the accountability of FBI personnel 
including agents who signed exigent letters arid their supervisors, for the 
improper use of exigent letters; and the results of our examination of 
improper NSLs served on three communication service providers. (U) 

As we wilt fully describe in oi.tr next NSL report, front 2002 through 
2006, we found thai the FBI obtained telephone data on approximately 
3,784 domestic and international telephone numbers {which correspond to 
approximately 2,032 unique telephone numbers) pursuant to exigent letters 
and other informal requests rather than through NSLs or other legal process 
served in advance of obtaining the records. We also found that the FBI 
issued 1.1 "blanket" NSLs In 2006 that sought retroactively to justify the 
FBI's acquisition of data through, the exigent letters or other informal 
requests. All 11 of these blanket NSLs were improper for one or more: 
reasons. Some sought records that the FBI was not authorised to obtain 
through the Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA) NSL statute; 
many were issued in violation of the Attorney General's Guidelines for FBI 
National Security Investigations and Foreign Intelligence Collection (NSI 
Guidelines) ; and all were issued In violation of internal FBI policy. Following 
consultation with. FBI OGC attorneys, the FBI issued new NSL«; in 2007 to 
correct some of the improper blanket NSLs and also generated for the first 
time documentation explaining the predication for these NSLs*i2t in light of 
our findings of significant improper or illegal use of NSLs in 2008 through 

m We will describe aria evaluate in. om" ibrtheo-ming NSL report the FBI OGC's 
adjudication of any possible mtelligenoe violations that were reported as a result of exigent 
letters, blanket NSLs, and other improper requests, ¡11} 
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the vise of exigent letters, either informal requests, improper blanket NSLs, 

and other improper NSLs, our findings in this chapter should be considered 

in conjunction with our forthcoming NSL report:. fU) 

Chapter Three of this report descr ibes additional improper NSLs 

identified through three reviews conducted by the FBI in 2007 in response 

to the OIG's iirst NSL report:: {U| 

(1.) a review of NSLs issued by FBI field offices from a random 
sample of 10 percent of all national security investigations 
active at any time from 2003 through 2006; {U} 

{2} a review of a random sample of 10 percent of all NSLs issued 

by Headquarters divisions during the same period: and ill) 

(3) a review of all NSLs issued pursuant to the Fair Credit 
Reporting Act fFCRA) in counterintelligence investigations from 
2002 through 2008, (U) 

In this chapter, we address the matters that were self-reported.by FBI 
field personnel in 2006 to the FBI OGC as possible intelligence violations. 
These violations occurred before the OIG issued its first NSL report and 
before the FBI began taking corrective action in response to our report 
(described, in Chapter Two of this report.}. It is therefore not. surprising that 
we found possible NSL-related intelligence violations In 2006 comparable to 
our findings in our first NSL report. Moreover, compared with the number 
of possible intelligence violations associated with the FBI's 2007 reviews, 
exigent letters and other informal requests, and the 11 blanket NSLs and 
ot her improper NSLs issued in 2006, the number of matters discussed in 
this chapter is relatively small. {113 

it is important to note, however, as described in Chapter Three of this 
report, that the overwhelming majority of possible NSL-related intelligence 
violations that occurred since the Patriot Act significantly expanded the 
FBI's NSL authorities were not reported by FBI personnel to the FBI OGC 
through the self-reporting mechanism established 25 years ago to identify 
and address such violations.522 ill) 

As described in Chapter Two of this report, the FBI is in the process of 
implementing the recommendations in our first NSL report that were 
intended to improve its compliance with NSL statutes. Attorney General 
Guidelines, and internal FBI policy. Moreover, the FBI and other 
components of the Department are taking additional steps to promote 

m Possible intelligence violations cart be reported by ease agents, the case agents' 
supervisors who approve the issuance of the NSLs. fir the Chief Division Counsels (CDC). 
They also can he reported ;:ts a result of a supervisor's file review or an audit, fUl 
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compliance with NSL statutes and policies governing other investigative 
techniques used in national security investigations. Once implemented, the 
FBI believes that many of the errors categorized as possible intelligence 
violations in our first NSL report, in the FBI's 2007 reviews, and in this 
chapter will be significantly reduced. (IJ| 

In Section i of this chapter, we describe the FBI's procedures for 
reporting possible Intelligence Oversight: Board (IOB) violations to the FBI 
OGC and the FBI OGC's process for deciding whether to report the violation 
to the IOB. in Section II, we discuss violations triggered by the use of N'SLs 
thai were rep art ed in 2006 by ease agents to the FBI OGC; as possible 
violations that should be reported to the IOB. In Section III, we summarise 
our conclusion and provide our recommendations, (UJ 

As we did in our first NSL report, we determined whet her the FBI 
would have been entitled to the information under applicable NSL statutes, 
Attorney General Guidelines, and internal policies. We found that of the 84 
possible intelligence violations identified and reported to the FBI OGC in 
2006, the FBI received information it was not entitled to receive in 14 
matt ers. In one of the matters the FBI requested information it was not 
entitled to under the applicable NSL statute. In tills matter the ease agent 
modified the standard language used for requesting information pursuant to 
the EC PA NSL statute by requesting publicly available content, information. 
The FBI OGC concluded thai: the alteration of the EC PA NSL statutory 
language to request and obtain the information was beyond the scope of die 
F C P A . (U) 

In the other 13 matters, the FBI made proper requests but, due to 
third party errors, obtained information it was not entitled to receive under 
the pertinent NSL statutes- (U) 

¿'23 We eoukt not conclude whether the FBI compounded the errors involved in 5 S 
mailers in ivaieh it received unauthorised information as a result oi third party errors 
because tire FBI OGC has net yet adjudicated whether the FBI used the inappropriately 
obtained information or uploaded it into FBI databases. Prior to November 13, 2006, case 
agents were required to report to the FBI OGC unauthorized: collections from third party 
errors. Effective November 13, 2006, the IOB agreed- that such third party errors did not 
have to be reported to the IOB. However, as discussed later in this chapter, on August 1, 
2007, the IOB directed that the FBI report, unauthorized collections due to third party 
errors if the FBI compounded the errors by it sing information inappropriately provided or 
uploading tt into FBI databases. We consider mailers in which the FBI compounded third 
parry errors to be an Improper" use of NSL-derived information. fUl 
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I, The FBI Process for Reporting Possible Violations Involving 
Intelligence Activities in the United States (U) 

In tills section we briefly sitminarixe the FBI's procedures fen: reporting 
possible intelligence violations to the FBI OGC and the' manner in which the 
FBI OGC decides whet tier to report possible intelligence violations to the 
IOB. We then describe the November 2006 FBI OGC guidance to t he field 
on reporting possible intelligence violations to the FBI OGC and separate 
guidance to the FBI OGC attorneys assigned to evaluate possible 
intelligence violations. {U} 

A. The Process for Reporting Possible Intelligence 
Violations [IJ] 

Executive Order 12863 designates the IOB as a standing eoniraittee of 
the President's Foreign intelligence Advisory Board and directs the IOB to 
inform die Resident of ¿my activities that "may be unlawful or contrary to 
Executive Order or Presidential Directive."124 Tills directive has been 
interpreted by t he Department, and the IOB during the period covered by our 
r <2 view to hi elude reports of possible violations of provisions of Attorney 
General's NSI Guidelines or other guidelines or regulations approved by the 
Attorney General in accordance with Executive Order 12333. dated 
December 4, 1981., If the provision was designed to ensure the protection of 
individual rights. (U) 

To comply with the Executive Order 12863 directive, the FBI has 
developed an internal process for reporting possible intelligence violations to 
the FBI OGC thai begins with the duty of FBI personnel to self-report to the 
FBI OGC possible intelligence violations within 14 days of discovery. These 
reports must Include the identification of the substantive investigation in 
which the questionable activity occurred, the names of the relevant. FBI 
personnel, the identification of the investigation's subject's status as a. U.S. 
person or non-U.S. person, the legal authority for the Investigation. a 
complete and thorough explanation of the error believed to have been 
committed, and the date of the incident. FBI OGC attorneys review the 
reports, prepare a written opinion as to whether the matter should be 
reported to t he IOB, and draft the written communication to the IOB for 
those matters the FBI OGC determines meet the reporting requirements of 
Executive Order 12863. (U) 

For a more detailed description of the ?OB reporting process, see Office of the 

Inspector General, Repmi: to C&ngtviss on tnplenwntatwn of Section 1001 of if w USA 

PATfUOTAct (March & 2006), {U} 
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in November 2006, the FBI OGC issued guidance to the field on the 
types of infractions involving the use of NSLs that must, be reported to the 
FBI OGC as possible intelligence violations. The FBI OGC also issued 
revised guidance for attorneys assigned to its National Security Law Branch 
(NSLB) who evaluate possible intelligence violations. These guidance 
memoranda are described below, (Tj) 

B. FBI Guidance on Reporting and Adjudicating Possible 

Intelligence Violations (0) 

1* November 18» 2006, Guidance on Reporting Possible 
IOB Violations to the FBI OGC (UJ 

On November 16, 2006, the FBI OGC issued a memorandum to all 
FBI divisions regarding revised procedures for reporting possible intelligence 
violations.1:25 Although the FBE OGC previously had issued general 
guidance on reporting possible intelligence violations and responded 
info anally to questions thai: arose horn the field about matters that should 
be reported* it had not previously identified in a comprehensive manner 
what infractions relating to the vise and approval of NSLs (or other 
investigative techniques) were required to be reported to tire FBI OGC and 
the Inspection Division's internal Investigations Section as possible 
intelligence violations.i2fi 'The November 16, 2006« guidance also addressed 
the FBI's retention practices for handling improperly or unintentionally 
acquired information and reporting such matters to the FBI OGC. As we 
noted in our first NSL report, prior to the 2006 guidance, FBI practices 
regarding these issues were not uniform, and the guidance for FBI 
employees was not clearly articulated,127 (II) 

The memorandum identified the following types of NSL-related 
incidents that must be reported to the FBI OGC as possible intelligence 
violations and cautioned that the list was not exhaustive; (U) 

Serving a. National Security Letter (NSL) that, contains a 

substantive typographical, error that results in the acquisition of 

135 Office of tire General Counsel, National Security Law Branch (NSLB), Federal 
Bureau of .Investigation, electronic cemm u nlration to ail divisions, Revised Procedures .for 
the Submission of Reports of Potential Inteiiigence Oversight Board Matters, November 1(5, 
2006. {UJ 

!afi On April 7, 2006, the FBI OGC sent an e-mail to ;slS CDCs and NSt-B attorneys, 
stating that unauthorised collections <U«. to third party errors shouki be reported to the FBI 
OGC its; possible intelligence violations. That policy was formalised and disseminated to all 
FBI divisions on November 16, 2006. ill] 

See NSL I 29. (US 
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data that is not relevant to an authorized investigation (I.e., 
numbers in telephone number transposed). (U) 

Serving air NSL that requests information that is beyond the 
scope permissible by statute £i.o.s content informal ton) , fU) 

Receiving information from a earner beyond the scope of an 
NSL resulting in the unintentional acquisition of data,. (U) 

The memorandum also directed FBI personnel to sequester with each 
field division's Chief Division Counsel (CDC) any in formal Jon improperly 
received or unintentionally acquired using an NSL.128 The memorandum 
stated that as pan. of its JOB adjudication process, the National Security 
Law Branch iNSLS) will advise the field whether the information may be 
used or whether it must be returned to the carrier or be destroyed with 
appropriate documentation to the file, (XJI 

2, November 30, 2006, Guidance to FBI OGC NSLB 
Attorneys Adjudicating Possible IOB Violations (U) 

On November 30, 2006, the FBI OGC issued guidance to FBI OGC 
attorneys assigned to draft opinions based on reports of possible intelligence 
violations.123 l i te memorandum described whether certain matters 
reportable to the FBI OGC in turn should be reported to the IDE. The 
categories addressed in the guidance were certain violations of the Attorney 
General's NSI Guidelines, conduct involving NSLs, mistakes involving 
information obtained pursuant, to orders of the Foreign Intelligence 
Surveillance Court, and conduct pertaining to other investigative techniques 
authorised by the Attorney General's NSI Guidelines. |U) 

With respect to the use of NSLs, the guidance directed FBI. OGC 
attorneys to review the attachment to the NSL to determine whether there 
had been an unauthorized collection.130 The guidance further stated that if 
the information obtained in response to an NSL was referenced in the 
attachment to the NSL, it was not necessary for the field to report, the 

National Security I.^iw Brandl, electronic eonununi cation to all divisions, 

November 16. 2006. The PP>J OGC further directed ih&t information unini.enüonaliy 

acquired under the Foreign Inte.Uige.nce Sume.iUa.nce Act he sequestered, scaled, and 

delivered to the responsible FBI Headquarters unit to be submitted to the Foreign 

Intelligence Surveillance Court for appropriate disposition, id. (1)} 

!;SS> Ju l ie Thomas, Deputy General: Counsel. NSLB, federal Bureau ot investigation, 

memorandum to NiSLB Attorneys, Guidance for Drafting IOB Opinions, November 30, 

2006. fhj 

jr0] practice is to list on an attachment to fee. NSI, - rather ( hart in Cie body of 

the NSL itself ~ the types of .records that die recipient may consider to be within the scope 

ol the statute. {Uj 
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mai tei' to the FBI OGC and the Inspection Division. l i the information was 
not. referenced in the attachment but was relevant to the invessligation, the 
CDCs in the field ofiice that issued the NSL were directed to sequester the 
information until a new NSL was issued for the information. However, the 
guidance directed that such matters were to be .reported to the FBI OGC" and 
the Inspection Division as possible Intelligence violations. (U) 

The most significant issue addressed in the guidance memorandum 
was whether information obtained by the FBI that was beyond the scope of 
the NSL due to third party error • referred to as "unauthorized collections" -
had to be reported to the IOB. The memorandum advised that "if the FBI 
properly issues an NSL, and the carrier provided the information outside the 
scope of the NSL. the matter is not .reportable to the IOB,"13' However, the 
memorandum did not: address whether the FBI's handling of the 
unauthorized information could in some circumstances trigger the need to 
report, to the IOB. For example, guidance did not address whether, if case 
agents received and uploaded unauthorized information provided, to the FBI 
due to third party error, the mishandling of such information should be 
reported to the IOB. (U) 

On August 1, 2007, the IOB directed the FBI OGC to report third 
party errors that are compounded by the FBL i:i2 Upon such direction, FBI 
OGC officials told us that they began evaluating diird party errors to 
determine if the FBI compounded the errors by using the inappropriately 
provided information or uploading it into FBI databases. As a result of the 
new directive, the FBI OGC said it would reevaluate reports of unauthorised 
collections to determine if the FBI compounded the initial third party errors. 
If so, FBI OGC officials told us they would report the matters to die IOB, (U) 

ÏI. Possible Intelligence! Violations Arising From National Security 
Letters Reported to the FBI OGC in 2006 (U) 

We determined that in 2006 FBI field divisions reported 84 possible 
intelligence violations to the FBI OGC arising from tire u se of NSL 
authorities in 75 different national security investigations,133 As shown in 

f i f The November 30, 2-006. memorandum noted that the IOB had it greed that third 
party errors thai resulted in the uoauthorised collection ot information pursuant to an NSL 
must he reported to the. FBI OGC but were not required to be reported to the IOB. See 
General Counsel, intelligence Oversight Board, Jotter to .Julie F. Thomas., Deputy Gene rid 
Counsel, NSLB, Federal Bureau of Investigation* November 13< 2006. OJ) 

i3:! See General Counsel, Intelligence Oversight Board, letter to auiie F. Thomas, 
Deputy General Counsel, MS.LB,. Federal Bureau oi investigation, August 1, 2007, (Til 

133 We considered the un he-roe of possible NSl. -related intelligence violations hi 

2008 to include all niatiers reported to the FBI OGC between January 1, 2006, and 

(Cont'd,) 

1.37 
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Chart 7.1, this compares with 26 possible intelligence violations reported to 
the FBI OGC over a 3~vea.r period (2003 through 2005) as we reported in our 
First NSL report.5 (U) 

We believe the overall increase in the reports of possible intelligence 
violations may be explained in large part by the attention that our first NSL 
review focused on the FBI's obligation to examine .information obtained in 
response to HSLs and report possible intelligence violations and closer 
scrutiny of NSLs and NSL-derived information by ease agents, supervisors, 
and CDCs. (U) 

CHLAJRTT T+1. 
Passible NSL-Related IOB Violations Reported to the FBI OGC 

(2003 through 2006) (U) 
[Chart below is Unclassified] 

FBI Headquarters divisions, which issued approximately 450 NSLs in 
2006, reportedt in conjunction with a field office, one possible NSL-related 
intelligence violation to fee FBI OGC in 2006,135 Headquarters divisions did 
not report, any such violations from 2003 through 2005. (Uj 

December 31. 2006. We reviewed all such matters for which we received documentation bv 
August 1,2007. (U) 

See NSL I. 70. (U> 

Based cn the results of the FBI Inspection Division's review of 1 0 percent of the 
NSts issued by Headquarters during the period 2003 through 2006, described m Chapter 
Three of this report, we believe that FBI Headquarters divisions were not recognizing or 
reporting possihie NSL related intelligence vt«ialums throughout this period. The 
Inspection Division review identified, based on guidance provided by the FKi OGC. at least 
130 possible NSL-related intelligence violations from RBI Headquarters •innsions in 
iirvesfigatiftns open from 2003 through 2006. These included NSLs that exceeded slat t;tory 
authority, NSL« issued s o k d y out of control ices, NSLs issued despite the lack of 
predication in the appinv;;u jnerooranda, as'sd NSi.s thar: rest.illed in unauthorized collections 
due to FBi i;jr third party errors. (U\ 

2003 2004 2005 2006 
Source; FBf (U) 
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I n t i l ls sect ion w e descr ibe t he poss ib le inte l l igence v io la t ions 

regard ing the u s e of N S L au tho r i t i e s tha t were reported to t he FB I O G C i n 

2006 , t h e n u m b e r a n d n a t u r e o f t h e poss ib le inte l l igence v io la t ions , a n d o u r 

ana lys is o f these ma t t e r s c o m p a r e d w i t h t h e 2 6 possible inte l l igence 

v io la t ions reported by the FB I f rom 2002» t h r o u g h 2 0 0 5 a n d descr ibed in o u r 

first N S L report . Table 7,1 l is ts the categories of t h e poss ib le inte l l igence 

v io la t ions reported i n 2 0 0 6 a n d whe the r they in i t ia l ly resul ted f rom FBI or 

t h i rd par ty errors . 1 5 6 (U) 

T A B L E 7 . 1 

S u m m a r y o f 8 4 P o s s i b l e NSL-Re l a t e d I O B V i o l a t i o n s 

R e p o r t e d t o t h e F B I O G C ( 2006 ) (U) 

[Table b e l o w i s U n c l a s s i f i e d ! 

Category of Passible 

IOB Violations 

j Possible IOB 

Violations Reported 

to the FBI OGC 
IOB Violations 
Reported to the IOB 

Category of Passible 

IOB Violations 
I FBI 
| Error 

Init ial Third 
Party Error 

FBI 
Error 

Init ial Third 

Party Error 

Improper atUiiorìz&lion j 3 0 3 | 0 

Improper request j 3 0 3 0 

Unauthorized investigative activity 
during lapse in investigation 

! 8 

! 

0 1 0 

Unauthorized dissemination 1 1 0 0 0 

Unauthorised collection 1 1 8 52 15 14 

'I otal Possible fOF? Violations 

Reported to the FBI OGC in 200*5 . . . . 
84 l l l l i l l l l l j l l l l 

A , P o s s i b l e NSL-Re l a t e d I O B V i o l a t i o n s R e p o r t e d t o t h e I O B i n 

2006 (U} 

I n 2006 , t h e FB I O G C reported 3 4 of t h e 8 4 poss ib le intel l igence 

v io lat ions to the IOB , or 40 percent of the tota l . 1 3 8 Twenty o f t h e poss ib le 

isc lai Table 7.1 and elsewhere in this chapter we use the phrase "initial third party 
error" because, as noted above, the FBI OGC has not yet determined whether the FBI 
compounded the NSL recipients* errors by using the information or uploading it into FBI 
databases, {U! 

137 One matter included an initial third part}' error that resulted in both an 
unauthorized collection and an improper request by the FBI. Both possible intelligence 
violations are reflected in Table 7,1. fU} 

S3b Possible mtfiil.igW'iee violations reported to the. FBI OGC are ¿tlso reported to the. 
inspection Division's Internal Investigations Section (US). If IIS determines that the 
conduct ol an FBI employee is more than a perionnance issue, the FBI OGC refers the 
matter to the FBI's Office of Professional Responsibility' (FBI OPR3, 'The FBI Inspection 
Division reported that it did not refer any reports of these possible violations to the FBI GPR 
in 2006. iU) 
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intelligence violations reported to the JOB were attributable to FBI errors, 
while 14 were initially attributable to third party errors. (U) 

Table 7.2 provides additional details on these matters. (U) 

TABLE 7.2 
Summary of 34 JNfSL-Related I0B Violations Reported to the IQB by the 

FBI OGC (2008) {V) 
[Table below is Unclassified] 

1 
Category of JOB Violations 

Number of 
Violations 
Reported to 
the JOB 

improper Authorization (FBI Error) 

Issuing ECPA NSL without obtaining required Special Agent in Charge 

authorisation to extend preliminary investigation after 6 months 
T 

Issumg Rigl.it to Financial Privacy Act [RFPAi NSL without: obtaining 

required Headquarters authorisation to extend preliminary investigation 

after 1 year 

T 

Serving ECPA NSLs before preliminary investigation pru:f,m1y 
reauthorized by Special Agent in Charge 

t 

Improper Request {FBI Error) 

: 
: 

Issuing ECPA NSL to sm interact servieo provider in « manner thai was 
deemed an improper request under pertinent NSL statute 

: 
: 

Unauthorized investigative Activity thiring Lapse 
in Investigation After NSL Was Property Issued [FBI E-rror) 

: 
: 

Obtaining and miaiYzrag RFFA records without obtaining required FBI 
Headquarters authorization to m e n d preliminary investigation after 
1 year13-

1 

Unauthorized Collection (FBI Error) 

Obtaining ECPA telephone subscriber information not relevant to an 
authorised nat.ion.ai security investigation 

3 

Obtaining ECPA telephone toll billing information not relevant to an 

authorized national security investigation 
10 

Obtaining ECPA e-mail subscriber information not relevant to an authorized 
national security investigation 

1 

Obtaining IS CPA electronic communication transactional records not 
relevant to an authorized national security investigation 

Total FBI Errors 

1 

201 

^ In November 2007, the FBI OGC advised the OIG that it intends to issue a 
corrected adjudication memorandum stating that this violation is not reportable to the 
JOB, (US 

1)0 The four possible NSL-related intelligence violations in Table 7.2 that are 
categorized as improper authorisation:-; and improper requests also resulted in 
unauthorized collections, However, we did not "double count" these matters by including 
them in the "trrifaithorteed collection^' category. (0) 
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Category of IOB Violations 

Ntimber of 
Violations 
Reported to 
the IOB 

Unauthorized Collection {Initial Third P a r t y E r r o r ) 1 * 1 

Obtaining ECPA telephone subscriber inform irtion not relevant to an 
authorised national security investigaf:ion 

2 

Obtaining ECPA telephone toll billing inform alitai noi relevant to an 
author ixed national security investigation 

4 

Obtaining EC I1 A telephone ini! billing information outside the time frame 
requested in ihe N3L 

2 

Obtaining subject line or tuli content in response io ;m detlranic 

communication transactional record E-CPA NSL _ 

Obtaining ECPA e-mail subscriber information not relevant to an authorized 
natio gai security investigation^ 

Obtaining RFPA ìi natici al records ant relevant, to authorized national 
securìty in:v estìj£atlon 

i ; 

Nature qflOEi Violations: The 34 intelligence violations reported by the 
FBI to the EOB in 2008 involved the following categories of violations, (li) 

* In three matters NSLs were signed by appropriate fieJd officials 

but the underlying investigations had not been approved or 

extended by the appropriate Headquarters or field 

supervisors. (U) 

• in one matter an NSL was served on an Internet service provider 
fISP] in a manner that that was deemed an improper request 
under the pertinent NSL statuti e (U) 

141 As noted previously, "imautibomed coitectiona" is a phrase used by the FBI and 
the OIG to describe several circumstances in which the FBI receives information in 
respoa.se to NSLs that was not requested or was nustakeidy requested, For example, many 
unauthorized eollectiaas occur due to err ore on the part of NSL recipients when they 
provide more inihriaafJori than was requested isueh as records for' a longer period of time oc 
records an additional persons). lire FBI sometimes also refers to these matters as "over 
colicclions" or "overpr oduetions." We refer to these as "initial third party errors" because, 
while the NSL recipient may initially have provided more information than requested, the 
FBI may or may not have compounded the initial error by using or uploading the 
information* Other unauthorized collections can result from FBI errors* such as when it 
typographical error in the ieiephone iiurrther or e anad addr ess results in the acquisition of 
data on tire wrong person or e-mail address. When we present data on "unauthorized 
collections" in this report we note whether die infraction occurred due to initial third party 
error or Fill error, it!} 
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* lit one matter the NSL was appropriately issued hut the NSL 

recipient provided the records after the preliminary 

investigation had lapsed. (U) 

* in 29 matters the NSL recipient provided information that, was 
not requested in the NSL or provided information on the wrong 
person due either to FBI typo graph i carl errors or initial errors by 
the NSL recipients .142 (U) 

Three of the 14 initial third party errors noted in Table 7,2 resulted in 
the FBI's acquisition of either full e-mail content (two matters) or e-mail 
subject line content (one matter) from ISPs in response to ECFA electronic 
communication transactional record NSLs. In the two matters that resulted 
in acquisition of futi e-mail content, an ISP mistakenly provided on the same 
disk the full message content of the e-mails for the requested account and 
for the account of an associated subscriber in the same investigation whose 
records had been requested in another NSL. On instruction from the FBI 
OGC, the disk and. paper copies of the records were sealed and sequestered 
by the field division's CDC,, and a new NSL was issued, In response, the ISP 
improperly sent: the same full content information, which was thereafter 
again sequestered. (0) 

in the matter involving acquisition of e-mail subject line content, the 

ISP included the subject field for each e-mail transaction along with the 

e- mail header information for the requested 2-year time period. The NSL 

specifically directed, that the ISP not include subject fields in its response. 

The FBI OGC directed that the information that exceeded the scope of the 

NSL be sealed and sequestered and await further direction from the FBI 

OGC. (U) 

Status of investigative Subject and Target of NSL: We also attempted 

to determine whether the subject of the investigation in these 34 matters 

was a. U.S. person and if the investigative subject was die same as the target 

of the NSL.343 (U) 

Of the 15 unauthorised collections resulting from FBI errors, 12 were due to 
typographical errors, 3 were due to inadvertent misident.;i'ioation of telephone numbers, and 
1 was due to 0 computer software, mistake. (U) 

"a 50 U.S.C. § 1801(i) defines a "United States Person" as: (IT) 

a eitbseo of the United States, an alien lawfully admitted for permanent 

residence . . .. an. unincorporated association a substantial number of members of 

whic h are citizens of the United States or aliens lawfully admitted for permanen t 

residence, or a corporal!on which is incorporated in the United States , , . ( U ) 

On June 1, 2007, the FBI OGC issued comprehensive guidance that reiterated 
earlier guidance instructing agents to identify in NSL approval documents the status of 

i Cental! 
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* In 25 of the 34 matters, the subject of the investigation was a 

U.S. person, in 8 matters the subject was a non-U.S. person 

and In 1 matter the status of the subject could not be 

determined. (Uj 

« hi 27 of the matters, the NSLs sought, information a bout, the 
subject of the underlying national security investigation, 3 NSLs 
sought information on a person other than the subject, I NSL 
sought information on both the subject and a non-subject; and 
3 NSL targets could not be determined. (Uj 

Timeliness of Reporting: We determined that. 19 of the 34 possible 
intelligence violations reported to tire IOB (56 percent:] were reported 
within 14 days of discovery to the FBI OGC in accordance with FBI policy. 
However, 12 (35 percent) were not. reported in a timely tashion. tM Seven 
of these 12 took between 17 and 46 days to report and 5 took between 
145 and 4X8 days. In two of these live matters, the agents did not realize 
the matters were reportable as possible intelligence violations until they 
attended NSL training a year after the violations o c c u r r e d . I n the 
other three, no reason was given for Hit: delay in reporting. We could 
not determine how long it took to report the remaining 3 of the 34 
violations, (U) 

persons associated with all KSL requests. Sec National Security Law Policy arid Training 
Unit, Federal Bureau of Investigation, electronic communication to all divisions. 
Comprehensive Guidance on .National Security tetters, June i , 300?. at 13, which we 
described in detail in Chapter Two of this report, {Ui 

This compares with 8 of She 28 possible intelligence violations (23 pei ot.uUi 
reported in 2003 through 2005 that were not reported to the FBI OGC within 14 days of 
disoweiy, described in our first NSL- re]X):rt. See ¡SSL L 74. (Ul 

In both matters, the agents made typographical errors in the MSLs and 
discovered the errors when they re< r.vcd the records from the MSI, recipients. SO) 
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Timeliness of 34 FBI Field Reports to the FBI OGC o f Possible 
NSXi-Related IOB Violations Reported to the IOB (2006) 

[Chart below is Unclassified] 

14 or Fi'Wt'r ;7 to 4« 145 to 8 U»km,>vvn 

Number oi'fiays beavtien passible ¡08 
violation iirui reijori (c> the FBi OGC 

Socixe. FBi !..t 

We also calculated the time it took for FBI personnel, to identify 
possible intelligence violations. From our examination of reports to the FBI 
OGC, we determined that 26 of the 34 violations were discovered within 
approximately 2 months of the occurrence. Five of the possible intelligence 
violations were discovered between approximately 2 months and 8 months 
after they occurred, in one instance, disco vara" was delayed because the 
case agent mistaictaily believed the underlying preliminary investigation had 
been extended. In the second case, discovery did not occur until the data 
was being uploaded into an FBI database, in the third, the ca.se was 
reassigned arid the violation not discovered until the new ease agent; took 
over. In the two remaining eases, field reports to the FBI OGC did not 
specify reasons for the delay. We could not determine how long it took for 
FBI personnel to discover the remaining three possible violations. (Uj 

Remedial Actions: Twenty-nine of the 34 possible NSL-reiated 
intelligence violations reported to the IOB in 2006 involved unauthorized 
collections. We examined the 29 matters to determine whether ease agents 
handled the unauthorized information in conformity with FBI guidance. FBI 
field and FBI OGC documentation stated that the ina.ppropria.tely obtained 
records> received in response to 20 of these 29 matters were sealed and 
sequestered while they were awaiting final dispositions by the field offices or 
further instructions from the MS LB. In field reports to the FBI OGC for the 
remaining nine matters, documentation indicated- that a variety of remedial 
steps were taken: issuing a new NSL for the records; forwarding the 
unauthorised material to FBI Headquarters for appropriate action; offering 
the records back to the NSL recipient; removing telephone data from 
Telephone Applications, the FBI's principal database for storing telephone 
records, and from other FBI records; and. destroying the records. (U) 
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Twenty-one of the 29 mailers repotted to the FBI OGC Involving 
unauthorized coll fictions resulted in the FBI's acquisition of telephone 
subscriber or toil billing records. We examined the Held reports to the FBI 
OGC to determine whether the inappropriately obtained data was uploaded 
into FBI databases, While 17 of the 21 reports stated that the information 
was not uploaded, we found that field reports for 4 matters did not address 
the issue, CU) 

B. GIG Analysis Regarding Possible NSL~ReIated IOB Violations 
Reported to the IOB W) 

As we found in our first NSL report, the severity of the possible 
intelligence violations reported to the IOB varied. We believe the most 
serious were those in which the FBI obtained full e -mail content. In 2 of the 
1.4 instances in which, the unauthorised collection was initially attributable 
to third party errors, the FBI received full content e-mail information.146 

Among the 15 matters in which the FBI collected unauthorized information 
due to FBI error, 10 were due to typographical errors or misidentification of 
telephone numbers that resulted in the FBI collecting telephone toll records 
on the wrong person. (U) 

Our examination of the 34 possible NSL-related intelligence Violations 
reported by the FBI to the IOB in 2006 did not evidence deliberate or 
intentional violations of NSL statutes, Attorney Getterai Guidelines, or 
internal FBI policy. Although the majority of the possible intelligence 
violations - 20 of 34, or 59 percent ~ arose from 'FBI errors, most were a 
consequence of errors in the telephone number listed in the NSL, In all but 
one instance, the FBI would have been entitled to obtain the information 
under the; NSL statutes had it followed the requirements of those statutes. 
Attorney Genera! Guidelines, and internal FBI policies. In one mattery the 
case agent modified the standard language used, for requesting information 
pursuant to the EC PA NSL statute by requesting publicly available content 
information. The FBI OGC concluded that the alteration of the EC PA. NSL 
statutory' language to request and obtain the infonnation was beyond the 
scope of the BCPA, The FBI OGC concluded that the matter should be 
reported to the IOB because the ECPA. "does not: have a 'catch-air au thor i ty , 

nor does it allow for content: as requested its the NSL." (U) 

However, although the 14 unauthor&ed collections were reported to 
the IOB, the FBI OGC has not yet adjudicated whether case agents 

! A c c o r d i n g to FBI records, FBI personnel did not compound the third party errors 
in either of these matters. (U) 
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c o m p o u n d e d t he errors by u s i n g t he inappropr ia te ly provided i n f o rma t i on or 

u p l o a d i n g i t i n to FBI databases . 1- 7 (U) 

C. Po s s i b l e NSL-Re l a t e d I O B V i o l a t i o n s No t R e p o r t e d t o t h e 

I O B i n 2 0 0 8 (U) 

I n 2006 , FB I i iek l offices reported 5 0 poss ib le inte l l igence v io la t ions to 

the FB I O G C t h a t were not. reported to the IOB . O f these 50 t h a t were no t 

reported to t he IOB , 13 resu l ted from FB I errors a n d 3 8 resu l ted f rom in i t ia l 

th i rd p a r t y errors.1 4 8 (U) 

Tab le 7 .3 provides add i t i ona l detai ls o n the n a t u r e a n d source of 

these poss ib le intel l igence v io lat ions; (H] 

T A B L E 7 , 3 

S u m m a r y o f 5 0 P o s s i b l e NSL-Re l a t ed I O B V i o l a t i o n s 

N o t R e p o r t e d t o t h e I O B ( 2006 ) (U) 

[Table b e l o w i s Unc l a s s i f i e d ] 

Category of Possible IOB Violations 

Number of 
Possible 
Violations 
Reported to 
tfee FBI OGC 

Unauthorised Investigative Activity 
During Lapse in Investigation After NSL Properly Issued {FBI Error} 

Reviewing records obtained from an ECPA NSL after the national security 
investigation had lapsed 

1 

Requesting {bat riot issuing or sen-ingj an NSL after the national security 
investigation had lapsed 

1 

Allowing the, national security investigations to lapse before records 
sought in 0 ¡e NSLs were received 

3 

Allowing the national security investigations to lapse before analyzing 
records obtained from RFPAor ECPA NSla 

2 

Improper Request (FBI Error) 

Issuing ECPA NSL without language regarding nan-disclosure arid 
confidentiality requirements pursuant to the Patriot Reauthorization Act 

1 

Issuing ECPA .NSLs based on an unauthorized collection 1 

147 The R31 OGC has been adjudicating over 1;20Q possible IOB violations reported 
to it as a result of lire three reviews the FBI conducted in response to the OIG's .first NSL 
report. These reviews are described in Chapter Three of this report. fU) 

, ,if One of the 50 violations included both an initial third party error and it 
subsequent KBI error. fU) 
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Category of Possible IOB Violations 

Number of 
Possible 
Violations 
Reported to 
the FBI OGC 

Unauthorized Collection (FBI Error) 

Obtaining ECPA telephone subscriber information not relevant to an 
authorized national security investigation 

1 

Obtaining ECPA telephone toll in for m alt on not i:e levant to ¿«1 authorized 
national security Investigation 

0 

Unauthorized Dissemination (FBI Error) 

Providing E CPA telephone subscriber and toil Intarmati on to a third party 

not au thorized to receive sa eh information 
1 

[yfC,/'-•:, , Total FBI Errors ' IS 

Unauthorized Collection (Initial Third Party Error} 

Obtaining ECPA telephone subscriber information noi: relevant t.o an 
authorized national security investigation 

1 

Obtaining ECPA telephone subscriber information outside the time frame 

or not requested in the N'SL 
2 

Obtaining ECPA telephone toll in formation not relevant to an authorized 

national security investigation 

12 

Obtaining ÏCCPA telephone toll information outside, the time frame or not 

requested in the NSL 

Obtaining ECPA telephone toll Information when subscriber information 
was requested and obtaining toll records outside the time trarne requested 

1 

Obtaining subject line or filli content in response to ECPA electronic 
communication transactional records N'SL 

6 

Obtaining ECPA electronic communication transaction al records outside 

die time frame or not requested in the NSL 

4 

Obtaining RFPA financial records nut relevant to an authorized national 
security investigation 

3 

Obtaining FCRAv full credit information in response to a FCRAu NSL in a 
counterintelligence investigation 

4 

Obtaining electronic communication transactional records in response to 
a preservation letter (not. an NSL) 

1 

Total Initial Tlihd Party Errors as 

Total Number of Possible JN'SÏ̂  Rcîatcd Violations Reported . ' . 

to the FBI OGC and Not Reported to iOH 

W e de te rm ined t h a t 30 o f t h e 50 possible inte l l igence v io la t ions t ha t 

were n o t reported to t he I G B (60 percent:) were reported to t he FB I O G C 

w i t h i n 14 days of discovery i n accordance w i th FB I policy. W e cou l d no t 

de te rm ine how long it took to report. 4 o f t h e 50 poss ib le inte l l igence 

v io la t ions . However, t h e r e m a i n i n g 16 poss ib le intel l igence v io lat ions 

14,5 One matter included both an unauthorized collection error by the NSL recipient and 
a subsequent improper request error by the FBI. Both errors are reflected in Table 7.-3, (U) 
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(32 percent) we re not reported to the FBI OGC in a timely fashion. Eight of 
these 16 took between 16 and 51 days to report:, and 8 took between 71 and 
268 days to report., (U5 

In 12 of the 16 matters that were not reported on a timely basis, no 
reason was given for the delay in reporting. In 3 of the 18, the reason for 
the delay was that die ease agents did not. realize the mat ters were 
reportable as possible intelligence violations until they were informed later 
or unt il they attended NSL training.15{i In the final instance, the ease agent 
stated that he could not ask about the possible intelligence violation until 
the CDC returned to the office, (O) 

D, DIG Analysis of Possible NSL-Related IOB Violations Not 
Reported to the IOB (U) 

Similar to possible intelligence v io la t ions reported to the IOB in 2006. 
the matters not repotted to the IOB In 2006 varied in seriousness, Among 
the three: possible intelligence violations not reported to the IOB in which 
the FBI collected information not associated with an investigation due to FBI 
errors, two were matters in which the FBI in good faith requested telephone 
records on persons they believed were associated with the telephone 
numbers. However, after the records were received, the case agent 
discover eel that the two sources had provided the wrong numbers. The 
third possible intelligence violation was the result of a mistranslation of a 
foreign name. In 6 of the 38 instances in which the unauthorized collection 
initially was attributable to third party errors, the NSL recipients sent, the 
FBI subject line or full content e-mail information, which is prohibited by 
the EC PA NSL statute. En three matters the NSL recipients sent the FBI 
information well beyond the time frame requested in the NSL, which 
resulted in collection of records 1 year, 3 years, and 4 years outside the 
requested time frame. {U1 

In our examination of FBI OGC decisions that resulted in 
detemimations not to report possible intelligence violations to the IOB, we 
agreed with the FBI OGC's reasoning for not reporting 44 of the 50 matters. 
Among the six other matters, we identified four FBI OGC decisions in which 
the rationale for trot repotting the possible .intelligence violation to the IOB 
was inconsistent with, prior FBI OGC decisions and two FBI OGC decisions 
that were tmpersuasive. Three of these possible intelligence violations were 
attributable to FBI error, two resulted from third party errors, and one 
involved both a third party error and an FBI error, (0) 

iS0 in each ot these three instances, the NSL. recipient provided records not 
requested in tire NSL, which the case agents discovered when they received the records 
from the NSC recipient . (0) 
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We concluded thai the FBI OGC's decision not i.o report, the following 
lour matters to the IOB was inconsistent with other FBI OGO decisions in 
2006 that Involved similar facts. The four matters were: fU) 

* two third party errors in which properly served NSLs for ECPA. 
telephone subscriber and electronic: communication 
transactional records resulted in the acquisition of records 
outside the time period requested fin one instance resulting in 
the acquisition of records 4 years prior to the initial, date noted 
in the NSL);151 and (U) 

* two FBI errors in which, the records obtained from properly-
issued NSLa fECPA and another statute not identified) were 
received and analyzed prior to an authorized extension of the 
investigation, ill) 

For each, of these four possible intelligence vi.oiati.ons, the GIG found at least 
one nearly identical matter that the FBI OGC decided to report to the IOB in 
2006.152 H ie FBI OGC decision memoranda did not identify any facts or 
circumstances that distinguished these matters from similar matters Chat 
the FBI reported to the IOB in 2006. (II) 

We also identified two other matters tit at we believe should have been 
reported to the IOB under the applicable reporting standard: (LI) 

Although, as noted shove, third parry errors did not have to be reported to- the 
JOB from November 13, 3006> to August 1, 2007. Tire two possible intelligence violations 
involving third party errors were adjudicated prior to those ciatos (October 3, 200(1, and 
October 7, 2000!. Therefore, we believe both oi these should have been reported to the ÍOB 
in accordance with applicable standards at the time, 'The FBI OGC advised the QEG in 
December 200? that it is rea;vaiuaiing these two opinions in accord a nee with the lOfas 
November 3 3, 2006, letter and the August: 1, 2007, directive. Under the new standard, one 
of these two matters would be reportable to the fOB because the FISÍ compounded the 
error, and the FBf OGC told us that it wilt issue a corrected opinion. {UJ 

i5a Similar matters that were reported to the JOB included receiving recordf. otitside 
the time period requested and analyzing records prior to o required extension of the. 
investigation. In November 2007. FBI ÓGC officials advised the DIG that it rcceuskkned 
one of its prior decisions to iokk • ;:i vmhiüon to the ÍOB that the OKI used to contrast FBI 
OGC decisions not to report staiüár matters to the IOB- The FBI OGO stated that it had 
erroneously analyzed and reported- a matter to the IOB in which investigative activity 
{speeifictiiiy, analyzing records] was performed alter the preliminary investigation hod 
expired. In contrast to the reasoning of a June 2006 decision, the FBI OGC reasoned that 
i nvest igative activity undertaken after the expiration of a preliminary investi gation is 
permissible if that activity Is permissible under a threat assessment pursuant io the 
Attorney General's NSi Guidelines. FBI OGC officials to id us that thev consider the NSL-
derived information io be FBI records because the field office bad received the records in 
response to a. properly issued NSL. ".Hie FBI OGO';, rationale is reflected in the 
November 30. 200b, guidance to NSLB attorneys. (US 
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* improperly disseminating records to a communication service 
provider received .1« response to an SOFA NSL seeking 
telephone toll hilling records; and (U) 

» using data obtained through an unauthorized collection to 
improperly generate ECPA NSLs for telephone toll billing and 
electronic communication subscriber records, (U) 

In the first matter. an FBI held office obtained ECPA telephone toll 
billing records with the intent of sending the records to the Held office that 
issued the NSL. instead, the FBI lie id office inadvertently disseminated the 
records to another communication sendee provider rather than the held 
office that, initiated the NSL. Documentation of the Incident states that, the 
communication sen-Ice provider that received the records recognized the 
error said contacted the original communication service provider, which 
then contacted the FBL The FBI OCX; reasoned that: improper 
dissemination to a private communication service provider did not damage 
national security and had no impact on the rights of the subscriber, (11) 

Although tire dissemination was inadvertent and the eommuoieation 
service provider did not further disseminate the information, we believe any 
dissemination to a party not authorized to receive the records, absent the 
c o n s e n t of tire person who the .records concern or in specified emergency 
situations, should be reported to the IOB,-'5" The ECPA states that the FBI 
may disseminate information only as specified in the At to nicy General's MSI 
Guidelines, Hie Attorney General's NSf Guidelines provide standards and 
procedures for the shari ng and dissemination of information obtained in 
national security investigations, The dissemination that took, place lit this 
matter wa,s not among the specified types of dissemination permitted by the 
Attorney General's NSI Guidelines, and the matter should have been 
reported to the I O B . ( U ) 

tlte Electronic Communications Praxicxj Act 1-8 U.S.C.g 3709(d), provides; ¡0) 

The Federal Bureau of Investigation may disseminate information and 

records obtained under this section only as provided in guidelines approved 

by the Attorney General for to reign, intelligence collection and foreign 

c.os uii t?ri j it ell igcnce investigations conducteil by the Fcdend Bun/an ot 

Investigation, araC u-ith respect to disserrMnatkrn to an agency of the "United 

States, ordy if such iufor minion is eiciciy relevant to the authorized 

responsibilities oi such agency, {!.!} 

The Attorney General's NSI Guidelines provide; fU) 

a. information. may be disseminated with the conscnt of the person whom 

the information concerns, or where necessary to protect life or property from 

threatened force or violence, otherwise necessary for tire safety or security oi 

jxasoiis or properly or for the prcveriticn of crime, or .neeesssiy i:o obtain 

intoJ iriaf ioTi ftst (he conduct ot a lawful investigaiiq!'t by the FBI. (U) 

(Cont'd.) 
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in the second matter, the FBI properly served an NSL for electronic 
eom.tm.mi cation (e-mail) subscriber records. In response, the NSL recipient 
provided the subscriber records and, in addition, electronic communication 
transactional records that were not requested in the NSL, Using 
information contained in the records that were not requested in the NSL and 
to which it. therefore was not entitled, the FBI issued NSLs for ECPA 
telephone roll billing and electronic communication subscriber records 
(e-mail records) to two other NSL recipients. The first NSL recipient 
responded that it had no information, and the second NSL recipient 
furnished subscriber information, The FBI realised the error and issued two 
new NSLs to cover the information provided in response to the NSLs based 
on the inappropriately collected information, The field office reported the 
unau thorixeii collection and the issuance of the NSLs to the FBI OGC. (U) 

However, in its decision memorandum the FBI OGC addressed only 
the third party unauthorised collection, stating that the field office should 
contact the ISP and ask whether unintentionally acquired information 
should he returned or destroyed or, alternatively, issue a new NSL for the 
electronic commit meat! on transactional records. The FBI OGC. reasoned 
that the original NSL was properly served, but that the provider furnished 
records that were not requested. Yet, the FBI OGC decision did not address 
the FBI's issuance of the two ECPA NSLs based on e-mail address 
inforamtion that the FBI had not requested in die original NSL but t hai was 
produced as a result of the NSL recipient's error. Since the FBI was not 
authorized to obtain the electronic communication transactional records in 
response to die initial NSL, we believe that the FBI's use of these records to 
generate additional NSLs should have been reported to the IO.B as improper 
requests. We also believe the FBI's issuance of the NSLs that: were based on 
the unauthorized information should also have been reported to the FBI 
OGC and In turn to the IOB as improper requests because the FBI 
compounded the third party error by using the information in its 
investigation.!S5 (U) 

h. information thai is publicly aviiiiahie or does not identify United States 
persons may be disseminated for any lawful purpose. (11 j 

c. Disseodnaiien ¡a"infonxtatioii ¡xovuh-d to the FBI by other intelligence 
Community agencies is subject to applicable agreements iind 
understandings with such agencies concerning toe dissemination of such 
information. [UJ 

NSI Guidelines, § VlfiBHlj. RJ) 

lS5 The FBI improperly requested the two ECPA NSLs between March. 2006 and 
May 2006. (U) 

(Cont'd.) 



In addition to the matter described above, there were 37 other 
possible intelligence violations for a total of 38 matters that involved 
unauthorized collection due to third party errors in which the ease agents 
may have compounded the errors. As noted in the previous section on 
possible intelligence violations reported to the IOB, the FBI OGC has not yet 
determined whether ease agents compounded the third party errors in these 
38 unauthorized collections. {U1 

We also examined the remedial actions taken regarding the 
unauthorised collections that took place m the matters that were not 
reported to the IOB, similar to our examination of the unauthorized 
collections that took place in tire matters that were reported to the IOB. We 
found that the field reports of unauthorized collections that were not: 
reported to the IOB did not consistently address whether telephone toll 
billing records were uploaded into FBI databases. Of the 41 held reports of 
uiiautliort/ed collections that were not reported to the IOB, 19 involved 
receipt of telephone toll billing records. While 12 of these 19 reports 
indicated that records were not uploaded into FBI databases, 7 of the 
reports did not address whether information inappropriately obtained was 
uploaded into FBI databases.1^ (U) 

E. Comparison of Possible NSL-Related IOB Violations Reported 
to the FBI OGC in 2006 and from 2003 through 2005 (U) 

To determine whether there were noteworthy trends to the reporting of 
possible NSL-related in telligence violations to the FBI OGC from 2003 
through 2006, we compared the 84 possible intelligence violations reported 
to the FBI OGC in 2006 with the 28 possible violations reported to die FBI 
OGC from 2003 through 2005, which we described In our first NSL 
repor t . 1Table 7.4 compares the data in both periods. (U) 

As noted above, prior to August 1, 200?, lite FBI OGC was not required, to report to 
the IOB instances in which the FBI compounded third party errors such ass in this ¡natter, 
in light of the new rejjorting standitrd, the FBI OGC is in the process of reviewing previous 
adjudications of matters involving third party' errors to determine if the FBI compounded 
these errors. In January 2008, the FBI OGC decided to "rewrite" its initial decision in this 
matter, And the rewrite concluded, that, the matter was reportable to the IOB under the new 
reporting standard because the agent had a aadve unruly en at pounded the third party error 
by issuing NSLs based on information derived from over-produced data," {0} 

'ihe FBI OGC November 16, 2006, guidance memorandum required that 
Improperly obtained information be sequestered pending the FBI OGC's determination of 
whether the material can be used. (11) 

1B¥ See NSL I, 70, PJ) 
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TABLE 7.4 
Comparison of Possible NSL-Related IOB Violations Reported 

to the FBI OGC (2003 through 2005 and 2006) (U) 
¡Table below is Unclassified] 

2003 through 2005 2006 ; 
Possibie iOS Possible IOB 
Violations Violations 
Reported to the Reported to the 
FBI OGC FBI OGC 

Initial Possible Initial Possible 
Third Violations Third Violations 

Category of Possible FBI Forty Reported FBI Party Reported 
IOB Violation Error Error to the IOB Error Ercor to the IOB 

3 3 3 0 a 
Ijupreper request 4 0 3 3 0 ! 
lirtati thortie iuvestiga live 0 0 0 0 i 
activity during lapse in 

investigation 
Uniarfisc-rfeisi dtesernhiatioo 0 0 0 3 0 0 
Unauthorised eottecQDir l a 4 IS ! B 5.2 

t o t n i t oi*tiit.^i Wintv . i ic^ 2 2 " 4 52 

¡ • m 11111111111! I l l i l 
NSSSSSWR̂  

As shown in Table 7,4, the number of possible intelligence viol a ¡ions 
reported to the FBI OGC rose dramatically in 2006 compared with matters 
reported in 2003 through 2005, from 26 for the 3 years to 84 in 1 year 
(2008). The data also shows a marked increase in matters reported 
involving 'unauthorized collection, (13) 

Overall Number of Violations: The fact that tire field, reported to the 
FBI OGC over three times the number of possible Intelligence violations in 
2006 that It reported Ibr the 3~year period from 2003 through 2005 appears 
primarily due to a significantly higher incidence of reported third party 
errors involving unauthorized eolleebon. it also is likely that case agents, 
supervisors, and CDCs began to more closely so'utlmxe NSLs and NSL-
derived information when the OIG was conducting its first: ISiSL review from 
December 2005 until March 2007. (U) 

Nature of Violations: In 2006, the possible intelligence violations 
resulting from unauthorized collections were similar to those we reported in 
our first NSL report, but in 2008, a much higher number of these matters 
were reported {19 in 2003 through 2005 compared with 70 in 2006). We 
believe the higher incidence of such reports is attributable to the FBI's 
closer scrutiny of records obtained in response to NSLs to verify that: the 

One matter included an imtta! third party error that resulted in. both an 
unauthorized collection. and an improper request by the FBI. Both possible intelligence 
violations are reflected in Table 7,4. ¡U) 



responsive data matched the NSL requests. We believe that this heightened 
scrutiny of adherence to NSL authorities was likely attributable to the FBI's 
app rop r i a t e response: to the OKI's first. NSL review, {U1 

Source of Bums: The increase in the number of reported matters 

involving third party errors was particularly striking. From 2003 through 

2005, FBI errors accounted for 85 percent, of tire errors, while in 2006 FBI 

errors accounted for only 39 percent of the errors. With regard to the 

source of the errors in just; the unauthorised collections, from 2003 through 

2005, the FBI was responsible for 79 percent of unauthorised collections, 

while in 2006 the FBI was responsible for only 27 percent of the 

unauthorised collections. As noted above, thus trend suggests that FBI 

agents, their supervisors, and CDCs were scrutinizing NSLs arid NSL-

derived iiribnnatioii more closely in 2008 t han in the past. (U) 

Matters Reported to the IOB: While FBI field personnel reported to the 
FBI OGC in 2006 over three times the number of possible intelligence 
violations that were reported front 2003 through 2005, the percentage of 
matters reported to the IOB in 2006 was smaller. From 2003 through 2005, 
the FBI reported 73 percent, of possible intelligence violations to the IOB, in 

2006, only 40 percent of the matters reported to the FBI OGC were reported 
to the IOB. The lower percentage reported to the IOB in 2006 is attributable 
to the significant number of matters involving unauthorised collections 
resulting from initial third, party errors that the FBI OGC adjudicated alter 
November 13, 2008. After November 13, 2006, under agreement with the 
IOB, these matters were no longer required to be reported to the IOB, (Uj 

However, following communications between the FBI OGC and the 
IOB in Ai,tgt,ist: 2007, these matters are now reported to the IOB when the 
FBI compounds the initial third party error by improperly utilising the 
unauthorised information or uploading the unauthorized information into 
FBI databases. The FBI OGC instraeted all CDCs to address whether the 
initial third party errors were compounded by the FBI when repotting 
possible intelligence violations to the FBI OGC. l i te NSLB Deputy General 
Counsel also advised the lOB's General Counsel that the FBI OGC would 
review its previous decisions on possible intelligence violations arising front 
third party errors to determine whether application of the August 2007 
directive required further reporting to the IOB, Hie NSLB's Deputy General 
Counsel told the QIG thai, the FBI OGC will adjudicate these matters after 
the FBI OGC has completed its adjudications of matters arising from the 
FBI's three 2007 NSL reviews (described in Chapter Three of this report}. In 
light of the increased reporting of initial third party errors, we believe the 
FBI must take aggressive steps to ensure that when it obtains information 
not requested in NSLs discrepancies are promptly identified: that records 
are sequestered, returned, or otherwise handled in conformity with the FBI 
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OGC\s guidance; and that the FBI does not. compound the error by using or 
uploading the improperly provided information. (11} 

i n . OIG Conclusions and Recommendat ions (U) 

FBI Xield reports of possible intelligence violations arising from the use 

of NSLs in 2006 were similar to the reports we examined in our first: NSL 

report covering 2003 through 2005. While there was a notable increase in 

reports of unauthorized collections in 2006, the percentage of reports of 

possible intelligence violations attributable to FBI error decreased in 2006. 

However, in August 2007 the lOB's General Counsel notified the FBI that it 

would require third party errors to be reported as possible intelligence 

violations when the FBI compounds such iliird party errors by utilizing the 

inappropriately provided information or uploading the information into FBI 

databases. (LI) 

We believe the overall increase in the reports of possible intelligence 

violations may be explained in large part by the attention that our first NSL 

review focused on the FBI's obligation to examine information obtained in 

response to NSLs and report possible intelligence violations and to increased 

scrutiny of NSLs and NSL-derived information by ease agents, supervisors, 

andCDCs. (U) 

As discussed in Chapter Two of this report, after the issuance of our 
first NSL report in March 2007, the FBI and other Department components 
took a variety of steps to promote compliance with NSL authorities. These 
include mandatory training of FBI personnel on statutes and rules 
governing the use of NSLs, as well as several reviews conducted by the FBI's 
Inspection Division and the National Security Division in conjunction with 
NSLB attorneys. The FBI also is incorporating technological improvements 
designed to simplify the preparation of NSL documents and minimize errors 
in generating these documents. While these efforts are ongoing, we 
recommend that the FBI: (11) 

I . Periodically reinforce in training and guidance provided to case 
agents and supervisors assigned to national security investigations the FBI 
OGC directive to report on a timely basis to the FBI OGC possible 
intelligence violations arising from the use of NSL authorities. (U) 

2- Require case agents and supervisors assigned to national security 

investigations to specify in any reports to the FBI OGC the precise remedial 

measures employed to handle any unauthorized information they obtain in 

response to NSI^s and to address wit ether the inappropriately provided 

information was used or uploaded into FBI databases. (IJ) 
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3. Periodically provide case agents and supervisors assigned to 
national security investigations with examples of common errors in the. use 
of NSLs, such as the examples used in the November 30, 2006, FBI OGC 
guidance memorandum regarding possible NSL related intelligence 
violations, (U) 
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CHAPTER EIGHT: 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS (Uj 

We believe the FBI and the Department have made significant 
progress in implementing the recommendations from our first NSL report 
and in adopting other corrective actions to address problems we identified 
in the use of national security letters. We found that the FBI has devoted 
significant time, energy, and resources toward ensuring that its field 
managers and agents understand the seriousness of the FBI's 
short comings in its use of NSLs and their responsibility for correcting 
these deficiencies, (UJ 

For example, the FBI Director and Deputy Director have underscored 
the significance of the OKLs findings with senior Headquarters officials, 
Special Agents hi Charge (SAC), and other personnel throughout the ranks 
of the FBI; stressed that compliance with NSL authorities is a major priority ; 
and emphasized that personnel, involved in drafting, reviewing, and 
approving NSl^s wilt be held accountable for infractions. The Deputy 
Director and the General Counsel have reinforced these messages with 
SACs and Chief Division Counsels (CDC). The FBI also has generated 
comprehensive legal guidance on ttsc of NSLs; provided mandatory NSL 
training to SACs, Assistant Special Agents in Charge, Supervisory Special 
Agents, Special Agents, Intelligence Analysts, and II cad quarters personnel: 
underscored the responsibility of CDCs in reviewing and approving NSSLs 
and of case agents in ensuring that NSLs do not generate unauthorized 
records; and developed enhanced information technology tools that should 
facilitate the preparation of NSLs, reduce or eliminate errors, and improve 
the accuracy of congressional and public reporting on NSL usage. We 
believe that these and other steps taken in. the last year indicate that the 
FBI is committed to addressing the problems we identified in our first NSL 
report, (U) 

The FBI's efforts to promote better compliance with NSL authorities 
also have been enhanced by other FBI initiatives and by the- national 
security reviews conducted by the .National Security Division (NSD) and the 
FBI, The FBI lias also created a new Office of Integrity and Compliance 
(QIC), modeled after private sector compliance programs, to ensure that 
national security investigations and other FBI activities are conducted in a 
manner consistent with appropriate laws, regulations, and policies. We 
believe this office can perform a valuable function by providing a process for 
identifying compliance requirements and risks, assessing existing control 
mechanisms, and developing and implementing better controls to ensure 
proper use of NSLs. However, we recommend that the FBI consider 
providing the OIC with a larger permanent stalling level so that it can 
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develop the skills, knowledge, and independence to lead or directly carry out 

the critical elements of tills new compliance program. (U) 

In addition to the FBI's efforts to address the OIG's recommendations, 
the Department's NSD lias implemented additional measures to promote 
better compliance with NSL authorities and to address other issues raised 
by our first report. For example, in 2007 the NSD began reviews to examine 
whether the FBI is using various intelligence techniques, including NSLs, in 
accordance with applicable laws, guidelines, and policies, (II) 

In this report, we also examined the FBI's 2007 field and 
Head quarters NSL reviews, which confirmed that the types of deficiencies 
identified in our first NSL report: had occurred throughout the FBI from 
2003 through 2006, The FBI's field review was important because it 
covered a larger, statistically' valid sample of NSLs and case tiles. Hie FESI 
reviews confirmed similar types of possible intelligence violations in the 
FBI's use of NSLs. However the FBI's held review found a higher overall 
violation rate (9.43 percent) than the DIG found {7.5 percent) in the sample 
we examined in our Ilrst NSL report. (U} 

I lowever. we examined in detail the FBI's reviews and determined 
that they did not capture all NSL violations in the files they reviewed, and 
therefore did not provide a fully accurate baseline from which to measure 
future improvement in compliance with NSL authorities. For example, 
during our re-examination of case iil.es that FBI inspectors determined had 
no intelligence violations in three field offices, we discovered 15 NSL-related 
possible intelligence violations. In addition, because FBI inspectors were 
unable to locate information provided in r esponse to a significant number of 
NSLs chosen for review in the FBI's random sample, the results of the FBI's 
field review likely understated the rate of possible intelligence violations. (U) 

In its review, the FBI categorized most instances of unauthorized 
collections as third party errors rather than as FBI errors. Yet, while the 
initial mistake may have been attributable to NSL recipients who provided 
more information than was requested in the NSLs, the FBI may have 
compounded the recipients' error by not taking appropriate steps to identify 
the overproduction, sequester the information, and report, the violation to 
the FBI Office of the. General Counsel {FBI OGC). We also noted that of the 
557 identified possible intelligence violations that resulted initially from 
tlifrd party errors, case agents self-reported only 4 (less than 1 percent}, (U) 

Finally; as required by the Patriot Reauthorization Act, this OIG 
review examined the FBI's use of national security letters In calendar year 
2006. (U) 
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Our review found that the FBI's use of national security letter 
requests in 2006 continued the upward trend we identified in our first NSL 
report, which covered the period 2003 through 2005. in 2006, the FBI 
issued 49,425 NSL requests, a 4.7 percent, increase over NSL requests 
Issued in 2005, For the 4-year period, 2003 through 2006, the FBI issued a. 
total of 192,499 NSL requests. (U) 

M ost NSL usage (afaou j |pcrcen t. of all NSL requests) in 2006 
occurred during co untcr terrorism investigations (compared u| ^orcein in 
2005). A b o t r j p e r c e n t of all 2006 NSI , requesis_ivere issued dining 
counterintelligence investigations, and less than percent of the requests 
were generated during foreign computer intrusion cyber investigations. In 
addition, the use of NSLs in FBI counterterrorism investigations increased 
from approximately| [percent of investigations opened during 2003 to 
approximate!] percent of the counterterrorism investigations opened 
during 200B. (Kj 

We also found that the percentage of NSL requests related to 
investigations of "U.S. persons" increased in 2006 compared with the 
corresponding percentage of such requests in 2005, from 53 percent; to 57 
percent. We also found that the percentage of NSL requests related to 
investigations of non-U.S. persons decreased from approximately 47 percent 
of all NSL requests issued in 2005 to approximately 43 percent of all NSL 
requests issued in 2006, (U) 

With respect to the effectiveness of national security letters, FBI 
Headquarters mid field personnel reported that they continue to believe 
national security letters are indispensable investigative tools that serve as 
building blocks in many counter terrorism and counterintelligence 
investigations. National security letters have various uses, including 
obtaining evidence to support. Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act 
applications for electronic surveillance, pen register/trap and trace devices, 
or physical searches; developing communication or financial links between 
subjects ol FBI investigations and between those subjects and others; 
providing evidence to initiate new investigations, expand investigations, or 
enable agents to close investigations; providing investigative leads; and 
corroborating information obtained by other investigative techniques. FBI 
officials told us that information derived from NSLs was a sigiiiiicant factor 
that contributed to the progress of major terrorism and espionage 
investigations conducted in 2006. (Uj 

In addition, as required by tire Patriot Reauthorization Act, we 
examined national security letters issued from March 10, 2006, through 
December 31. 2006, to determine if they were issued without the 
certification necessary to require the recipients to comply with potentially 
applicable non-disclosure and confidentiality requirements. The vast 
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majority of the NSLs and approval ECs we examined substantially complied 
with the certification requirement and FBI policy. We believe this 
compliance record was largely due to the prompt guidance the FBI OGC 
issued on the date the Act was signed, the availability of new NSL forms on 
its Intranet website, mid periodic guidance FBI OGC attorneys provided to 
the field as questions arose, (U) 

Our analysis showed that at least 97 percent of the NSLs we 
examined in a random sample imposed the n on-disclosure and 
confidentiality obligations on recipients. The majority of the approval 
memoranda, supporting these NSLs asserted that disclosure of the. NSLs 
could prematurely reveal a national security investigation to the targets, 
persons affiliated with the targets, or the investigative subjects. We found 
that only 17 of 364 (5 percent) NSL approval memoranda in the random 
sample contained perfunctory or conelusory fustiiications for invoking the 
non-disclosure and confidentiality requirements. While the number of non-
compliant NSLs in our random sample was small, we are concerned that 
some ease agents and their supervisors did not follow FBI policy thai 
requires sufficient justiiieation for imposing non-disclosure and 
confidentiality requirements on NSL recipients, (U) 

A small number of NSLs and approval memoranda in our random 
sample (8 of 375) also contained inconsistent recitals with respect to the 
need for invoking the non-disclosure and confidentiality obligations, and 
ease agents and their supervisors, as well as CDCs, failed to identify and 
correct these errors. FBI officials believe that a new NSL data system 
implemented in 2007 will eliminate this and other data entry discrepancies. 
However, apart from the random sample, we identified 8 (of the 11} blanket 
NSLs issued by Counterterrorism Division officials in 2006 that did not 
comply with the Patriot Reauthorization Act requirements respecting these 
provisions, 'these eight NSLs included the pre .Patriot Reauthorization ACT. 
language to the effect that the recipient was prohibited from disclosing dial 
the FBI had sought or obtained access to information or records under the 
Electronic Communications Privacy Act The senior Counterterrorism 
Division officials who signed these NSLs failed to ensure that the NSLs 
complied with statutory, requirements arid that the NSLs and related 
documents were reviewed by FBI attorneys prior to signing. (U) 

As required by the Patriot. Reauthorization Act, our review also 

examined instances of improper or illegal use of national security letters in 

2006. First, our review analyzed possible NSL-related intelligence violations 

that the FBI was required to report to the President's intelligence Oversight: 

Board (IOB). We identified 84 possible intelligence violations involving the 

use of national security letter'•authorities that were reported to- the FBI OGC 

from January 1, 2006, through December 31, 2006, of which 34 were 

reported to the; IOB, These 34 matters included the same types of 
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intelligence violations reported to the tOB in 2003 through 2005, including 
NSLs without proper authorization, improper requests., and unauthorised 
collection of telephone or internet e--m.ail records. Of these 34 intelligence 
violations. 20 were the result of FBI errors, while 14 resulted initially from 
mistakes by recipients of the national security letters. Of the 84 possible 
intelligence violations involving the use of NSL authorities identified and 
reported to the FBI OGC in 2006, the FBI received information it was not 
entitled to receive in 14 matters. In one of the matters the FBI requested 
information it was not entitled to under the applicable NSL statute. In the 
other 13 matters, the FBI made proper requests but., due to third parly 
errors, obtained information it was not, entitled to receive under the 
pertinent NSL statutes, EO) 

In sum, despite the significant challenges facing the FBI to eliminate 
fully shortcomings in its use of NSLs, we believe the FBI and. the 
Department have evidenced a commitment to correcting the problems'we 
found in our first NSL- report and have made significant progress in 
addressing the need to improve compliance in the FBI's use of NSLs. The 
FBI's executive leadership, including the Director, Deputy Director, and 
General Counsel, expressed their eomniitiuent to ensure that Headquarters 
and held personnel understand the seriousness of the FBI's shortcomings in 
its use of NSLs, the proper use of NSLs, and their individual responsibilities 
for correcting the deficiencies. (U1 

However, because only 1 year has passed since the OIG's first NSL 
report was released and some measures are not. fully implemented, we 
believe ti: is too early to definitively state whether the new systems and 
controls developed by the FBI and the Department, will, eliminate fully the 
problems with NSLs that we identified. We believe.1 the FBI must, implement 
all of our recommendations to the first NSL report, demonstrate sustained 
corrmilt.mcnt to the steps it has taken and committed to take to improve 
compliance, implement additional recommendations described in this 
second report, consider additional measures to enhance privacy protections 
for NSL-derived information, and remain vigilant in holding FBI personnel 
accountable for properly preparing and approving NSLs and for handling 
responsive records appropriately. (U) 

As a. result:, in this .report, we make 1.7 additional, recommendations to 
the FBI to further improve its oversight and use of national security letters. 
We recommend that the FBI: (U) 

I. Create blank mandatory fields in the database supporting the NSL 
data system for entering the U.S. person/non-U,S, person status oil the 
target of NSLs and for entering the number of NSL requests in order to 
prevent inaccuracies that may otherwise result from the current default, 
settings. (O) 
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2. implement .measures to verify the accuracy of data entry into the 

new NSL data system by including periodic reviews of a sample of NSLs in 

tiie database to ensure that the training provided on data entry to the 

support stall of the FBI OGC National Security La.w Branch (NSLBJ, (ither 

Headquarters divisions, and field personnel is successfully applied in 

practice and has reduced or eliminated data entry errors . These periodic 

reviews should also draw upon resources available from the FBI Inspection 

Division and the FBI's new Office of Integrity and Compliance (OIC). (U) 

3. Implement measures to verify thai data requested in NSLs is 

cheeked against serialized source documents to verify that the data 

extracted from the source document and used in the NSL (such as the 

telephone number or e-mail address) is accurately recorded on the NSL and 

the approval EC. (Uj 

4. Regularly monitor the preparation of NSL-related documents and 
the handling of NSL-derived information with periodic reviews and 
inspections. This includes requiring that during quarterly file.1 reviews, 
squad supervisors conduct, at a minimum, spot, checks of NSL rclaicd 
documents in investigative files to ensure adherence to NSL authorities, 
Attorney General Guidelines, and internal FBI policies governing use of NSL 
authorities. {Uj 

5. Assign NSLB attorneys to participate in pertinent meetings of 
operational and operational support units in the Counterterrorisen and 
Counterintelligence Divisions. (U) 

8. Consider increasing the staffing level of t he OIC so thai, it can 

develop the sufficient skills, knowledge, and independence to lead or directh 

carry out crir.ical elements of the OiC's work. (U) 

7. Reinforce the distinction between the FBI's two NSL authorities 
pursuant: to the Fair Creel it: RegXiFting Act throughout all levels of the FBI's 
National Security Branch at FBI Headquarters, in new agent, training, in 
advanced training provided to agents and supervisors assigned to 
counter terrorism and counterintelligence programs, and in training 
provided to Assistant Special Agents in Charge and Special Agents in 
Charge. (Uj 

8. Add procedures to include reviews of FC RA NSLs in 
counterintelligence investigations to t he FBI Inspection Division's periodic 
reviews and in the NSD's national security reviews. (U) 

9. Reiterate in its continuing discussions with major credit reporting 

agencies that die agencies should not: provide consumer full credit reports 

in response to FCRAu NSLs and should et)sure thai they provide only 

requested information in Response to all FCRA NSLs. (U) 
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10. Ensure that guidance and training continue to identity the 
circumstances under which FCliA NSL matters must be reported to the FBI 
OGC as possible intelligence violations. (U) 

11. Issue additional guidance addressing the filing and retention of 
NSL-derived information that, will improve (.he ability to locate NSL-derived 
information. The guidance should require that all NSL-derived information 
be appropriately documented, stored, easily identified, and readily available 
for internal and external review. (II) 

12. Include in Its routine case file, reviews and the NSD's national 
security reviews an analysis of the FBI's compliance with requirements 
governing the filing and retention of NSL-derived information. (U) 

13. Periodically reissue guidance and training materials reminding 
case agents and supervisors assigned to national security investigations 
that they must carefully examine the circumstances surrounding the 
issuance of each NSL to determine whether there is adequate justification 
for imposing non-disclosure and confidentiality requirements on the NSL 
recipient. {U} 

3 4, Periodically reinforce in training and guidance provided to case 
agents and supervisors assigned to national security investigations the FBI 
OGC directive to timely report to the FBI OGC possible intelligence 
violations arising irom tire use of NSL authorities. {IJ} 

15. Require case agents and supervisors assigned to national security 
investigations to specify in any reports to the FBI OGC the precise remedial 
measures employed to handle any unauthorised information they obtain in 
response to NSLs and to address whether the inappropriately provided 
information was used or uploaded into FBI databases. fU) 

16. Periodically provide case agents and supervisors assigned to 
national security investigations with examples of common errors in the use 
of NSLs, such as the examples used in the November 30, 2006, FBI OGC 
guidance memorandum regarding possible NSL-related intelligence 
violations, (U) 

We also recommend that the Department: (U) 

17. Direct that the NSL Working Grou p, with the FBI's and the NSD's 
participation, re-examine measures for (a) addressing the privacy interests 
associated with NSL-derived information, including the benefits and 
feasibility of labeling or tagging NSL-derived information, and (b) minimizing 
the retention andl dissemination of such information. (U) 
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filially, our forthcoming report will describe in detail tlie FBI's use of 
exigent letters, die issuance of 11 improper "blanket" NSI^ and other 
improper NSLs, and other improper requests for telephone records, and will 
include additional recommendations. Therefore, the FBI should, consider 
the findings and recommendations in our forthcoming NSL .repon: together 
with the recommendations in this report in addressing measures to 
continue to improve the FBI's compliance with NSL authorities, (U) 
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The Attorney General 
Washington, D.C 

February 29, 2008 

The Honorable Glenn A, Pim 
Inspector General 
United States Department of Justice 
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20530 

Dear Mr, Fine; 

Thank you for your report entitled "A Review of (he FBFs Use of National Securi ty 
Letters: Corrective Actions and Use in 2006,,; 

When, you issued your report fast year k1 mil lying concerns about the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation's use of national security Setters during the years 2003-2005, Attorney General 
Gonzs'es and Director Mueller directed that significant resources be dedicated to improving 
oversight of this important national security tool, I appreciate your positive assessment of the 
Department's and the Bureau's efforts in. this area, including your conclusion that the Department 
has made "significant progress" in implementing the recommendations outlined in your report, 
in particular, I am pleased that your report highlights the Bureau's important work in establishing 
an Office of integrity and Compliance and the significant efforts of the National Security 
Division to create an Oversight Section within the Office of Intelligence, as well as their work to 
jointly complete 15 national security reviews in FBI field offices and headquarters components in 
2007, Your report also correctly emphasizes the n«ed for sustained focus on the Bureau's use of 
national security ieiters, and the institutional changes the Department has put in place will help 
ensure that we continue to devote sufficient resources to the oversight of our national security 
investigation?;, 

i appreciate your continued recognition that national security letters are an important 
investigative tool, and that they have contributed to many coiuitertenorism and 
counterintelligence investigations. As the substantial efforts of the past year should make clear, 
the Department is committed to using this critical tooi responsibly arid in a maimer consistent 
with the kw. 

Again, my thanks to you and to your staff for your efforts in preparing this report. 
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WASH'fStVrON, IX?, 
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The Honorable Glenn A, Fine 
Inspector General 
United State« Department of Justice 
950 Pennsylvania Avenue., NAY. 
"Washington, IXC, 20530 

Dear Mr. Fine,; 

(U) Tliank you fat ptwiding us a copy of your draft report dated February 14,2008 
titled, Review of the Federal Bureau of Investigation's Use of National Security Letters: 
Assessment of Corrective Actions and Examination of N-SL Usage in 2006." We have reviewed 
your report a»d appreciate die opportunity to provide csrnment 

(U) As your report makes clear, National Security letters are an mvahmbis tool ite 
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) ast-s to obtain information m mi&ofia] security 
investigation We thank you for the extensive review your office has conducted, antf Suok. 
forward to receiving the forthcoming additional recomme&iiah.oa'S, We believe yosir report. 
ckmoQstjrates the many inipfovxanens the FBI md Department of Justice have made to ensure 
compliance with National Security Lfitier laws, and applicable guidelines and procedures, While 
it is critical that our tijteUigcncc protessionais ?i»ve the authorities they need to detect and 
prevent threats to the national, security, h h squally imperative that these authorities be executed 
with doe care to the protection of civil liberties and with. effective compliance ami oversight 
mechanisms m place. 

Sincerely, 

j.M- M.cCotMjeU. 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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U.S. Department of Justice 

National Security Division 

Wzshing!(;,\ D.C 20S38 

February 29,2008 

The Honorable Glenn A, Fine 
Inspector Genera] 
United States Department of Justice 
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20530 

Deaf Mr. Floe: 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide the view's of the National Security Division on 
your report entitled "A Review of the FBI's Use of National Security Letters; Corrective Actions 
and Use in 2006," 

As you know, following the issuance of your initial report identifying concerns about the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation's (FBI) use of national security letters (NSLss) in 200372005, 
Attorney General Gonzales and Director Mueller directed the implementation of a series of 
corrective actions. Including implementation of all of the recommendations in your initi al report. 
In addition, the Attorney General directed the National Security Division (NSD) and die 
Department's Privacy and Civil liberties Office to work with the FBI to implement these 
corrective actions. These efforts were aimed at eas tiring that the FBI uses NSLs in an 
appropriate manner in compliance with ail applicable laws and policy requirements. 

This direction and the actions taken pursuant to it, as well as the continuing efforts of the 
Department, demonstrate the commitment of senior Department leadership to addressing the 
serious issues i d e n t i f i e d in your earlier report. As your report notes, the Department has made 
significant progress and continues to devote significant energy, time, and resources to this effort. 

For example, as your report states,, the FBI has issued comprehensive guidance 
concerning the proper use of NSLs and has conducted training in field offices across the country. 
The FBI has also taken steps to improve the accuracy of its reporting of NSL statistics to 
Congress by developing a new NSL tracking database that is now available across the FBI. 
Further, with respect to the use of so-called "exigent letters," the FBI issued a Bureau-wide 
directive prohibiting (he use of the type of letters described in your reports. In addition, In March 
2007, the FBI Director ordered a one-time review often percent of all national security crises in 
the 56 FBI field offices and .headquarters. This review was a substantial undertaking, requiring 
the deployment of over 100 inspectors and the review of thousands of investigative files. Finally, 
as yon discuss in your report, the Attorney General requested the Department of Justice's Chief 
Privacy and Civil Liberties Officer arid the Office of the DM to convene a working group to 
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examine how NSL-derived information is used and retained by the FBI. The working group has 
made important progress in tins area aimed av the protection of pri vacy and civil liberties, and the 
Attorney General has directed the group to continue its efforts. As part of this process, the 
working group will take into account the recommendations .made in your new report. 

I also want to highlight tire progress of the Department's significant new national security 
oversight and compliance effort that was publicly announced in July 2007. This effort 
encompasses substantia! changes within, the Department of justice to improve the Departments 
controls over its national security activities, The effort includes the implementation of a 
dedicated Oversight Section within NSD and the establishment of an Office of Integrity and 
Compliance within the FBI, The oversight and compliance programs run by these offices are at 
the forefront of the Department's ongoing effort to ensure that national security investigations are 
conducted in a manner consistent with onr laws, regulations,, and policies. Including those 
designed to protect the- privacy and civil liberties of our citizens. 

For the first time, DOJ attorneys have been given the clear mandate to examine all 
aspects of the FBI's national security program for compliance with law, regulations, and policies. 
As part of this effort, the NS D is conducting regular 'National Security Investigation reviews at 
FBI field offices and headquarters units, working with the helpful input of the FBI. These 
reviews, which were developed in consultation with representatives of the Office of the inspector 
Genera!, represent & substantial new level and type of oversight of national security 
investigations by career Justice Department lawyers with years of intelligence experience. The 
reviews are not limited to areas where shortcomings have already been identified; instead, they 
are intended to enhance compliance across the national security investigative spectrum. NSD 
completed 15 such reviews in 200? and plans to conduct a similar number on an annual basis. In 
addition, the Attorney General directed NSD to review all violations that the FBI refers to the 
Intelligence Oversight Board (IOB) in order to identify recurring problems and to assess the 
FBI's response to such violations, NSD is reporting regularly to die Attorney General on its 
review in this area, 

The innovations and corrective actions described above reflect a new level of oversight 
and an appreciation of the need tor strong measures to improve compliance in our national 
security investigations. We appreciate the very fme work that went into this NSL review, and we 
look forward to working wi th you as we implement all of the recommendations in your report. 
As your reports have noted, NSLs are an mdispensible investigative tool and have contributed 
significantly to many eounterierrarism and counterintelligence investigations. We are committed 
to using this critical fool in an appropriate maimer that protects the privacy and civil liberties of 
all Americans, 

Sincerely, 

Kenneth L. Wainsiem 
Assistant Attorney General 
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ICS. Department of Justice 

F e d e r a ! B u r e a u o f i n v e s t i g a r o n 

. Offiw of lilt Director Was/wn̂ í«̂  D C ?6>35 

February 28, 200« 

Honorable Glenn A. Fine 
Inspector General 
United States Department of Justice 
Suite 4706 
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, N, W, 
Washington, DC 20530 

Re; U.S. Department of Justice, Office of inspector General 
"A Review of the Federal Bureau of investigation's Use of National 
Security Letters; Corrective Actions and Use in 2006" 

Dear Mr. Fine; 

The FBI appreciates this opportunity' to respond to the findings and 
recommendations made in the Office of the Inspector General's f'OÍGV) review of corrective 
actions taken by the FBI in response to an QIG report published last year regarding the FBI's 
usage of National Security Letters ("NSLs'!)CNSL 1") and your review of the FBI's usage of 
NSLs In 2006 CNSL 2,: or "Report") as quired by the USA PATRIOT Improvement and 
Reauthorization Act of 2005 ("Patriot Reauthorization Act"). This letter conveys our response, 
and I request that it be appended to the Report. 

The Report begins with the first external review thai has been conducted of the 
extensive actions taken by the FBI following the publication of NSL 1 in March 2007 and notes 
feat FBI executive leadership has made correcting the problems Ídeníified in NSL 1 a "top 
priority'' (Report ai 15), We appreciate the Report's finding thai by devoting "'significant time, 
energy and resources/' we have made "significant progress" in correcting the deficiencies 
•discussed in NSL 1 (M at 6). As detailed in the Report, these actions include policy changes, 
increased mandatory training and the creation of a new NSL automated workflow system that 
will help ensure compliance with laws, guidelines and policies and will improve the accuracy of 
our Congressional reporting regarding NSL usage. In addition to the actions recommended in 
NSL 1, we have conducted extensive interna! reviews to ascertain fully the scope and nature of 
our compliance problems and to guide corrective action. Moreover, we have - in what may be 
unique within a federal government agency — created a new Office of Integrity arid Compliance 
("OIC'% which is modeled after private sector compliance programs. Further, in conjunction 
with the Department of Justice ("DOF'Vs National Security Division CNSD"), we have 
instituted a program of systematic reviews of FBI national security investigations as a way both 
to ensure compliance with statutory schemes like those that go vern NSLs and to serve as a 
wanting system if there are other areas in which our compliance efforts can he strengthened. 
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Honorable Glenn A. Fine 

Although we have made substantia! progress, we concur that we must — and will - sustain our 
commitment to ensuring compliance with the taws and policies governing usage of NSLs, 

in addition to providing a review of corrective actions taken in response io NSL Î, 
the Report a ¡so responds to the Congress ionaî mandate that the OÏG examine the use of NSLs in 
2006, We appreciate the Report recognizing "that the FBFs use of NSLs in 2006 fdiseussed in 
the Report] occurred before" NSL 1 and before extensive FBI corrective actions were 
implemented (Report at £). Therefore, it is "'not surprising!)'* thai NSL 2 contains findings 
similar to NSL I (M). NSLs remain an indispensable investigative tool that significantly 
advance the progress of national security investigations, as the Report details in Chapter and, 
in almost all cases, potential errors or policy violations involving NSLs relate to information that, 
the FBI was lawfully entitled to obtain (Report at 137), 

The Report also reviewed compliance with the non-disclosure and confidentiality 
provisions of the Patriot Reauthorization Act and found that, thanks to prompt and recurring 
guidance, the "vast majority'' of sampled NSLs (97 percent) complied with the Act in imposing 
non-disclosure and confidentiality obligations on NSL, recipients (Report at 10), 

As noted above, the FBI took very substantial corrective actions in the wake of 
NSL I, including policy changes,, increased mandatory training and the deployment of an 
automated workflow svstem for NSLs that is designed to facilitate compliance with stain tes, 
guidelines and policies and to improve the accuracy of the FBI's Congressional reporting. Our 
most significant actions arc discussed below; 

• Mandated that all information received in response to an NSL be reviewed prior to 
uploading the information into FBI databases. Because all reviews of the FBFs NSL 
usage (i.e., those conducted by FBI and OIG) have found frequent examples of 
overproduction of materials by NSL recipients, this policy change alone should result 
in substantially fewer potential intelligence oversight board violations connected to 
the use of NSLs. 

» Prohibited the issuance of exigent letters, and issued clear policy, with audit trails, for 
acquiring communications records in truiv exigent circumstances,. 

• Prohibited the issuance of NSLs solely from control files. 
• Mandated legal review of ail NSLs either by attorneys in the Office of General 

Counsel (OGC) or by Chief Division Counsel and clearly delineated the scope of that 
review to include the predication far the NSL and the predication for the underly ing 
investigation. 

» Established an Office of integrity and Compliance to facilitate the efforts of executive 
management to identify and mitigate significant areas of risk , The OIC has been 
functioning for approximately one year and has demonstrated its value in focusing the 
attention of executive management on aspects of the FBFs operations and business 
processes that pose compliance risks, 

» In conj unction with DOT implemented a program for regular reviews of national 
security investigations in FBI field offices and headquarters units, including but not. 
limited to compliance with NSL statutes, policies and procedures, lliose reviews, 
like the activities of the OIC, have proved valuable in uncovering policies and 
procedures that pose compliance challenges, 
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Honorable Glenn A. Fine 

following NSL ], alt NSL policies and required procedures were combined into a 
single document that provides clear and comprehensive guidance to FBI employees who issue 
and approve NSLs daring national security investigaiiens. Prior to its issuance, a draft of the 
new ''one-stop** policy document was briefed to Congressional staff and privacy groups and 
many of their comments were incorporated into the final version of the policy, We also 
instituted mandatory tn-person NSL training and have developed further training that is available 
on the FBI's Virtual Academy, 

We also developed and fniiy deployed enhanced information technology tools to 
automate the NSL workflow, including accumulating the data necessary tor Congressional 
reporting. The system (called the NSL Subsystem) is programmed with drop down menus and 
other user-friendly features to make the NSL process less time intensive tor agents and analysis 
whiie simultaneously increasing the accuracy of the process and decreasing the sort of human 
errors noted by the OIG (e.g., tailing to cite the appropriate statute in the Electronic 
€ommtmicaii on ("EC") requesting an NSL; inconsistency between the data requested in the EC 
and that requested in the NSL). No NSL can now issue unless vital information is included such 
as: the subject of the NSLt the predication for the NSL, the type of NSL, the recipient, and the 
specific targets of the NSL. In other words, the automated system captures all the information 
required for Congressional reporting before generating the NSL, !« addition to improving the 
accuracy of Congressional reporting, the system ensures that each NSL receives the required 
legs! review and each level of required supervisory review. Providing one database for 
automated generation of NSLs also reduces the time consuming manual process for generating 
the required documentation and ensures consistency between the documents reviewed and the 
NSL actually issued. After a pilot project, the NSL Subsystem became operational in ail FBI 
field offices and Headqüarters on January !,2008, 

Finally, as suggested by the GIG in NSL 1 s we issued comprehensive guidance io 
assist our employees in effectuating the requirement that the FBI use, if possible, the 'least 
intrusive alternative" when conducting investigations. We believe this guidance will be valuable 
in pointing employees io the sorts of considerations they should balance when deciding between 
investigative alternatives that have differing levels of mtrusiveness. 

FBI's Response to Specific Recommendations 

Overview; the FBI agrees with all of the OIG's recommendations in the Report and will 
implement each recommendation as discussed below. 

Retainmemiation #1: Create blank mandatory fields in the software supporting die NSL data 
system tor en ten tig the U.S. person/non-li.S, person status of the target of NSLs and for entering 
the number of NSL requests in order to prevent inaccuracies that may otherwise result from the 
current default settings. 

The FBI agrees with this recommend at ion; To improve the accuracy of NSL 
Congressional reporting, the FBI will modify the NSL Subsystem to require the user to select 
one of the U.S. person status options before an NSL may be approved. 

- 3 -
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Reeora raendatirm U2: Implement measures to verify the accuracy of data entry into the new 
NSL data system by including periodic reviews of a sample of NSLs in the database to ensure 
that the training provided on data entry to the support staff of the FBI 0(1 C National Security-
Law Branch, other Headquarters divisions, and field personnel is successfully applied in practice 
an<1 has .reduced or eliminated data entry errors. These periodic reviews should also draw upon 
resources available from the FBI Inspection Division and the FBI's new Office of Integrity and 
Compliance (OIC). 

The FBI agrees with this rest) in mend atieu: The FBI agrees that there should 
be periodic spot checks to ensure that information is being properly reported and to make system 
improvements where issues are identified. The FBI wili utilize the resources of the Inspection 
Division to conduct, such periodic reviews and the resources of OIC to assist in managing the 
policy and training changes indicated by the results of such reviews. Ln addition, it is important 
to note that the data from which Congressional reports will be prepared will come solely from 
data contained within the NSL Subsystem. Thus, NSL data will no longer he culled from EC's 
and transferred manually to a standalone database (a process that generated many data entry 
errors) but instead will be recorded automatically upon the creation of the NSL. As a result, the 
data entry role of the- support staff of the National Security Law Branch is greatly diminished, 
and the process under the new system is designed ro minimize the likelihood of data entry errors. 

Recommendation #3: Implement measures lo verity that data requested in NSLs is cheeked 
against serialized source documents to verify that the data extracted from the source document 
and used in the NSL (such as the telephone number or e-mail address) is accurately recorded on 
the NSL and the approval EC. 

The FBI agrees with this recommendation: Data such as a telephone numbers 
or email addresses that are the basis for NSLs should be verified against authoritative documents, 
Such an authoritative document Mil frequently, although not always, he a serialised document. 
The FBI wili continue to train and advise its employees regarding their duty to accurately 
prepare NSLs and to verify critical data against authoritative documents to avoid clerical errors. 

Recommendation #4: Regularly monitor the preparation of NSL-related documents and the 
handling of NSL-derived information with periodic reviews and inspections. This includes 
requiring that during quarterly file reviews, squad supervisors should conduct, at a minimum, 
spot checks of NS L related documents in investigati ve files to ensure adherence to NSL 
authorities, Attorney General Guidelines, and mtem;jt! policies governing use of NSL- authorities. 

The FBI agrees with this reeommeadittion: The FBI requires an examination of 
NSL-related documents and return information during quarterly file reviews, Moreover, the 
National Security Reviews conducted by DOJ-NSD and FBI-Office of General Counsel ("OGC") 
will help ensure adherence to laws, policies and procedures with respect to all investigative tools 
in the national security area. 

Recommendation #5: Assign NSLB attorneys to participate in pertinent meetings of operational 
and operational support units in the Countcrterrorism and Counterintelligence Divisions. 
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The FBI agrees with this recommendation: NSLB will continue the well-

established practice of requiring attorneys to attend meetings of operational and operational 

support units. 

Recommendâtion Consider increasing the staffing level of OIC so that it can develop the 
sufficient skills, knowledge, and independence to lead or directly carry oui critical elements of 
the QIC's work, 

The FBI agrees with this recommendation; The mission of the DEC is to 
develop, implement, and oversee a program that ensures that there are processes and procedures 
in place that facilitate FBI compliance with both the letter and the spirit of all applicable laws, 
regulations, rules and policies. The OIC will cultivate an environment committed to these 
principles, serve as a focal point for the compliance program, and assist FBI management at all 
levels in maintaining a culture where ethics and compliance are emphasized as paramount 
considerations in decisions throughout the FRL 

OIC staff engages the leadership of the FBI in integrating the Integrity and 
Compliance Program into all FBI operations, programs, and activities and promoting a culture of 
ethical compliance throughout the FBI. The Office is responsible ibr establishing policy and 
methodology for compliance standards, risk assessment, workflow, monitoring and auditing, as 
well as establishing baseline standards for measuring, the effectiveness of risk mitigation 
nteasures, QIC's responsibilities also include working with the inspection Division to develop 
appropriate inspection protocols and procedures, tasking the Inspection Division with conducting 
targeted audits as needed, and analyzing the results and recommending such actions as may be 
necessary or appropriate to mitigate identiiied risks. OIC is also tasked with developing 
effective mid open channels for receiving reports, including anonymous reports, of potential 
compliance risks; receiving, reviewing and analyzing data from a variety of sources to identify 
compliance trends, problems, and best practiceŝ  delivering training on the Integrity and 
Compliance Program; and supporting and facilitating the work of the integrity and Compliance 
Council and the Integrity and Compliance Executive Management Committees, OIC also 
coordinates and manages the FBI Standards of Conduct and Ethics Program to include effecting 
liaison with the Office of Government Ethics and the 003 Ethics Office, the review of financial 
disclosure reports, the initiation and maintenance of ethics education and training programs, and 
the provision of-ethics advice and counsel to individual officers and employees. 

The OIC is raaldng steady progress in each of these areas of responsibility, and 
the office workload is increasing as the program matures. The OIC expects two additional 
personnel to report in the near future — one attorney and one Special Agent — which will bring 
the office up to its currently-authorized personnel complement. The FBI will continue to 
evaluate OÏC's personnel needs as the program evolves. 

Recommendation #?: Reinforce the distinction between the FBPs two NSL authorities purstiant 
to the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA) throughout all levels of the FBPs National Security 
Branch ai FBI Headquarters, In new agent training, in advanced training provided to agents and 
supervisors assigned to counterterrorism and counterintelligence programs, and In training 
provided to Assistant Special Agents in Charge and Special Agents in Charge. 
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The FBI agrees with this recommendation: "Hie FBI will continue to team 

employees involved in the issuance of NSLs on the distinction between FRCAv and FCRAu 

NSLs, In addition, the new NSL subsystem will not allow a 1681 v NSL to be issued from a 

counterintelligence investigation further ensuring that agents do not use FCRA NSLs contrary to 

the authorizing statute. 

Reeoromendatmn #8; A.dd procedures to include reviews of FCRA NSLs in counterintelligence 

investigations to the FBI Inspection Division's periodic reviews and the National Security 

Division's national security reviews. 

The FBI agrees with this recommendation: The Inspection Division is currently 

undergoing a redesign of its inspection process and will incorporate a review of NSLs. to include 

FCRA NSLs, in the new inspection protocol for NSB programs. 

Recommendation #9: Clarify in its eontinumg discussions with major credit agencies that the 

credit agencies should not provide consumer full credit reports in response to FCRAu NSLs and 

should ensure that they provide only requested information in response to all FCRA NSLs. 

The FBI agrees with this recommendation: The FBI continues to have 

conversations with credit bureaus regarding responses to FCRA NSLs. The credit bureaus have 

been asked to carefully review NSL requests and to provide only limited credit information in 

response to a FCRA I681u NSL request. The appropriate Chief Division Counsels will continue 

to communicate with the credit bureaus regarding overproduction in response to NSLs. It is 

important to note that our ability to work collegially with the credit bureaus on an attorney-to-

attorney basis has. in recent years, resulted in fewer overproductions by the credit bureaus. 

Recommendation #10: Ensure that guidance and training continue to identify the circumstances 

under which FCRA NSL matters must be reported to the FBI. OGC as possible intelligence 

violations. 

The FBI agrees with this recommendation: Current FBI training, and policies 

identify matters that must be reported to OGC as potential Intelligence Oversight Board (IOB) 

matters. Folio wing receipt of a report identifying a potential IOB matter, OGC reviews the 

conduct described In the report to determine whether the IOB must be notified of the reported 

error. Hie FBI will continue to provide such training and will update guidance relating to IOB 

matters as appropriate. 

Recommendation #11: Issue additional guidance addressing the filing and retention of NSL-

derived information that will improve the ability to locate NSL-derived information. The 

guidance should require all NSL-derived information be appropriately documented, stored, easily 

identified, and readily available for internal and external audit. 

The FBI agrees with this recommendation: FBI will coordinate any guidance 

on filing and retention of NSL information with the NSL working group as it continues to 

consider whether NSL-derived data should be tagged or labeled or otherwise subject to new rules 

to limit retention or dissemination of NSL-derived data. In addition, the FBI now requires all 

NSLs, NSL approving ECs, and records produced in response to an NSL to be maintained in a 

"National Security "Letter" subfile of the investigative file. 

- 6 ~ 
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Recommendation #12; Include in its 90-day ease tile reviews and the National Security 
Division's national security reviews an analysis of the FBI's compliance with requirements 
governing the filing and retention ofNSL-derived information. 

The FBi agrees with this recommendations The FBI now requires supervisors 
to, inter alia. examine compliance with requirements governing filing and retention of NSL-
derived information dining regular quarterly tile reviews. In addition, an analysis of compliance 
with FBI' requirements governing the filing and retention ofNSL-derived informaiion will occur 
in connection with the National Security Reviews, 

Recommendation #13: Periodically reissue guidance and training materials reminding ease 
agents and supervisors assigned to national security investigations that they must carefully 
examine the circumstances surrounding the issuance of each NSL to determine whether there is 
adequate justification tor imposing non-disclosure and confidentiality requirements on the NSL 
recipient. 

The FBI agrees with this recommendation: The FBI wit! continue to issue 
guidance and training materials as appropriate in order to remind employees involved in the 
issuance of NSLs thai the non-djsclosure provision of an NSL is not automatic and that a non-
disclosure determination mast be made for each NSL. In addition, the NSL Subsystem has a 
banner reminding the user that the determination to impose a non-disclosure obligation must be 
made on a case-by-ease basis for each NSL. 

Recommendation »14: Periodically reinforce training and guidance provided, to case agents and 
supervisors assigned to national security investigations the FBi QCtC directive to timely report to 
the FBI OGC possible intelligence violations arising from the use of NSL authorities. 

The FBI agrees with this recommendation: Current FBI training and policies 
identify matters that must be reported to OGC as potential IQB matters. Following receipt of a 
report identifying a potential IOB matter, OGC reviews the conduct described in the report to 
determine whether the reported error requires notification to the IOB. Hie FBI will continue to 
provide training and update guidance relating to IOB matters as appropriate. 

Recommendation UlSi Require case agents and supervisors assigned to national security 
investigations to specify in any reports to FBi OOC the precise remedial measures employed to 
handle any unauthorized information they obtain in response to NSLs and to address whether the 
inappropriately provided information was used or uploaded into FBI databases. 

The FBI agrees with this recommendation: The FBI currently requires remedial 
measures to he included in the electronic communication that reports to FBI OGC possible 
intelligence violations, in future training and guidance* the FBI will continue to emphasize the 
requirement that such remedial measures be included with tire reporting EC, 

Recommendation &I6: Periodically provide case agents and supervisors assigned to national 
security investigations with examples of common errors in the use of NSLs. such as the 
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examples used m the November 30, 2006, FBI OGC guidance memorandum regarding possible 

NSL-related intelligence violations. 

The FBI agrees with this rccoiaiaendaJton: The FBI will continue the practice 
of incorporating anecdotal information regarding common errors in the use of NSLs in its NSL 
and intelligence oversight board training. The FBI will update examples of common errors in 
training as new issues arise, i n addition, the FBI is hopeful that the NSL Subsystem will greatly 
diminish the number of errors in the use and issuance of NSLs, many of which came from 
inadvertent errors, routing mistakes and typographical errors. 

Recommendation #17; Direct the NSL Working Group, with the FBI's and the NSD's 
participation, to re-examine measures for (a) addressing the privacy interests associated with 
N SL-derived information, including the benefits and feasibility of labeling or tagging NSL-
derived information, and (h) minim mug the retention and dissemination of such information. 

The Department of Justice and FBI agree with this reeommettdaiiao: The 

Attorney General has directed the working group to continue its work. 

Director 
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U.S. Department of Justice 

Office of the Deputy Attorney General 

Chiif Privacy Mi; Civs; ijhertiss O ine ir Washington. D.C. 

March 7f 200S 

The Honorable Glenn A, Fine-
Inspector General 
United States Department of Justice 
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20530 

Dear Mr. Fine: 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on behalf of the National Security Letter (NSL) 
Working Group, an your report entitled "'A Review of the FBI's Use of National Security 
Letters: Corrective Actions and Use in 2006." We welcome the recommendation in your report 
and are pleased that you consider the NSL Working Group an appropriate vehicle to continue to 
examine and develop further safeguards for privacy and civil liberties. 

The NSL Working Group worked with dedication and commitment over the past year to 
strengthen safeguards for individuals' privacy and civil liberties in connection with the .FBI's use 
ofNSLs. We believe thai your recommendation, combined with the work that the group has 
already done and will do going forward, will help achieve the goal we all share - to make certain 
that the FBI is earning out its vital national security mission under the mie of law atid in a 
manner that protects the privacy and civil liberties of Americans. 

As you note in your report, the NSL Working Group analyzed additional protective measures 
including new minimization' procedures for the FBI. To do this, the group examined an array of 
issues concerning the use, storage, and dissemination of NSI..-derived information to include 
consideration of tagging and labeling, potential retention periods for each category of NSL-
derived data, and the privacy concerns associated with the type of information collected. 
Additionally, the group met with FBI operational, policy, and technology personnel to better 
understand the operational and technical feasibility of different options. The group has also 
received feedback from outside privacy advocates. As we move ahead and take on your 
recommendation, we look forward to sharing with your office greater detail about the NSL 
Working Group's activities and progress. 

Again, we appreciate your recommendation and commit that the NSL Working Group will 
continue to address these important issues and keep your office informed. We look forward io 
continuing this important effort to ensure that the FBI's policies and procedures regarding tlie 
use ofNSLs safeguard privacy and civil liberties in a maimer thai is consistent with the FBTs 
critical mission to protect the Nation from threats to our national security. 

„Sincerely 

fati 

xXermeth P. Mortemeli 

Acting Chief Privacy and Civil Liberties Officer 
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CLASSIFIED APPENDIX (U* 

In this appendix;, we provide detailed statistics for each of the four 
types of NSLs thai the FBI issued from calendar years 2003 through 2006 in 
countcr terrorism, counterintelligence, and foreign computer intrusion cyber 
investigations,1 The data in this appendix is classified because it discloses 
the actual number of investigations of each type, as well as the number of 
NSLs issued under each of the NSL authorities, (U) 

' This appendix: includes data frsru 2003 through 2005 included in the Classified 

Appendix to the OIG's Review of the Fe.derat Bureau of Investigation 's Une of National 

Sorority fetters |March <î:. 3007)fN8L it. fUj 

X 
Humber of tawstigations That Used NSLs (CST 2006) (tJJ 

¡Chart below is SIECKEY) 

Si 

Source; FBI OGC .NSL database and FBI HQ Divisions \U) 
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I live stigatioms. NSLs, and NSL Requests in 2006 
fey Type of Investigation (U) 

[Chart below is SECRET] 
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Source: FBI OGC NSL database (U) 
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Numbers of FBI National Security Letter Requests Issued 
From 2003 Through 2006 (U} 

(Chart below is SECRET) 

Source: .DO J semiannual class; iK'tl reports; to Congress am! 
FBI OGC NSL database as of May 2006 (for IS U.S.C. § L6S1 v NSL requests m 2003 through 2003} {U} 



Right to Financial Privacy Act {RFPÀJ National Security Letters 

Cliart below is SECRET 

Source: DOJ semiannual eia ss ill eil reports to Congress (Li) 
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II. Electronic Communicat ions Privacy Act (EC PA) National Security 

bl 

!S) b 3 

A. Telephone Subscriber Information {U} 

b l 

!S) b 3 

:5 In the semiannual ci assure;! reports, the Department combined requests for 
telephone and elect route communication subscriber (e-mail) record tnfoonatkin and, 
separately, combined remiests for telephone toll billing and el«ctronic ccnr}murar.y vion 
trans ac t io nai i e-mail) records. As a res ¡ i l l , we relied or; the OGC database instead of tire 
reports to determine the U, S, p{ifs«n/:non-t;.S. person stutox tor requests pursuant to each 
of the four types of ECPA NSU. (Ui 

5 FBI officials stated that they may never learn the U.S. person/non-U.S. person 
status of cm NSL request issued for subscriber iniormation requests (telephone or e-mail), 
However, rhe FBI is required to identify the status of the subject of the investigative case 
tiie for these NSL requests as either a U.S. person (or presumed U.S. person) or as a non-
U.S. person (or presumed non-U. S. person). This information is not reported to Congress 
tor telephone and e-mail (electronic! subscriber information, fU) 

Letters {u) 

X 

x 
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Source: FBI OGC NSL database i'U'i 

B> Electronic Communica t ion Subscriber Records (Uf) 
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Source: PB3 OGC NBL database (Uì 

W 
C« Telephone Toil Billing Records (U) 

S 

Source: FBÌ OGC NSL ti ai abase jU) 

N 
!S) 

Source: FBI OGC iSSi, fiatabs.se j'U} 
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D. Electronic Communicat ion Transactional Records (U) 

tw. Source: PBi OGC NSL database (US 

S 

X 
Source: Frif O0C \!S-. ilM<ù>i>sc ¡Ut 

III. Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA) National Security let ters (U) 

Fair Credit Reporting Act {FCRA] NSLs fall under two statutes: 

15 U.S,C, §§ 168Tu(a) and (b! and 15 U,S,C § 1681v. (U) 

A, 1631u(a) and (to} (UJ 

Section 16S3.U authorizes the PBi to issue MSLs to obtain information 
regarding: /I) identity of financial institutions and (2) consumer identifying 
information. (U) 
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I . Identity of Financial Institut ions jU) 

¡Si 

source: cíu>j sennaimusi classili e a 

reports to Congress (IJi 

Source; DOJ semiannual classified 

reports to Congress (Uj 
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Salirne: DOJ sijro.ìsinrruaì ciassìfkiì reparrs io (Amorosa j'U) 

Sourct: DOJ seimaonusl dassmed 
reports tc< Congi:ess iti! 

B. 1681v (Consumer Full Credit 

Reports) (U) 

X 
K011 ree: ÌXxC tiiuaha.se as ot May 2U0b and DOJ 

semiarìfmat dassified reports to Coogress { 
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